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CHAPTER I 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Introduction. Effective education demands not only recognition of 
the factors which influence learning but some positive action upon them. 
Brain injury is a factor so directly related to educational progress that 
its effects must be acknowledged and counteracted. Pertinent and practi-
cable, a recent publication by Strauss and Lehtinenl effectively inter-
prets and applies numerous points of se~arate research agreement on brain t 
injury and its educational implications. Psychological, neurological, or 1J 
i 
I 
educational, the approach may vary, but similar inferences are drawn: 
. . . 
that brain injury as a separate and distinct factor is a handicap to 
learning; and that, to forestall or to remedy its effects, there exists 
an urgent need for early recognition and consequent specialized training. i 
BRAIN I NJURY: A FACTOR I N LEARNING 
The problem. Seeking a systematic classroom approach for simplify-
ing their learning problems, this investigation intends to observe and to 
evaluate the reactions of brain~injured children during testing and 
' training utilizing standardized tests and anecdotal records. 
Indications to justify research. Scho?l attendance is required by 
law.· , Academic aptitude is an accepted standard of school success. Thus, 
an effective means of learning must be found for each handicapped child. 
lAlfred A. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, Psychopathology and Educatio~ 
1 of the Brain-Injured Child, Grune and Stratton, Inc., New York City, 1947,1 
I 206 p. II 
I 
Handicaps peculiar to brain-injured children can be isolated by adminis-
tering technical clinical tests requiring time and the skilled psychia-
tric or equally skilled psychological interpretation recommended by such 
specialists as Strauss, Strothers et a11 • 
Economy of time and effort, as well as competent usage of the less 
unique but more generalized educational background of the classroom 
teacher, are best served by employing familiar instruments. Serving as 
a gross weeding out process subject to further refinement, standardized 
, test performance is a more rapid indicator of the type and extent of pre-
vious achievement. If a satisfactory means of learning for each brain-
injured child can be selected on the basis of standardized test results 
and observations, the educational problem can be simplified. Potential 
failures can be checked and further retardation prevented by adapting 
methods to fit the mental mechanisms. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
Type of child studied. The exceptional child observed in this study 
·lAlfred A. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, "Part I: Psychopathology", 
op. cit., p. 26-106. Charles R. Strothers, "Evaluating Intelligence Of 
Children Handicapped By Cerebral Palsyfl, The Crippled Child, National So-
ciety For Crippled Children And Adults, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, October, 
1945; 2. p. P. 0. Wagner, Personal ' Correspondance, Psychological Serv~ 
ices; Divisi on of· Special Education, Department of Education, Columbus, 
Ohio, November 10, 1947. Edith Meyer and Marianne Simmel, "The Psycholo-
gical Appraisal Of Children With Neurological Defects", Journal Of Abnor-
mal And Social Psychology, April, 1947, 42, 2, p. 93-204. Elizabeth Lord 
and Louise Wood, "Diagnostic Values In ·A Visual Motor Test", American 
Journal Of Orthopsychiatry, July, 1942, 12, p. 414-428. 
2 
is defined precisely by Strauss and Lehtinenl: 
A brain-injured child is a child who, before, during, or after 
birth has received an injury to or suffered an · infection of the 
brain. As a result of such organic linpairment, defects of the 
neuromotor system may be present or absent; however, such a 
child may show disturbances in perception, thinking, ·and emo-
tional behavior, either separately or in combination. These 
disturbances prevent or impede the normal learning process. 
Ranging in starting age from seven years and five months to fifteen years 
and five months, the six boys and four girls included were patients com-
mitted to the Children's Unit of the Metropolitan State Hospital for ob-
servation and treatment. More specifically defined, they fell within the 
following etiological classifications: 
Post-infectious encephalitis 
Tuberous sclerosis 
Epilepsy 
Toxic lead-poisoning encephalopathy 
Arnold-Chiari syndrome (questionable) 
Cerebral palsy 
Anoxemia and early malnutrition 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(1) (1) 
(1) 
(1) 
Phases of the study. Extending from February 13, 1948 to May 29, 
1948, the contacts with the children automatically divided the mutual II 
ll participation .period into three disti~ct phases: pretesting, training, 
I· and retesting. Personal history data, previously accumulated, was com-
bined with pretest findings as a basis for the choice of methods and ma-
terials essential to the second phase. Observed data on learning reac-
tions for the eight week training period were kept as anecdotal records. 
Duplicating the first phase in retesting and observation, the third 
phase supplied the information needed for item computations, organization 
of total data, and the final evaluation. 
lAlfred A. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, op. cit., p. 4 
Limitations. Because of the short time span, subject matter content 
limited to reading as the one basic skill by which each child would 
The learning environment, methods, and materials particular-
stressed by Strauss and Lehtinenl and Leviner and Nichols2 for the 
emphasized. Individual achievement was influenced by 
total learning time, the extent of previous learning, current ability 
and the suitability of methods and materials selected. 
er factors affecting performance included regularity of attendance, 
schedule and time changes necessarily conforming to prior hospital ap-
ts and activities, and the individual's capacity for adapting to 
total situation. 
Suitability of setting. Being so recently founded, and, therefore, 
yet academically routinized, the Children's Unit provided an appro-
setting for experiment. Since few other present school or institu-
settings, even though long established, can meet the unique chal-
of the brain-injured child as a special educational problem, this 
attempted to find available, practical, and applicable 
aid in its solution. 
1A1fred E. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, "Part II: Education", op. 
t., p. 127-200 
2Della Griffith Loviner and Edith Carey Nichols, The Cerebral Palsied 
Goes -To -School, Ohio Society- For Crippled Children, Inc., Columbus, 
• p. 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON BRAIN INJU~Y 
General Agreement 
Specific conditions affecting learning. Learning difficulties 
springing from obvious causes, defective vision or hearing, stimulate ef-
1 
forts toward special educational training to compensate for the 
deficit. Recognition and understanding of the basic reason for retarda-
tion create sympathy rather than censure. Seldom apparent and rarely 
considered, the condition of brain injury as a specific cause for school 
failure is a factor of increasing importance. Recently, it has been con-
firmed that brain injuries do not necessarily impair intelligence, but 
are frequently the cause of inability to learn through the medium of con-
ventional school instruction • . 
Despite a pedagogical isolation of brain injury for study, all 
sources to be quoted acknowledge and stress the gestalt concept of inter-
dependent organic function and integration of the personality-as-a-whole. 
Intellectual and personality deviations due to selective brain-tissue 
Hucuuc,~c make each brain-injured child a special educational problem. This 
positive agreement prevails throughout the works of n~erous author-
and Lehtinen, Arthur, Gesell et al.l 
lAlfred E. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, lac. cit •• Grace Arthur, 
Pseudo-Feeblemindedness", .American Journal OfMental Deficiency, October, 
7, 3.t 2, p. 137-141. Arnold Gesell and Catherine S~ .Amatruda, 11 Cerebral 
j~', Developmental Diagnosis, Paul B. Roeber, Inc~, Medical Book De-
of Harper Brothers, New York-London, 1941, p. 206-239. Elizabeth ~ 
5 
lcontinued from page 
Lord and Louise Wood, loc. cit.. Edith Meyer and Marianne Simmel, loc. 
cit. • Charles R. Strothers, loc. cit. • Della Griffith Leviner and Edith 
Carey Nichols, loc. cit.. Lauretta Bender, A Visual Motor Gestalt Test 
And Its Clinical Use, Research Monograph Nu.niber 3, .American Orthopsychi-
atric Association, Editor, Lawrence Lowry, The American Orthopsychiatric 
Association, New York, 1938, 176 p.. Stanley Cobb, "Personality As Af-
fected -By Lesions Of ·The Brain", Personali And The Behavior Disorders 
!
Editor, J. MeV. Htint, The Ronald · , ew , p. 
581. Bronson Crothers, Elizabeth Lord, Manon McGinnis, " Prognosis After 
Encephalopathy In · Infancy", Journal Of The Mount Sinai Hospital, N 
December, 1942, 9, 4, p. 376-383. Lester L. Fuchs, "A Psychogenic Ap-
proach To Epilepsyt', ·The Journal ·· Of · Child Psychiatr;y, Child Care Publica-
tions, New York City, 1947, 1, 1, P• 58-90. E. E. Lord, Children Handi-
capped By Cerebral Palsy, New York, The Commonwealth Fund, London, Hum-
phrey :Milford- The Oxford University Press, 1931, lOS p •• Louis A. 
Lurie, "The Medical Concept Of Feeblemindedness", .American Journal Of 
Mental Deficiency, 1945-1946, 50, L, p. 512-515. Grizelle Norfleet, 
"Habits And Skills Among Cerebral Palsied Children", The -Physiotherapy 
Review, The American Physiotherapy Association, New York, July - August, 
1945, 25, 4, p. 155-159. Grizelle Norfleet~ "A Mental Hygiene Program 
For The Cerebral Palsied Child", The Physiotherapy RevieW-, March- April, 
1947, 27, 2, p. 1-6. Frederick L. Patry, "Psychiatric Principles In 
Educational MethodologyWith Special Reference To Epileptics", Journal 
Of EXceptional Children, October, 1939, 6, 21, · p. 3-6. Winthrop M. 
Phelps, "They Are Individuals - Treat Them That Way", The Crippled Child, 
National Society·For Crippled Children And Adults, Inc., Chicago, I lli-
nois, June, 1947, p. 1-4. Alfred A. Strauss, "Therapeutic Pedagogy, A 
Neuropsychiatric Approach In Special Education", The American Journal Of · 
Psychiatry, July, 1947, 104, 1, p. 60-63. Alfred A. Strauss and Hans 
Werner, "Comparative Psychopathology Of The Brain-Injured Child And The 
Traumatic Brain-Injured Adult11 , The American Journal Of Psychiatry, May, 
1943, 99, .6, p. 835-838. Edgar A. Doll,-"M:ental Retardation· As A Result 
Of Brain Injury", Psychological Bulletin, November, 1932, 29, p. 649-650. 
RELATION OF BRAIN IWJURY TO EDUCATION 
Prevalence 
Bi~th trauma. Unmistakeable evidence of brain injury occurs in 
cerebral palsied children whose motor handicaps mark them from birth. 
Surveysl and other estimates in America, 1944 through 19472, show a year-
ly constant increase of 5,000 cases, seventy percent of whom are educable 
Even though no external sign appears, first born being particularly sus-
ceptible, the risk of minimal or transient brain injury is incurred by 
every surviving infant. Later diagnosis can be assured only through ex-
tensive neurological, psychological, and behavioral observati on. Thus, 
Lurie, Strauss et al3 agree that the frequency and importance of masked 
cerebral injury is minimized, obscuring its relation to school difficul-
ties. 
Postnatal incidence. Significant causal factors appearing universal 
ly in infancy and childhood are listed by Strauss and tehtinen4. These 
include: Rh factor sequelae; infectious diseases, notably whooping cough, 
measles, scarlet fever, and pneumonia; encephalitis and meningitis; and 
head trauma. A 1944 Boston hospital reportS listed approximately 1,000 
lH elen He.fferban, California 1 s Program For Children With Cerebral Pal-
sy, California State Department Of Education, Sacramento; October 15, 
1945, 2 p. 
2~~~~~~-=' Re-Designed For Living, Third Annual Report Of The 
Bay State Society For The Crippled And Handicapped, Inc., Worcester and 
Boston, Massachusetts, September, 1947, p. 4. Winthrop M. Phelps and T. 
Arthur Turner, The Farthest Corner, The National. Society For Crippled 
Children And Adults, Chicago, Illinois, 1947, 3, p. 8, 9. 
11--------------- , op. cit., 1945, 2, p. 7, 8. 
3Louis A. Lurie, loc. cit •• 
"Clinic And Diagnosis Of Brain 
Arnold Gesell and Catherine S. 
• 137 
Alfred A. Strauss and 1aura E. Lehtinen, 
Injury In Children", op. cit., p. 106-117. 
Amatruda, loc. cit., Grace Arthur, op. cit • . 
4Alfred A. Strauss and Eaura E. Lehtinen, op. cit., p. 107 
5 
, 75th Annual Report, The Children's Hospital, 
ost_o_n-,~M~a_s_s_a_c~h-u-se-t~t~s-,~1~944, p. 38, 39, 47, 48, 49 
~ ... 
similar diagnoses specific for, or highly suggestive of, brain injury. 
Comprising one half the total number, 246 were behavior problems and 258 
were mentally retarded. For the overt symptom of epilepsy alone, 200 
cases were treated in Boston in 19471 • For two thirds of these epilep-
tics, under proper care and medical treatment, there is hope for normal 
mentality. Justifiably, Crothers et al2 claim that far less fortunate 
are those with latent brain injury, unstamped by gross visible effects, 
whose deficits are rarely recognized as basic to academic failure. 
Characteristics 
Behavior. Although not conclusive of itself, behavior is the most 
conspicuous overt symptom of abnormality in brain-injured children, the 
most accurate indicator of organic involvement, and usually the most dif-
ficult to treat. Lesion site and extent produce varying degrees of ab-
normal reactions: minimal damage, mild deviations; selective damage, var-
iegated behavior. Community, school, or f~nily complaints are usually 
the first indication of social rejection. Close agreement occurs in de-
I
ll scriptive characteristics: 
J Well oriented Disinhibited 
Socially unacceptable Impulsive 
School behavior problems Exciteable 
Subject to temper tantrums Stubborn 
Lacking fear or prudence Combative 
Emotionally shallow, unstable Irritable 
Restless 
Hyperactive 
Talkative 
Inattentive 
Enuretic 
Soiling 
1 , Third Annual Report Of The Bay State Society For 
The Crippled And Handicapped, Inc., op. cit., p. 6 
2Bronson Crothers, Elizabeth Lord, Manon -McGinnis, loc. cit •• Eliza-
beth Lord and Louise Wood, op. cit., p. 248~ Edith Meyer and Marianne 
Simmel, loc~ cit~. Alfred A. Strauss, op. cit., p. 60. 
and Laura E. Lehtinen, lo.c. cit. 
8 
Misunderstanding and mismanagement since infancy may contribute toward 
and tend to develop many complicated secondary reaction patterns. 
Personality. The gestalt principles of the dynamic theory are ex-
pressive of the brain-injured child's personality. In general, tempera-
mental characteristics are least affected. Although changes do occur in 
acquired brain injury, the uniqueness of the underlying individuality 
tends to persist. Variability of reaction pertains to the stage of org 
ic development and the mental content at onset of injury. In a changing, 
growing organism, all kinds of deviations are possible. Gestalt princi-
ples are never static, but are the integrated responses of the personali-
ty-as-a-whole to the total situation at any given time. Within the 
school situation, it is imperative to recognize, accept, and provide for 
handicapped personalities. 
Learning difficulties. Nonconformity to academic demands also~ marks 
the brain-injured child. Without necessarily lowering the intelligence 
or intellectual level, basic peculiarities of mental organization do 
learning. Marked deviations occur in attention, perception, and 
Disinhibition, distractibility, perseveration, and 
the environment appear as inattention. A character-
istic perceptual-motor syndrome is noticeable in visual, tactual, and 
auditory fields. Weaknesses in discrimination of form and recognition of 
spatial relations influence reading ability. Impaired number concepts 
and sensory deficits preventing imitation of motor activity hinder con-
ventional school progress. Bizarre, remote, irrelevant, or vague reason-
ing is produced by altered volitional and abstracting functions. Lack of 
outspoken signs of such cerebral dysfunction and the wide variability in 
9 
learning capacity due to minimal or selective brain damage make ready dis 
tintion between cause and effect most unlikely. 
li 
,, 
Similarity of conclusions. The foregoing characteristics descrip-
tive of behavior, personality, and learning difficulties recur so 
ently throughout many distinct and widely varying sources, Cobb, Crothers 
I 
et all, that their manifestations must be unmistakable to the initiated. I - - -
!! The similarity and concurrence of opinions as to their influence on aca-
demic progress, even though reached through separate media, merely serve 
,, 
1
; to strengthen the implication that emphasis should be placed upon recog-
1 nitio~~ acceptance, and prevention rather than remedy. 
I EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL THERAPY FOR THE BRAIN-IN~URED 
I 
I 
1 Testing 
Testing needs. Although a few clinical tests specific for selective 
handicaps do exist, the average standardized test response does not s 
l nor segregate the brain-injured. Neither does it sufficiently indicate 
I lstanley Cobb~ op. cit.; p. 551-553, 561. Bronson Crothers, Elizabeth 
j Lord, Manon · McGinm.s~ · op~ cit., p~ 377-378. : Arnold Gesell and Catherine 
I S. Amatruda, op. cJ. t. , p. 209-217, ~30, 23 9. ~fred A. Strauss, loc. cit 
II and La:rr-a E. LehtJ.nen, _ ~P· · cJ.t ~ , p. 28-74, 127-191. 
and HeJ.nz Werner, op. cJ.t., p. 835. 0. H. Mowrer and 
Clyde Kl ucl'".holm, -"Dynamic Theory -Of Personality'', Personality And The Be-
Havior Disorders; Editor; J. -MeV. Hunt, The Ronald Press Company, New 
York; 1944, 1,- p . -69; 70,- 73. ·Leo Kanner," "Behavior Disorders In Child-
hood1 op. Cit., 2, p. 769, 778, 784. R. L. Jenkins and B. L. Pacella, 
"Electroencephalographic -· Studies Of Delinquent Boys", American Journal Of 
Orthopsychiatry; January; -1943, 13, 1, p. 109, 110, 11. 
and Louise Wood, loc. cit.. Gordon W. Allport, - .:.P.;,e;:.r~~~~.z.....:!!.....:~~~~ 
ical Interpretation, Henry Holt and Comapny, New , 
Lester L. Fuchs, op• cit., p. 69; 70• Grizelle Norfleet, op. cit.; 
4. Lauretta Bender, op. cit., p. 34, 137, 138, 149. Grace Arthur, op. 
cit., p. 137. Edith -Meyer and Marianne Simmel, op. cit., p. 193, 194, 
203. E. E. Lord, op. cit., p. 37. 
=10 
the extent or nature of former achievement. For educational purposes, 
however, it is more important to discover the means of achievement rather. 
than the amount. Valid measurement for such planning requires flexibili-
ty of procedure, freedom from stress, exclusion of items beyond the physi 
cal and mental experiential limits of the child, and appropriate timimg. 
Allowing a selection of pertinent items, the omission of patent sensory 
or motor impossibilities, adjustment of time limits with demonstration, 
· repetition, and varied presentation, standardized tests, thus adapted and 
·modified, can be used. 
Interpretation and evaluation. Evaluation, to properly serve educa-
tional plans, must take cognizance of both onset and extent of cerebral 
involvement. Separately or combined, these factors have a distinct bear-
ing on what may be learned. In a child still developing, compensations 
and substitutions can be made. Mental deficiency is not a clinical enti-
ty, there being no simple one-to-one ratio between certain deficits and 
intellectual capacity. Many of the brain-injured functioning as feeble-
minded are deficient only in isolated areas. In those of known normal 
intelligence, lack of response to learning is highly disturbing and usual 
ly misinterpreted. 
Prognosis for education. Non-standard test procedures necessarily 
evaluation subjective. Nevertheless, a suitable testing program 
adequately serves its purpose. By providing an inventory of present abi-
lities, of actual learning potentialities, by seeking out not only the 
areas but the processes of success or failure, it indicates in what 
school subjects, by what methods or means, and to what extent a brain-in-
jured child may profit by special education. 
Concerted approval. Realizing the inadequacy of present tests for 
appraisal of the brain-injured, many authorities stress more intelligent 
and more appropriate interpretation with relation to _ the disabilities of 
the individual tested. These same authorities, Strauss, Goodenough , 
Strothers et a11 , strongly advocate more effective testing programs for 
!prognostic purposes. 
I 
!Academic Applic~tions _ 
Proven practices. Over a period of years, many of the already quoted 
practising specialists for the brain-injured, No~fleet, Cobb, Strauss et 
a12, have reached very similar decisions, and have come into accord con-
I . . . . 
!Alfred A~ Strauss; op• cit., p. 61. and Laura E. 
Lehtinen, op. cit., p. 13, 15, 98-105, 108-117~ and 
Heinz Werner, op. cit., p. 835. Florence L. Goodenough, Measurement of 
Intelligence By Drawings, Yonkers-on-Hudson; ·world Book Company, New York, 
1926, p. 62~ Charles ·R • . Strothers, op. cit., p. 2. Elizabeth Lord · and 
Louise Wood, op. cit.; ·p. 414-428. Edith Meyer and Marianne Simmel, op. 
cit., p. 193, 194, 200. Arnold Gesell and Catherine s. Amatruda, op. cit. 
p. 229, 230. Lois R. Schultz, "A Study Of The Educational Facilities In 
California· For Children ·With Cerebral Palsy", . JoUrn.al Of EXceptional Chil-
dren, June; 1946, 14; -4, p. 276-296. Henry R. Goddard, School Training 
Of efective Children, Yonkers-On-Hudson, New York, 1923, p. 5, 6, 12. · 
orentine Hackbusch, · Personal Correspondance, Bureau Of Mental Health, 
epartment Of Welfare, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, February 11, 1948. P. :M. 
Valpole, Personal Correspondance, Education Division, Children's Rehabili-
ation Institute, Inc., Cockeysville, Maryland, November 7, 1947. P. o. 
wagner, loc. cit.~ Lauretta Bender, op. cit~, p~ 11, 139; 147. Stanley 
Cobb, op. cit., p. 554, 560. · L.ouis A. Lurie, op. cit., p. 513, 514. 
elen Heffernan, op. cit., p. 1. Esther Hutchinson, Elizabeth H. Lanctot, rn th Winthrop Morgan Phelps, Handbook ·on Physical Therapy For Cerebral Pal 
~, Ohio Society For Crippled Children, Inc., · State ·Department Of Educa-
ion, Division Of Special Education, Columbus, Ohio, 1945, p. 9, 10. 
. . 
2Grizelle Norfleet, -op. cit.; p. -3, 4, ·5. Stanley Cobb, op. cit., IP· 551, 565. ·Alfred A. ·strauss, op. cit., p. 60-63. R •. L. Jenkins and 
l
B. L. Pacella, 6p. cit., p. 120. Lauretta Bender? op. c1t., P• ~37~ 
Arthur; op. cit., p. 138. Elizabeth Lord and LoU1se Wood, op . c1t., 
p. 427, 428. Winthrop M. Phelps, op. cit., p. 4. Alfred A. Strau~s and 
Laura E. Lehtinen, op. cit., p. 127-200. and He1nz 
Werner, op. cit., p. 837. 
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cerning basic adjustn1ents regardless of the specific causal factor. They 
\j are conf'irmed in their opinions t hat the environment, learning load, 
il ods and materials must conf'orm to individual needs. For reading difficul-
11 ties, adjustments are specific for known deficits. 
I Environment and program adjustments. Since the organic lesion is 
I 
1medically untreatable, there remains for attack only the external environ-
1 - - • 
which can be controlled. The overstimulating aspects of the usual 
decreased by segregation of pupils and planned furnishings. 
lessen the academic burden, intensified training in basic skills com-
arable with learning pace is a minimum requirement. In order to achieve 
educational demands made by society with the greatest ease and the 
frustration, each child's environment is shaped to meet his own 
and personality traits. Not replacing, but orienting 
adjustment to the regular classroom, a therapeutic educational 
is primarily essential. 
to reading. Alleviation of the reading disabilities for the 
necessitates a counter-attack on the overt organic disturb-
attention, perception, and reasoning. Based on medical knowledge 
and clinical observation of effect, the organic approach relies 
integrity of the remaining undanlaged portions of the brain to 
for known deficits. By roundabout ways, by re-routing percep-
associations, and by giving direction to processes that ~ould other-
be deviated, meaning and mental function are established. Scientific 
ication of especially adapted training methods results in adequate re-
education. 
Reading methods. Since each reading problem is as unique as the in-
dividual who has it, no panacea is offered. Substituting an intact func-
1 tion for a deficient one is basic to all methods applied. For children 
1
with speech, integration of auditory and visual perception is emphasized. 
I 
j Those vdthout speech can be oriented to reading by a non-oral method. 
Preparatory reading activities stress perception and int egration of 
! wholes~ organization of space, and construction of figures against a 
I . 
backgrouna. Dependent upon the case need, either global attack or analy-
tical study of word components is recommended for functioning readers. 
Word by word reading is not only permitted but encouraged. Pace-slowing 
I by any workable means is advocated for indiscriminate readers. 
Jl Disinhibition and distractibility are controlled by presenting short 
assignments, single isolated problems, removal of all unessential details 
, from the page, and planning a daily or even an item goal. Perseveration 
is decreased by giving simple, specific directions, by eliminating tasks 
prone to monotonous repetition or rote learning, and by presenting a 
variety of work items well within the current ability. Adjusting the 
method to fit the need or requiring only attainable goals pennits fewer 
learning maladjustments. 
Reading materials. Here, too, the needs are multiple and diverse. 
Devices intended to help the child become independent of perpetual adult 
aid are valuable and desirable. Combined with manipulation, visual aids, 
in particular, help to form and to fixate essential primary associations. 
Necessarily pertinent to a selected deficit or specific basic skill, most 
materials are hand-fashioned. Some commercial materials, arranged and I 
adapted to conform to preventive principles, can be effectively used. j 
'~~~=-~~= 
t 
I 
I 
Isolating devices are especially practical. Employing familiar content 
and objects, a variety, but not a confusion, of materials is recommended 
by Strauss and Lehtinenl and Loviner and Nichols2 to establish the s 
ty so essential to learning. 
Use of reading research for this study. Using standardized testing 
results as a basis for selection and judgment, methods and materials con-
I forming to standards for the brain-injured were applied to counteract in-
dividual reading deficiencies. Alleviation of the most patent defect was 
the immediate goal: assisting each individual to make adjustments adequate 
and proper for him, the ultimate aim. 
lAlfred A. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, Part II: Education, 1oc. cit. 
2De11a Griffith Loviner and Edith Carey Nichols, op. cit., p. 11-23 
15 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
Problem identification. Research reading pertaining to the academic I 
problems of the brain-injured had stressed specific learning difficulties 
and the improbability of their recognition and management in the conven-
tional schoolroom. To seek a feasible means of alleviation from the 
standpoint of the classroom teacher seemed both worthwhile and timely. 
Standardized tests are obtainable and familiar instruments, but 
their use for the brain-injured is extraordinary, and, at present, beyond 
her sphere. Therefore, plans were initiated for systematizing the use of 
common tests as prognostic measures in the education of brain-injured 
children. Classroom training was to be based upon differentiable inter-
pretation of pretesting results, then followed by retesting to check on 
. . 
the value of the selective training. 
PRELIA~INARY PLAl~NING 
Preparticipation Period 
Method and main outline. Systematic and sound, with its clearly de-
fined steps and procedures, the case-study method was chosen as the most 
appropriate form for reporting the investigation results. Following pre-
liminary data gathering, the mutual participation period of actual con-
tact and continued observation logically divided itself into three dis-
tinct phases: pretesting, training, and retesting. All data secured were 
then organized, tabulated or charted, and compared; individual case 
studies were written; and final conclusions drawn for a total project 
=-==="-'--'--====--=== '=- = l ----==-= 
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evaluation. 
Location and population. Progressive, interested in child welfare, 
and welcoming educational experiment, Dr. Thaddeus P. Krush, psychiatrist 
and medical director o~ the Children's Unit, Metropolitan State Hospital, 
altham, ·Massachusetts, offered facilities essential for this study. Ten 
children diagnosed as brain-injured would be accessible for the duration 
of the project, their case histories and hospi~al records supplying the 
previous background information needed. Varying widely in age, intelli-
gence, achievement, and personality, all the children were socially mal-
adjusted, and a majority had been both home and school behavior problems. 
, Orientation to the group. Introductions and brief mingling with the 
!'children on the wards served to :fonn a meaningful impression upon llhich 
Ito base future personal relations. By meeting the children informally, 
associations of physical appearance and personality traits could be in-
1 . 
ltegrated to color and make more ~arigible both verbal and written descrip-
li tions. Details of their pas~ life histories and pertinent factors influ-
. lencing their present conditions were taken from the hospital records. 
These data, relating to personality, physica~, mental, and academic sta-
tus, provided the background knowledge and understanding valuable for 
1
test 
I 
selection. 
i 
I PARTICIPATION PERIOD 
Pretesting 
Test selection and scheduling. To clarify and to delimit the prob-
lem, reading was selected as the basic skill for emphasis. As a gauge 
I 
of the present reading skills within .the group, an informal test for 
t 
.., '7 . 
.l. 
word recognition, using Thorndike•sl basic lists was given along with 
context reading from stories about Washington by Zirbes2• Informal test-
: ing impressions combined with past history facts provided a nucleus for 
I 
!! standardized test selection~ Both individual and group tests, comparable 
l! with abilities, grade level, and mental status were chosen, one set for 
1 readers, and a second set for non-readers. With morning hours given pre-
ference, but influenced by hospital routines, testing times and schedules 
lwere arranged to best advantage. Taking pointers from Bingham3, Stuts-
lman4, and Strauss and Lehtinen5, 
I tests were prepared. 
detailed observation charts for mental 
I Test administration. Complying with preventive principles for elim-
inating distractions, furnished with nothing but a desk and chairs, the 
!office space sacrificed for _educational experiment was used for giving 
,individual tests. For group tests, the staff room, with its blackboard, 
I 
movable one-arm chairs, and general bareness, was most acceptable. Rigid 
!adherence to scheduling was impossible, temporary states of health or 
prior ward needs frequently causing postponements, delays, or interrup-
tions. In some cases, group tests had to be given individually at odd 
lEdWard L• Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teachers' Word Book Of 
30z000 Words, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Universi 
ty, New York, 1944, p. 27-273 
2Laura Zirbes, Little Journeys With Washington, Johnson Publishing c 
~ pany, Richmond, Atlanta, New York, C.hicago, 1932, p. 4, 5, 35-38 3Walter Van Dyke Bingham, Aptitudes And Aptitude Testing, Harper and Brothers, Publishers, New York and London, 1937, p. 229-235 
4Rachel Stutsman, Mental Measurement Of Preschool Children, World Book 
1I Company, Yonkers-On-Hudson, New York, 1931, p. 261-262 
' . 
5Alfred A. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, op. cit., p. 84 
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!times. Of the non-readers, several required two sessions for completion. 
!varying only in these minor respects, standardized test procedures and 
, administration were followed and remained within acceptable bounds. 
Observation. Using the numerical rating scale on the prepared 
I 
chartsl, careful, detailed observations were supplemented with descriptive 
I 
I 
long-hand notes or comments. Written during or immediately following the 
l! tests, often on the test form itself when a specific response might influ-
l
ence late~ decisions, they served as val~able references for the planning 
and executing of training period details. Processes favored and methods 
of attack were especially noted as were the outstanding or overt reaction 
type and pattern. 
Scoring, interpretation, and program planning. Although reached by 
. . 
strictly standard rules, global scores, tabulated for later comparison, 
1were subordinated to other factors. Interpretation was based less on 
factual numerical results than upon a recognition of reaction type and its 
corresponding responses. Most important for this study was the informa-
ltion secured as a foundation for the choice of methods and materials; the 
!areas of academic success or failure; suspected or certain reading faults; 
and the decision of the sense organ denoted as best adapted for learning . 
ithin each individual's range of ability, comparatively strong and weak I 
I 
i points, the age and grade level of schoo~ achievement, and t he previously 1 
1
success£Ul means o£ learning were listed. Using these £acts as indicatorsj 
~ndividual training programs were planned for each child. 
lsee Appendix B, p.l09 =-~ 
il 
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Training Period 
Metnods. In applying the method of learning already demonstrated as 
effective, whether auditory, oral, visual, motor, or any combination of 
these, in stressing a skill to be developed or directed where reading 
mechanics were already adequate, or in att~ting to remedy a reading 
fault, the organic approach was emphasized. As the need became apparent 
and progress indicated, methods were either more suitably adapted or com-
1 pletely changed. 
Materialsl. Considering the wide range in reading needs, stages of 
I readiness or achievement, and the varying faults and habits, most materi-
- I 
I
I als for visual aids and manipulation had to be hand-fashioned and pre-
' pared daily to meet anticipated class progress. Content, the degree of 
I 
I' difficulty, the nature and extent of each assignment, as well as the 
! physical arrangement of reading materials had to conform, not only to 
,I 
standards for the brain-injured as a whole, but to the specific reading 
demands of the pupil concerned. Individual daily work sheets helped to 
solve the problem for the readers. Large movable letters, wall charts 
and duplicate picture and word cards, flash cards, and preparatory work-
book pages proved effective for the non-readers. 
Lesson plans, observations, and achievement records. 2 Daily lesson 
plans were necessarily tentative and pertinent to the individual. Depen-
dent upon the daily amount accomplished, the rate of individual progress, 
the method of learning or presentation, and the learning reactions, as-
signment length varied. Lessons were supplemented with additional work 
lsee Appendix B, p. 111-118 
_ ~See _ App~n.?-i!_ B , __p . 110-=- -====-'=-='---___ ---==-
when finished rapidly or held over for later completion if unfinished 
within the class time. Separate sheets headed with the proposed daily 
lesson and a selected check list of learning responses allowed ample 
room for comments and progress notes. 
Adapted environment. Except for a large desk and several vari-sized 
seats, the office-classroom was bare of furnishings. The sole deeora-
tiona were pen and ink wall charts, two small progress charts, and a win-
1 
ldow ledge of text books. Even here, numerous distractions were plainly 
evidenced. 
At his own daily achievement rate, provided with visual and manual 
I aids, an adapted curriculum and presentation, lacking unfavorable criti-
1 
11
cism or undue competition, the daily goal being set but still well within 
his reach, each child received individual instruction. Approximately 
I twenty minutes each for sixteen classes totalled five and one-third hours, 
jslightly longer than one full day of school. Yet f~l acceptance of the 
jpupil as he himself was, como~ed with firm prodding when necessary, fre-
quent praise and encouragement, and outspoken recognition of progress 
provided an atmosphere leading toward the self-confidence and security 
essential to effective learning. 
Retesting. With staff co-operation, retesting appointments and 
schedules were far more regular and controlled. Testing periods proceed-
led smoothly without in~erference. No irregularities of administration 
!occurred. Duplicating the pretesting program, administration and scoring 
were held to specific standards. Similar observations and notations were 
listed beside the original statements. Scores were also similarly re-
I 
ported for comparison and evaluation. 
ORGANIZATION AND TREATMENT OF DATA 
Organization 
Approach. Organizing the data for practical application toward the 
education of brain-injured children entailed the compiling in graphic 
form of detailed and exact comparisons of all aspects of the pretest-re-
test results. Various tables and charts were set up. Having already 
separated and operated with the pupils in two groups, readers and non-
readers, some of the_ tabulating was simplified. 
Item tabulations! Item for item, scores of both testing programs 
were tabulated for each child for every test. Tests with a face sheet 
that automatically recorded scores and listed item responses eliminated 
1 the need for corresponding tables. Listed as passed, failed, omitted, 
and unfinished, item count tables merely enumerated the number of items 
per pupil in each category providing a global impression. Item compari-
son tables, using similar captions and comparative terms, showed the ex-
act number and type of response variance, so that the least change, gain 
or loss, with its own particular reference for interpretation became im-
mediately apparent. 
Test result chart~ Descriptive behavior responses and reactions 
noted on the observation sheets were combined and integrated under respe 
i tive headings with the speci:f'ic numerical 
lation scoring. Affording item, subtest, 
results obtained through regu-
and global score comparison, 
these charts clearly designated gross or minor discrepancies, the strong 
lSee Appendix B, P• 104-107 
2see Chapter IV, individual case studies 
qp~ 
r.;., t':, 
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-~eak areas in academic achievement, and the exact amount of gain or losj 
I in mental age, intelligence quotient, percentile rank, and grade level. A~ 
I 
brief general summary of these separate details completed the chart. 
Personal history and training period datal. In order to include the 
l
'most pertinent factors of past history and current educational data, a 
second cha~t for each pupil was necessary as a supplement to test infor-
mation. The most important of the influencing factors were abstracted 
from the hospital records. These and all essential information relating 
to training and its planning were charted. Anecdotal excerpts, typical or l 
representative of each individual and 'vital to a broad understanding of 
the whole child, were a final addition for rounding out the personal des-
l
criptive data. I . 
II Forms. Computation tables and samples of the various forms used 
I during testing, observation, and training were placed in Appendix B. In-
1 eluded are: item count and item comparison tables, copies of the observa-
' tion sheet for mental tests, the daily record blank, an indiyidual readin 
assignment sheet and its independent work page, a work book page, diagrams\ 
' - -
of the wall chart and its duplicate ' materials, and a window device • . The 
basic form sheets and spatial charts for space and picture matching were 
materials actually used by the non-readers. 
Final Treatment Of Organized Data 
Case histories. Individual case histories, compiled from the tabu-
lated and charted data, were written in narrative form. Serving as the 
! final summary for all source information, each case history presented an 
lsee Chapter IV, individual case studies 
------ --=~~= ~ ---- - -~~-=~'!!==---=~ 
inclusive description of each pupil for a continuous span of time and 
from several points of view with particular emphasis on the experimental 
I 
1 
testing and training periods. Each narrative offered an evaluation of 
I 
the program with reference to the particular child, interpreting the va-
rious elements in their relation to the situation as a whole. Set up to , 
precede the two reference charts, each case study provided a broad view 
of personal reactions and academic potentialities. 1 
Summary and evaluation of the total project. Applying all the gath- I 
I ered data to the problem task, an evaluation was stated of the total pro- I 
1: ject and final conclusions drawn. Within the limits of the problem situ- J 
1! ation, the vC!.lues of standardized testing for the brain-injured as a pre- I 
lj liminary upon which to base subsequent training were described; the ne-1 -
I cessity for comparison of pretest-retest results was stressed; the worth I 
of selective training as employed in this study was estimated; limitations: 
I 
of the program were acknowledged; possibilities for further research were 
offered; and, finally, suggestions for practical use of the investigation 
plan and approach were made. 
l 
I 
t ! 
------- ~--
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1through Grade six, but during the next school year, his aggressiveness, 
:belligerence, and abuse of smaller children caused his expulsion. Adj 
ment to adults who provided him with_ personal attention ~as satisfactory, 
but adjustment to groups of other children, unacceptable. 
Hospital classifications. On admission to the Children ' s Unit as an 
1uncontrollable behavior problem, January 15, 1948, A.'s medical examina-
. - -
ltion revealed bilateral myopia with 20/?00 visio~ bilaterally, and a mild 
j
1
wedge-like deformity of the sacral area. _ An electroencephalogram showed 
I 
1 abnormal tracings indicating organic factors. Medical diagnosis->~ re-
I 
'ported him to be without psychosis, but with possible brain disease. Psy-
jchological tests rated him as just average in global intelligence but as 
' -
having superior verbal and high average concrete responses. Hyperactive, 
and apparently entertaining repressed fears, he exhibited escape m~~u·~L~~ 
Ward reports corroborated community complaints listing him as 
, lar, boastful, bragging, bossy, insolent, ~oisy, undependable, and very 
~~ troublesome, constantl~ starting fights with smal~er children . A pro-
:fessed reading interest deteriorated to the "funnies" and school work li -
1 "bored" him. I . 
I Family. Springing from poor stock, a shiftless father and alleged 
j pros~itute mo~her, A. had a very unfortunate infancy. His adoptive par-
lents, however, responsible and sincerely concerned, have provided many 
!
'opportunities for ~ .fine home and education. On good terms with him, and 
aware of his regard for their kindness, they were completely baffled by 
'I his behavior. 
I 
*A more recent diagnosis was "psychosis with other changes of the 
central nervous system". 
- -- -===ll=-==--=-==-=-=-=-=-~-=--=-=-=-====-=-=-=--· -. 
Pretesting 
I I _ Description. Small and slight for . twelve, A. wore thick glasses 
' which gave him a scholarly appearance. · Protruding upper teeth may have 
further influenced a slight lisp and speech fault: _£. sounded as th, and 
1! as!· Friendly, co-operative, and loquacious ' in individual test situ-
.1 ations, he appeared socially confident and assumed an air of equality 
'with adults. On continued contact, however, this superficial air of rna-
turitywas rapidly dispelled. 
Manifesting typical hyperactive characteristics, A. showed very lit-
tle interest in group tests, evidencing easy fatigue, jiggling pencils, 
!,rustling papers, leafing through pages despite instructions to the con-
"trary, and generally serving as a distracting element for the others •. 
Yet, in spite of _this characteristic test approach and reactions, rest-
lessness, distractibility, short attention span, inability to concentrate 
1
1
on essential details, and poor adjustment to groups, average scoring oc- I I . 
'jcurred. _ Disinhibited, and thus voluntarily unable to slow down his w?rk- j 
tg pace, A. disregarded directions, dashed through the complete test, 
1 
swered scattered items, ignored others entirely, and could not be in-
buced to go back and recheck any answers. To avoid criticism or direct 
t:"tructions to finish incomplete items, he placed a question mark in all 
mpty spaces. 
Unless oral checking of each item were done for every test, I j there wa~ no possible way of ascertaining how answers were reached:· by 
l the process required by the test, by good guesswork, or by sheer chance. 
I 
I 
!This procedure was accepted as a constant error throughout test interpre-
l' t t• '!_ ~-- ~on, and, in view of this evidence of organic behavior, the erratic 
,----
1 
I 
I 
I 
.I i 
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results were not unexpected. 
Results. The pretest results placed A. at a sixth grade level of 
school progress, approximately one year retarded, with a global rating of j 
average comparable to hospital admission testing. His best performances I 
occurred in language or verbal items, although vocabulary in speech and 
usage exceededword meaning IG:owledge; his second best, in manual ar-
rangement o£ spatial elements. Weaker areas were noted with mental rec- ! 
lognition of spatial relations and with number facts, in general. Imma- I 
11 turity of observation appeared in the dravnng test. The possibility of 
1
1 
I visual difficulty, added to the known mechanism of omissions and indis-
II criminate haste in response 
l ticn and interpretation. 
selection, colored and distorted test evalu- il 
I 
I 
I 
!Training Period 
I 
Reading need. Possessed of adequate r~ading mechanics and fair com-
iprehension, A.'s most patent. need appeared to be pace-slowing for more 
accurate absorption, and secondly, development of word meanings for proper 
use. Because of a travel and science interest stressed by his parents, 
his subject matter content was based on it. Beginning with directed si-
1. . ' 
j
1
lent reading, the method was discarded and _ replaced by audio-oral pre-
li sentation _and practic~ with better results. 
II 
Reactions. Class reactions duplicated test responses. I Indiscriminte 1 
lf aste prevailed in all reading and writing activities, letters, syllables, 
~ d who~e words or phrases being omitted. He was unable to read his own 
~ iting. Outlining and paraphrasing, intended to force slower, more ac-
'jcurate reading and retention, proved futile. Recall was iilrrelevant, elab-1 I . . I 
orated, or simply hasty and careless. Forgetting from day to day was · --=---=-- _ 
__:::....=::: ~ -- ~~ --=---=-= -
great. Confident, but irresponsible, numerous excuses were offered £or 
lack of homework completion or any errors made in class. 
I I Assignments had to be decreased again and again to a maximum o£ five I 
short sentences to accommodate the short attention span. Auditory ab-
1 sorption and oral recitation, with pace control, a££orded a means o£ di-
recting answers be£ore voluble elaborations could change the meanings. 
II than daily results 
II Final Steps 
I Retesting. A distinct change in test reactions and behavior occurre 
Alert, orderly, more deliberate and much less impulsive, A. appeared un-
usually subdued. Slower, rarely £inishing ahead o£ time, he applied 
steady, _concentrated e££orts to tasks, paying attention to instructions. 
Achievement at the eighth grade level produced a total improvement in 
test scores, yet inconsistencies in item, subtest, and section responses 
were £requent. 
Evaluation. A. conformed to a type whose retardation appeared to 
be due to learning di£ficulties rather than intellectual lack, yet whose 
I verbosi t;r. ove~rated his true knowledge. All tests served well to point 
out reaction patterns and the e££ect o£ organic involvement on academic 
I 
I 
J adjustment. The observation a££orded by individual _ tests was particular- / 
ly valuable, indicating 
I· . 
·I 
1 former achievement. 
I 
-r 
both areas and means, but not always extent o£ 
By simplifying the learning process, the audio-oral method was ef-
fective in A.'s own isolated program, but entailed laborious effort and 
vigilance for the instructor, implying positive but very slow progress 
- -
in total education. Individual attention without g roup distractions ap-
peared to be beneficial , changes in behavior and attitude noted by his 1 
parents during the training period being credited, by them, to education- ! 
al therapy. 
I 
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CHART J..l C()MPJRISON CHART OJ' PRETEST - RETEST REst 31 
-
SCORES P.B1RCENTILE GRADE D.A1'ES AND lt>BM . . CHBONOLOGICAL lNTELLIGENCJ WlllA1t 0 
NAME OF TEST raw wgt raw wgt~~JUNK PLJCEMEE'l' Pretest_Retest __ NORM __ MENTJL_.AGE __ JGE -~TIE~- . Pretest 
GOODENOUGH DBAW-J..M.AN 30- -34- - 2-16-48 5-25-48 Age . 10-6 11-b w }.2-8' 12-11 j 90 Hasty; square, rigid, immature. 
· { , Few de~ails, poq_r arm and leg I 1 attachments, and several trans-
I parencies. 
HEJLY CONSTRUCTION PUZZLE J 20 35 3-3-48 5-25-48 Age 14 14 12-9 12-11 None in performance, but was 
seconds seconds Pintner-Paterson I Time plus plus unable to explain his success. I 
I 
"Just fig11red it out 11 • 
I 
BENMON NELSON TESTS 01 46 38 186 70 7 7 2-20-48 5-26-4811 Age 15-4 13-9 12-9 12-11 120 107 Dieinhibited, basty, many Qmis-
MENT.AL .ABILITY High School I Score sions. Befused to return to 
Grades 7 -12 !Grade test to recheck answers. 
Form A O~itted plus wrong items: 44 
- I Correct 1 tems• 46 
C.ALIFOBNIA TEST OF MENTAL 3-3-48 5-25-48 Age Deliberate evidence of fatigue 
!I.ATURITY I Elementary I Grade and -lack of voluntary effort. 
Spatial Relationships 17 35 30 35 , 5 70 1947 S-Form I 
Sensing right and left 8 20 17 20 Grades 4-8 Sensing right and left 
I 
Manipulation of areas 9 15 ~ 15 . ~ogieal Reasoning 25 30 30 70 60 I . 
Similarities 14 15 12 15 
Inference I 11 15 12 15 ~umerical Reasoning 15 25 17 25 70 80 I i 
Number series 4 10 5 10 . Number series 
0 
Numerical quantity 11 15 12 15 I Vocabulary 26 50 50 50 .4o 60 Language Factors 48 80 55 80 6o 70 ~ 7.6 8.6 ! 13-2 14-0 12-9 12-11 .103 108 Non-lan£U&ge Factors _J5. 60 _!IT 60 ~.2Q H~ ,, 9-4 12-6 12-9 12-11 I 73 97 Non-lariguage factors Total Mental Factors 83 140 102 140 ro I • 8.2 
' 
:' • 11-10 13-8 12-Q' 12-11' 'q3· 106 
t,~i~stXEea~~G TESTS i: ~ ', 3-3-48 5-27-48 
Age 1;1Fatigue ~d omissions 
32 90. 65 90 10 90 5.4 8.9 Intermediate Grade 10-11 14-4 12-9 12-11 86 111 Vocabulary 
Mathematics 12 22 16 22 Form A l . 
Science I 8 23 15 23 Grades 7.8.9 I Science . Social Science 6 23 20 23 I I Social s6ience 
General 6 22 14 22 I I General 
Reading Comprehension I 31 55 39 55 60 90 7. 2 8.9 II 12-10 14-4 12-9 12-11 101 111 J'ollowing directions 3 10 9 10 i Following directions • Beference skills 9 15 12 15 ~ Int er]2reta t ions N~ 18 ~ b.T 8.9 Total ReadiJUt ,, 104' 1 20 qo 11-9 14-4 12-9 12-11 92 111 
ICHICJGO NON-VERBAL 3-25-48 5-28-48 Age 
EXAMINATION , ~ ! ! 1. Digit symbol . 70 7 67 7 I 2· Noting differences 6 12 g 18 
3- Block countiDg 6 6 6 ! Block countiDg 4. Manipulation of areas 6 12 5 10 I f 5. Similarities 10 10 9 9 I 
6. Scrambled pictures 5 10 3 6 Low I Scrambled pictures 
7. Picture stories 6 12 8 16 Average 
8. Incongruities 16 16 19 19 raised 
9. Similarities 7 7 8 8 to 
10. Digit symbol · ~ 8 Jll 22 Average Digit symbol Total 1 100 177 121 12-q 12-11 85 100 
' 
. 
-
-
I 
LTS :rQR CASE A. 
roms STROWG roms 
=--,......--~...:Retest __ --:-----t =:--:--:---Pretest ___ ......,_,.. -----~Retest---.....---, ~~.----GENERAL SUWJ.RY_-=-:---1 
Immature observation and reP- )(ixed type with head ~n profil, Orderlf att.ack and slower reaG Evidenced more careful applica-
resentation. Transparencies. Essential number and propeF at1 tiona. ~mprovement in fea- tion of knowled&e or improved 
Lack of the finer details of tachment of limbs. Good pro- tures, shape and clothing de- observation. Consistent with • 
feet and legs. portions. ,. Orderl;y, s:ytematic 
attack. 
Contrast to pretest: 15 moves. No errors. Immediate and ac-
Exact recall·not apparent but curate placement. Stated that 
!planning and foresight more he had not seen the test pre-evident. Tiously. 
Slow reaction: incomplete test. Understood and followed sample 
119 items unfinished , 38 right, directions. No apparent visua. 
31 wrong, 2 omitted. .4n&logie~ difficulty. 
word meanings and scrambled Best performances: concrete, 
items the POorest. factual, uncomplicated items. 
Similarities 
Number series 
Bon-language factors 
Interpretations 
(by comparison) 
Scrambled pictures 
Similarities 
Inference 
Numerical quantit;y 
Language factors 
Interpretations 
Digit symbol 
Similarities (geometric) 
Incongruities 
tails. Good proportions. More improvement showiDg a one ;year 
curvi~ and less ri,dd lines. FCain in mental age. Controlled. 
Bapid timing despite more Less perfect performance, but 
moves. Purposeful trials by still above age-level rating. 
size and position for proper Slower, more errors and for-
fitti~. FCetti~. but accurate procesa. 
Followed directions well. No Very similar types of success 
visual-perception difficulty or weakness. Successes erratic 
noted. Successes and best with variance in 37 items, the 
items: disarranged worde,,fac- incomplet~ test a factor. Grade 
tual and concrete tasks. I>lacement static• global loss. 
Excellent attention, quiet, Total improvement but inconsis-
subdued, orderl;y, slow. tent in separate responses. 
Sell8ing right and left 
Manipulation of areas 
Inference 
Numerical quantit;y 
ocabular;y 
Language factors 
Generall;y excellent 
Vocabulary 
Reading comprehension 
Following directions 
Reference skills 
Slower, more deliberate 
Digit symbol 
NotiDg differences 
Similarities (geometric) 
Picture story arrangement 
IncoDgru.ities 
Similarities 
Digit symbol · • 
12 inconsistent items scattered 
throughout 2 areasa spatial re-
lations and similarities. 
A. global gain in the summarized 
factors, ;yet many discrepancies 
in item answers. 
Successes in concrete numbers 
and factual language remain con..j 
aistent with other tests, how-
ever. 
A distinct change in both at-
tack and attitude. 
A. marked total improvement. 
The apparent inconsistencies 
with an almost complete reversa, 
of subtest successes result fro 
additional borrect items re-
placing pretest omissions. 
This circumstance presents a 
factor vital to proper test in-
terpretation and Judgment ot i. l 
academic leve 1. 1'1 
Consistent in area responses 
with #2 and 110 improved. 
Item responses very consistent. 
This test and retest were clo-
sest in ~ime. 
Vision may be a factor influen-
cing the results in this test. 
Total gain from low average up 
to average: more meaningful for 
this completel;y non-language 
test. 
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CHARI' A-2 PERSONAL HISTORY AND TR 
-
PEBSONAL .AND F .AMILY HI STORY 
I 
TBAmiNG PLANS AND PBOCEDURES 
I 
P.ERSONAL DEVEWPME:NTJ.t FACTORS MEANS OF. PBEVIOUS LEARNING , IMMEDIATE BEADillG NEED_ 
Birthplace and Date Massachusetts b-23-35 Jdequate reading mechanics -- Slower reading pace~ 
· Birth~ Early Events - Hospital: normal delivery. Feeding difficulty: bottle Com~ehension o£ oral language More exact comprehension 
fed; diarrhea. Readmitted 10-28-35: malnutrition and Word meanil¥!;s for Eroper us~e 
acute peritoneal infection. 11-16-35 at adoptive home; 
cyanosis. Diagnosed as heart condition with six CONTENT MATERIALS 
months to live. Improved in general bo.t eyesight be- Every~ physical principles1 lion-commercial ~ came worse. Illegitimate child. Individual work sheets 
Community Behavior Nervous, high strung. Clinic: relaxation exercises. Adventure stories 2 Commercial 
Constant school adjustment problem: repeated fourth Fiction 3 Dictionary 
grade. Jer~. uncontrollable hand motions noted. Had Text books 
individual tutoring to complete grade six. In grade 
seven, expelled for aggressiveness, belligerency and METHOD, SELECTED II 
fights with smaller children. Adjustment to adults Directed silent reading changed to audio-oral method 
J2:0od. Likes personal individual attention and reading. ~ 
Presentation 
COMMITMENT DATA Silent reading 
Admission Date, Cause 1-l~S Severe behavior problem. Oral instructions preceding silent reading -
Medical Findings Bilateral myopia with 1/10 vision. Mild wedge-like Printed instructions for application of reading content -
deformity of the sacral area. Electroencephalogram Audio-oral presentation 
abnormal possi blz due to orf.lianic factors. Oral reading of content to the pupil i 
Ward Behavior Unpopular: boasts, bosses and hits others. States Directed auditory attention 
school work bores him. Reads funnies constantly. In- Selected and specific questions for limiting and directing 
solent 1 noisz 1 lies 1 has temper tantrums. Unde~ndable. ( oral responses 
Diagnosis Pbssible organic brain damage. Without Eszchosis. r I 
Medication · Procedures 
Silent reading 
I ) 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST RESULTS Outlining 
' 
• , 
Name Wechsler-Bellevue Binet Form L Cowan Adolescent Paraphrasing 
Pi 1~1 JAjustment Analzzer Answering specific questions, oral and written Date l-22-48 ~~-1 1-22.-48 Audio-oral development and recitation ei Mental .Age Dictionary use and syllabicating 
Chronological Age 12-1 12-5 12-1 Oral discussion and explanation of aims an~ goal 
Intelligence ~otient 105 lOS Oral reading of text to pupil 
:I Summary Confident, co-operative, pleasant. Alert, hyperactive. Oral paraphrasing by the pupil in respoil.Se to qllestions Superior verbal and high average concrete answers. Re- Oral discussion and correction m:egsed fears 1 esca~ mechanisms1 Aver~e ~lobal ratigr; Word meaning development 
Forming of definitions 
-
F .AMIL Y HISTORY I Oral reading and reproduction of fiction i Natural Father_Mother Adoptive Father ___ Mother 
Marital Status Unmarried CoEgenial home together -
Economic Status Low Low Aver!!!e I Harvey Brace Lemon, From Gallileo To Cosmic Ba,ys, The Uni versi- ~ 
Occupation None Prosti tui'e Ins~ctor Housewife ' ty of Chicago Press, Cbicogo, Illinois, 1934.-p. 3-8, 17-37. 109- ~ 
Birthplace Massachusetts Massachusetts Massachusetts 115 ~ 
Jge or Birthdate 6-'1-0'5 UDknOWll 11-9-q3 2-27-96 2 1 Exploration1 Travel 1 Invention, Draper's 
Mental Status or High UDk:nown Normal, average High School · ~ Self Culture, Section 4, Twenthieth Century Self-Culture Associa-
Education School tion, New York, St. Louis, Chicago, 1907, p. 2-~. 32-50, 167-172 1-
Other Factors Shiftless, unreli- Resp:>Il.Sible, re Sympathetic, af-
3Miss Mulack, The Little Lame Prince, The International able, deserting. served, concerned. fectionate and de- Press, 
fensive. The John C. Winston Company, Chicago, 1928, p. 1-27 
Social Agencies Local Public Agencies 1935-1938 
State Temporary Aid 1-14-36 ' 
Local Home Society 3-22-37 I I 1--New England Home for Littele Wanderers 1-19-47 I 
1-
' 
-
--
y 
-- A'NECDOT AL RECORD EXCERPl'S 
1::22-4~ Outlining: ParaPhrasiEg. No visible distractions. WU-
ling, interested, working steadily but wasting time in unnecessa-
ry-motions. Wanted to ,complete unfinished work. Only one word 
admitted. as new. Writing was hurried, careless, unreadable with 
letters and syllables omitted. Stated it would be easy to do 
homework; could use the assignment sheet as a marker. _Text was 
I taken to ward for topic completion. Personal attention interest. 
I 3-26-48 Word meanings. Homework: untidy, illegible, omissions. 
I Content recall of one or two word phrases only; no complete sen-
; tences. Flipped dictionary pages carelessly. Needed aid to re-
I cognize, spell, and write words -correctly before he could find 
them in the dictionary. Made a hasty selection of any one-word 
i meaning. Incorrect use of word in context. Swaggering air of 
I SOEhistocation made ludicrous b~ childish s~ech defect. 3-29-48 Oral readi~ and reEroduction. Homework not done. No 
time; helping in the kitchen. Rapid, careless reading a duplicate 
. of his writing. Poor interpretation, fantastic elaborations. 
:
1 DisiDhibition very evident. i Pace not slowed by oral reading. Oral 
I development is necessary for proper word meaning development and 
: absorption for usage. Aware of reading faults and claimed ability 
I to correct with voluntar;y effort. 
jl 4-2-48 Review. No time for homework; helpiDg on ward the excuse. 
Personal prestige interest. Apparent concentration and interest 
1! ineffectual. Meager, irrelevant recall. Supplemented~picture 
d and phrase matching. Would not check work. Attempted to gloss I 
'I over errors when found and realized by rapid reading and replace-
ment of card in envelope. Disinhibted: could correct errors 
j when made to. but would not spontaneously~ not admittedly. 
J 
L 4-5-48 Oral readiiii?.: for retention. Homework finally done: mea-
l ger, scant; ideas, writing, spelling, all lacking care and accu-
E 
j 
I 
I racy. With concentration and effort, oral reading was slower but 
enunciation very poor. Extraction ability poor; no concern for 
failure. Content recall remote, exaggerated, or pure fabrication 
' Any answer served. Appeared interested and ~ed to_ comply but 
' without success. 
ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCERPl'S t w -
, ~•1'3-Ii8 Auditotl retention for reEroduetion. Auditoty perception 
similar. to visual, but a better grasp of ideas when pace of stimu-
lus was controlled. On the whole, improvement in retention and re-
counting: less far-fetched when limited by specific questioning. 
More freedom, however, to tilt chair, swing pen~il, and move whole 
body when not occupied in handling material. Eiljoyed being the sole 
object of attention from an adult. 
4-22-48 Audito!l attention and ' recall. Cheerful, confident. .As-
sumiDg equality with adults but stating an awareness of his ina.de-
quacy with children. More accura~e response to limited content. :Be-
yond a three-sentence span, leaped at and elaborated upon the last 
few words heard. Long, laborious., weary. work to get eventual correct 
answers: stressed response ~anted, delimited questions, insisted on 
purposeful effort allowed rereading, reconsidering. Final demand. in: 
ll-26-48 Andito!l attention and recall. Unless cautioned to heed 
only the specific detail in question, elaborations or relating of 
personal experiences crept in. Rote memory and recall best. No aP-
parent association nor integration of ideas or applied reasoning ~ 
less it is demanded. Audio-oral approach is more fruitful in that 
appropriate associations can be forced, but the burden of effort and 
direction is entirel;y~laced on the instructor. 
4-30-48 Auditory attention and recall. Misconstrued meanings until 
firmly cautioned. Grasped at some outstanding word and was off on 
his own stream of thought. Oral check directs and limits answers: 
can be stopped critical points before embellishing. Day to day re-
call appears to be more accurate. Good today except for a slight 
confusion of positive and negative principles. An impression of vol-
untary effort to restrain anyc flight of ideas. 
5-3-48 .Auditory recall: science. Confusion of new terms cleared up 
by relating them to everyday occurrences. Fairly good grasp when 
content could be visualized or applied to actual personal experience 
but tended to recount whole life history until c~ecked. Good res-
J22nse 1 less remote and mre J2ertinent. Grati!zi~ performance. 
5-1-48 Auditorz retention and recall; fiction. Much better grasp 
of main idea in fiction. Less need for strictly accurate technical 
ii:§Jfs Oral roadi!!t; to answer ~at ioDS. Jl:a:paDShe , voluble , I thillking; more allo.......,e for own interpretation. Best rot ont ion and 
• with numerous excuses for homework lack. Accepts no personal res- less faulty recall at a moderate to slow pace with four or five-sen-
ponsibility for it. Excited and talkative about ward transfer. tence limits for each assignment. 
! Hasty, careless, inaccurate replies. Ignored meanings of ques- ,5-10-84 Auditory recall and reconstruction: fiction. Content level tions, leaping at decisions indiscriminately. Did not recall the ~ at grade 4-6 suitable. Fairly good reconstruction with few elabora-
order or sequence of events read. Homework to be discontinued. tions when controlled by oral directions. Appeared to have adjusted 
1 4-1~8 Retention for word meani~s. Cheerful and confident. 1 to a slightly slower pace; a little less restless. Completely self-
Co-operative, but could not read his own writing nor recall posi- 1 satisfied with his class work. Beamed with Eleasure at J2raise. 
t 
, tion within content to find words for rechecking. Had to re-read 1 5-14-48 Review of content. In view of previous confusion , very Jj entire text. Delayed word finding until time was up. Syllabica- good retention and clear recall shown in acceptable definitions and 
• tion aids spelling and writing accuracy, but the time element at explanations of science content. More abstract con~epts were reach-
I 
E 
l 
E 
t 
t : his own pace is prohibitive. Hyperactive: constant hand motions, ed with aid. States that auditory approach, listening to content 
I flip-pi~ book covers and pages 1 ta;p.Ei~ J2encil on desk1 read orally, is best for his learning needs. Knows that he skips 
:4-16-48 Repetitiona word meanings. No recall of previously read words and misses significance. His statement to be judged in view 
topic or page numbers. Hasty reading. Words skipped. No effort of desire to please instructor, comparative ease of method for him. 
1to absorb meaning. Recall: remote, heedless, scant. Hyperactive: and the certainty that questions will continue, repetition or va-
E 
handled, tapped, twisted, flipped a~thing reachable, tipped and ried approach be offered until learning occurs. 
tilted chair. Ver~ poor attention, concentration and effort. 
CASE B 
1 Preliminary Data From Hospital Records I I 
Preadmission information. Born in Massachusetts, September 29, 1932 j 
B. had a history of school and social maladjustment. Otherwise apparent-
ly normal, the usual childhood diseases being ~thout sequelae, a mild 
scissors gait presented visible proof of cerebral birth injury. Ridicule 
Jof her gait and ill-fitting clothes by playmates prevented close early 
!! friendships inducing a solitary childhood, a possible contributory factor 
1
1toward her very erratic school adjustment. Too outspoken in Grade four, 
B. was referred to a Habit Clinic. In Grade seven, school failure, with 
a half-year repeated, was followed by superior work concurrent with foster 
home acceptance. Just when adjustment seemed within reach, suicidal 
threats were made and a state of amnesia developed. Hospitalized, B. be-
came violent, destructive, and completely unmanageable. 
! Hospital classifications. Admitted to the Children's Unit, July 30, 
!11947, as a severe adolescent behavior problem, sensory equipment was 
II 
II found to be normal, but encephalographic studies presented a psychomotor 
pattern indicating unstable cerebral function. Extreme lability of moods 
~ . 
~was substantiated by ward reports of varying behavior and psychological 
tests which revealed similar variance in mental capacity. Well oriented, 
and possessed of superior intelligence, B. was immature in several ways 
I
/ and lacked insight. 
: Family. Her immediate family, although average or above mentally, 
. ~ . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!!provided a strong factor of incompatibility and insecurity. Jealousy and ~~~ 
!!lack of paternal interest resulted in separation and subsequent non-sup-
- - - ~- ~ - - ---- . ...=.-..=.-----=-- __ --__:.----=- - -
I! 
3 3 
··L 
,1 port in 1946. Her father, a YMCA director, B. considered irritable and 
unjust, denying her recreational privileges at the Y, yet showing slight 
1 favoritism toward her younger brother. This boy, who later went to live 
lwith paternal relatives, was accustomed to taking mean advantage of B.'s 
I 
!crippling handicap to tease and torment her into developing temper tan-
trums as a result of extreme frustration. Visiting frequently despite 
lher work as a night-club cashier, her mother had been described as tense, 
emotional, over-solicitous, and pedantically sophistocated. Although an- ' 
ticipating these visits, B. developed post-visit flare ups. Thus, physi-
cal, mental, social, and personality factors all contributed toward a 
very poor conwunity adjustment. 
Pretesting 
Description. Except for her awkward carriage, the only obvious pecu-
liarity, B. was an attractive adolescent, alert, but, at first, very re-
served. Right-handed, excellent eye-hand co-ordination and motor control 
were demonstrated by unusual sketching ability. However, peering and 
1squinting suggested a visual weakness borne out by an admission of print 
·,appearing to waver following close reading or prolonged study. 
Well-poised and confident, the majority of verbal answers were given 
unhesitatingly. Encouragement was unnecessary except for arithmetic prob-
'lems, a known and freely admitted difficulty. Speech development, vocabu-
.lary, and verbal expression were superior. Analysis of unknown words for 
meaning was attempted. Careful attention to details and directions, a 
'slow, methodical, almost cautious working pace, concentration, and effort 
utilizing all available time characterized her response to group tests or 
written items. There was no sign of distractibility from any cause, nor 
-=--=--= =- ::::..:=----- -= =--===== -=-=--=--==...=..= -=-
any extraneous bodily motion. 
Stated interests included classical music, reading, and out-ddor in-
dividual games. Yet, later, B. confided her enjoyment of the group tests 
with the boys present. This adolescent interest in boys had been plainly 
, evident in a sudden and obvious increase in pains taken with dress and 
I 
I 
appearance. 
Results. Implying a broad reading background, outstandi ng successes 
occurred in vocabulary, verbal comprehension, and facile verbal expressicn. 
Auditory memory and immediate recall were ex~ellent; language concepts, 
concrete or abstract, well beyond expectancy. Foresight, planning, and 
ready recognition of spatial relations was shown in the HealJr test by 
rapid, accurate manipulation. Within her own achievement range, but well 
above average, comparative weaknesses appeared in items involving visual 
imagery of spatial relations and in numerical reasoning. 
Placing B. in a superior to very superior category, pretest results 
were highly consistent in all respects, her own lowest total of achieve-
1 ment a year in advance of her chronological age, its non-language subtest 
in visual imagery for spatial relations the one exception to excellent 
scores. Poor performance in this spatial item, requiring a constant, 
fatiguing eye shift, was the only manifestation of a possible visual per-
1 
caption weakness relative to organic brain damage. The possibility of 
using test results as a recommendation for ninth grade entrance acted as 
a spur for this fine performance. 
Training Period 
Reading need. With no actual reading problem for remedi al treatment, 
but the fact of school return to face, study-habit training and reading 
I 
enrichment were planned. French grammar, conversation, and translation 
provided practice in routine school study habits, while compiling an an-
Jthology of poems allowed for selective reading and creative expression. 
Reactions. Despite her known capacity for unusually fine verbal ex-
pression, resistance and evasion developed at the suggestion o£ creative 
!writing. A mental block of unknown origin developed when the approach 
I 
through illustrating, intended as motivation, was initiated. With this 
approach discarded, B. agreed to make her own selection of poems, merely 
copying them. Added to the delay in starting caused by her personality 
quirk and recurrent headaches, progress was further impeded by lack of 
ward facilities for pen-writing under the required staff supervision. 
This obstacle was circumvented by allowing B. an additional hal£-hour 
, a£ter the class period for writing in the classroom. 
Nursing a persecution complex, wary and suspicious that the training II 
period might mean a further prolonged stay in the hospital, B. was, at 
£irst, co-operative, but laconic and uncommunicative. On being assured 
, that her help was needed only for this study, she became more receptive, 
and at the half-way mark, completely accepted the relationship, voicing 
· a need £or trust and acceptance. This change of attitude was proven by 
1 the £inal presentation of the completed anthology. A complete surprise, 
and entirely on her own initiative, B. prof£ered full page sketches, well 
'' planned and well written pages of poems, and although slightly morbid in 
I 
1 trend, beautifully expressed captions and comments for each poem. 
Attention, concentration, and diligence marked the French lessons. 
Verbal recitation was rapid, but writing or copying slow, meticulous, and , 
rarely finished within class time. The need to hurry or to keep within 
~======= ------ -- =---
- 'i' 
I' ,, 
II 
1 specific time limits seemed to be disturbing and very upsetting. Home-
· work of a prescribed type was well done and accurate, but insistence and 
I direction were required to achieve the selection of poems. Ability in 
reasoning, association, retention and transfer, planning and initiative 
were demonstrated during the training period. 
Final Steps 
Retesting. Superior results with mental age scores from one to six 
1 years in advance of chronological age substantially verified both pretest 
1
, and training period data. Item, subtest, and total achievement were high-
ly consistent from any point of view. Improvement was general with the 
exception of the Progressive Reading Test showing a slight total drop, 
I· 
;1 yet remaining within the excellent category. 
J 
1 Evaluation. A personality rather than an academic probl em, standard...: 
I ized tests and observations were truly representative of present ability 
1
, and previous response to learning. They marked a visual imagery weakness 
and the areas needing stress and direction, number problems and spatial 
relations. Behavior reaction and control were indicated more clearly by 
' individual tests, and most clearly during the training period. 
Methods and materials would no doubt present but slight adjustments 
11 in view of her superior intelligence, providing B. were sufficiently 
motivated. For an adjustment period, an adapted environment was demon-
strably beneficial, B.'s adaptation and adjustment to a situation of 
known goals, individual attention, controlled working pace, and relations 
without personality clashes being excellent. 
CH.ART B-1 
..... 
COKPJRISOB CH.Alll Ol PRETIST - BITES! HIS 
. 
P.BlRODTILB GRADE D.ATES .ANl> :roma r _ C:Jm:)NOLOGIC.AL INmLIGEllCE 1t'EAK 
N.AO OF TEST raw_wgt_raw_wgt R.ABIC __ PLJCEMEN!_ Pretest __ Betest_ JTO:Bll __ KEHT.AL_Jtm JGE _Q,UOTIENT_ Pretest 
ST.ADO~BINET BEVI SED . SC.ALE ~0 99.9 Ver7 2-23-48 5-26-48 Jge 19-11 21-10 ,1_5-5 15.-8 j 136 148 Arithmetical reasoning 
Superior 1937-Jorm . L ~ , Visualtimager7 and spatial re-
unchanged · l ' lations. · Orientati n at the adult level 
GOQDENOUGH DIWr-.A.-IWI 50 51 2-13-48 5-25-48 Jge 15-6 16-o 15-5 15-8 115 119 ~estionable point of left 
thumb o sit ion. 
HEJLY COliSTRUCTIO!T PUZZLE A 12 9 Age 1 15-5 15-8 Bone 
econds seconds Time 
B:Elmi)B BELSON TESTS OJ I Jge 15-5 15-8 1 Arithmetical reasoning 
MENT.AL .ABILITY 82 g4 100 100 9 9 Grade 
.. I Score 
C.ALil!'OBNI.l TEST Oll' Jge 
IIENT.At Y.ATURITY Grade 
s-patial Relationships 29 35 35 35 zo 95 
Sensing right and left 19 20 20 20 
Manipulation of areas 10 15 15 15 Manipulation of areas 
Logical Bea.aning 29 30 29 30 50 50 
Similarities 15 15 ~a 15 Inference 14 :J-'5 15 
lumerical Beasoning 20 25 ~ 25 70 95 
llumber .aeries 6 10 9 10 !lumber series 
llumerical qwantit7 14 15 15 15 
VocabularT 46 50 48 50 80 95 
Language Factors 74 so 77 80 6o 95 12.5 13~ 17-8 18-9 15-5 15-8 115 120 
llon-langna,~;e Factors ~ 60 ~ 6o 20 ~ ~ 12., 13-8 18-2 15-5 15-8 89 116 Non-language factors 
Total Mental Jactors tl liiO 13 140 bO C35 11.0 13! . 16-3 1~-9 15-5 15-~ · 105 120 
PBOGRESSIVE EE.ADD1G TESTS 3-348 5-27-48 Jge 
Baading Vocabul&rT 87 90 88 90 90 95 12.0 12.5 Intermediate Grade 17-2 17-8 15-5 15-8 
Mathematics 21 22 21 22 l'orm .l 
Science 21 23 22 23 Grades 7.8.9 
Social Science 23 23 23 23 
General 22 22 22 22 
Beading Comprehension 54 55 51 55 99 95 14.0 12.0 19-3 17-2 15-5 15-8 
J'ollowing directions 10 10 10 10 ~ference skills: Beference skills 14 15 13 15 J #15 
InterP!etations ~~ 28~ --Total Beading 139 1 5 95 90 13.0 12.0 18-3 17-2 15-5 15-8 118 110 
CHICJGO NON-URBAL EX4MINATIOll 3-25-48 5-28-48 Age 1Int1amed right eyelid a pos-
1. Digit symbol 80 g 96 10 sible influence on: 
2. lloting differences 6 12 9 18 lloting differences 
~: Block counting 11 11 11 11 Manipulation of areas 11 22 10 20 
5. Similarities 11 11 11 11 
6. Scrambled pictures 10 20 g 16 
7. Picture arrangement 6 12 9 18 Picture arrangement 
8. Incongruities 15 15 21 21 
9. Similarities 7 7 9 9 .lverage 
10. Digit symbol 22 11 ~ 1~ 1 66 to 15 15 Digit symbol Total 179 129 97 Superior plus plus 15-6 15-S 105 128.5 
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JLTS JQR CASE B 
R:>DTTS STRONG FOINTS 
~ Retest. _____ ..., Preteat. ______________ :aetest __________ GENERAL Stooi.ART 
r Orientation at the highe$t lxcellent vocabulary _and verbal "fery superior 1;otal as well as l Perfect).y consistent and' 
level facility even at advanced adult item and subtest results. showi~ impro?ement even 
levels 'at the most advanced 
levels. 
r !lone Bxcellent detail and total re-
----------------------------~~·~ul~ts. Su rior work. 
·'!lone 
,: .Arithmetic problems 
, !lone 
1 Reference skills: J' 14, #15 
1 Interpretation of directly 
; stated facts: #4, #18 
I Purely comparative weaknesses 
I 
I 
I Scrambled pictures 
No errors. J'oresight. Ba_pid, 
lo ical accurate lacement. 
Generally superior throughout. 
Generally superior in language 
factors with a comparative 
weakness in non-language item& 
Generally excellent 
Manipulation of areas 
Scr.ambled pictures 
Incongruities 
Mature observation and skilled Perfectly consistent and 
a lication· free fluid lines. 1m oved. 
Bo errors. Becalled size and Both perfect performances 
le ths for lacement with a ain in time 
Generally supe~ior throughout. Two inconsistent items 
only. Very consistent 
with improvement. 
Generally superior throughout Firfectly consistent and 
improved in all respects 
Gener-ally excellent 
Generally superior 
Notable increase in digit 
symbol scores. 
. and in all areas. 
Gains in mental age and 
grade placement ra.D&ed 
from one to four years. 
Numerical problems and 
geometric spatial rela.. 
tions reflect similar 
comparatively weak points 
noted in other tests. 
La.Ilgoage ability and fa.- I 
cili ty exceed non-lan- I 
e. 
£ discrepancy in three 
items. Otherwise verr 
consistent showiDg a 
Teey slight drop in total 
results with global ra-
tings still within two to 
four years above average 
fhr life age. 
Vocabular,v scoring close-
ly approaches perfection. 
Very consistent and defi-
nitely improved. 
Variations are strictly 
comparative within he r 
own range. 
Digit symbol improvement 
indicates retention and 
ability to apply learni~ 
and to employ associa-
tive thillking. 
Vision not a factor in 
this test situation. 
CJ!ART B-2 PERSONAL HISTORY AND TR 39 
PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY TRAINING PLANS Am> P,BOCEDum.lS 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENTAL FACTOBs~~-=---~~~--~--------:---:-l 
Birthplace and Date Massachusetts 9-2<3-32 
t 
KElAWS . Ot'~ PREVIOUS LEARNING IMMEDIATE READING NEED 
Ade.quate in all respect,s - StUdy-habit 'develo-pment -
~irth: Early Events Mild ~pa.stic quadriplegia, a residual birth injury. ------------------------------=E=nr~i~c~hm~e~n~t ________________ __ 
Usual measles, whooping cough, and chicken pox with-
out sequelae. At nine, a bilateral tendo-Achilles ~ ~-----CONTENT._______ MATERIALS ____ _ 
lengthening. Slight spastic gait remains. French Non-commercial 
Community Behavior Solitary. Few pl~tes due to ridicule of gait and I Vocabulary Individual reading sheets 
clothes. Grade four: inattentive and too outspoken. Grammar Individual assignment sheets 
I 
Poor work in grade seven; repeated a half grade. Su- • Conversation 
perior work in grade eight. Foster home: amnesia and 1 Translation 
suicidal threats. Massachusetts General Hospital, in 1 
lg47. violent and destructive. ! Literature 
If Self-selected poems 
Commercial 
French Textbookl 
Volume of poetry2 
COMMITMENT DATA~-::--~~~~~-----:---·---:--=-~~--~----1 !1 .Admission Date, Cause ..~.7 -;;;.3,o:4:::;.;;;..:...~7 _ _.::;.Se=-v;:.;e:;..:r::..:e:-=a==do=le;;..;s;:;.;c::..:e:;.;:n::..:t;......;:b.=.eha=vi-=-=o:;.;:r~p=-r.:::.o b~l=-e::.:m:;::•~---Medical .Findings Gait spastic. Normal sensory equipment. Electroen.- ___________ .METHOD SELECTED ___________ _ 
cephalogram definitely abnormal: unstable cerebral 
function with an atypical or psychomotor :pattern. Approach through illustrating discarded. 
Ward Behavior 
I . 
Shy, seclusive, unhappy, subject to temper tantrums. 
Hallucinated by voices. Destructive. Suicidal at-
tempts. Variable: from normal inquisitiveness to 
excited hyperactivity and uncontrollable laughter. 
Cerebral palsy. Extreme lability of moods. 
Silent study followed by oral recitation and completion of written 
assigmnents 
Present at ion 
Written instructions and assignments I Diagnosis Medication Oral recitation for Check on silent study Independent selection of poems for anthology l PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST RESULTS. ____________________ I, 
Name Wechler-Bellevue Cowan Adolescent Adjustment 1
1
t' Procedures 
Analyzer Class work , 
Date ~8--'1:.::4-.:...Lz _____ .:::8--::.1:::4-.:..J]L...-____________ Silent reading of writ ten instruct ion 
Mental Age 1 ~1 Silent stu~ of assignment 
Chronological Age 1U: .::1~4:::4-.:..,....-------------- II Oral recitation in answer to oral questions 
Intelligence Quotient 125 immature Written completion of individual work sheets 
Summary Well oriented. Lability of moods; hallucinated. Written translation with oral discussion ! 
Variable mental capacity with poor insight. but with Copying of poems 
1 
a generally superior rating. Homework 
t FAMILY HISTORY·---------::~-----~-:-:-----~--=:-:-:-:-:---
__ ...;Father ___ .,._---:Mother Male Sibling_ 
Rote memory of grammar and vocabulary 
French translation 
Independent selection of poems for reading 
Marital Status 
Economic Status 
Occupation 
Birthplace 
.Age or Birthdate 
Mental Status or 
Education 
Other Factors 
Social Agencies 
I 
No support Separated in 1946 -
Self supporting Marginal Spending money it 
YMCA director Night-club caShier Delivery boy 
:Rhode Island Illinois Massachusetts lE. B. Crampton, The All-In French Course, Thomas Nelson and 
38 36 ..-1"'3______ Sons, Limited. London, Edinburgh, New York, Toronto, and Paris, 
Average Bright normal !' August 1937, p. 9-41, 451-458; 51, 96-105 Average 
----------------~F~e~da~n~t-i~c~~--~--------------
Uninterested in Tense, emotional, Teased, taunted · 2 ______ , Draper• s Self Culture, Section 9, Famous lb-
children, jealous sophisticated. B, fought and etry, Wit and Humor, op. cit., 383 p. 
of mother's social concerned for B. caused temper 
life. UD.1ust. tantrums. 
Industrial Aid Society 1-11-33 
Habit Clinie 11-28-41 
Children's Hospital 10-11-42 
Massachusetts General Psychiatric Clinic 3-11-47 
Local Family Service 3-18-47 
! 
IlliNG PERIOD D.AT.A. FOR CASE B 
TRAINING PERIOD ~SERV.ATIONS 
~""""""1'-~--:-----~AEECDOT.AL BECORD EXCERPl'S I ' .ANECDOTAL bCORD EXCERP.rS 
3-22-48 French grammar: Literature. Familiar with French content. I 4-19-48 French translation. Recitatio-n of co_n_v.._e_r-sa--:-ti':""o_n_f~o-rm_s _ 
Has- had first year French. Careful, very slow reader and writer. less well done than usual. Week-end time element and visiting 
Pencil held between· index and second fingers. Q;u.iet' no bodily mo- I days influence the amount achieved. Depended on literal transla-
tions, no apparent distractions, good concentration, and steadily tions not effective in use of idioms. Some good guesses, but not 
applied effort. Retained text to complete assignment on ward. Co- accepted. Poems had been. selected, but stated that writing in her 
o rative leasant and a ared willi to do homework. own room was difficult. She enjoyed the chance to read poetry but 
3-26 8 French grammar; Literature. Homework accurate and almost ~t~h~e~lar.c~k~o=f~w~r~i~t~i~~f~a~c~i~l~i~t~i=e~s~·~·~--~~----~--~-----~--~ 
complete. Slow reader. Stated language of Shakespearean plays too -23 8 Verbs and tenses. Well done homework. Class copying of 
difficult; impression gained of liking his works erroneous. Prefers verbs for her own reference neat. slow, methodical. :eetained the 
poetry. Resisted sketching, leafing through the book until time was text to complete. When allowed own pace, rarely finishes class 
up. Non-communicative except about suspicions regarding class atte work. Further pen and ink writing prohibited on ward or in room. 
dance. Feared that it meant a further prolonged stay. Depressed but Eagerly accepted offer to reverse procedure: write poems in class 
acce ted ex lanation. with an added half-hour for writing, and do French work in pencil 
3-29 8 French vocabulary; poetry. HOmework complete, accurate. 1 ro~n~th~e~w~ar~d~·~---~~--~~----~~~--~----~----------~----
Contrastingly pleasant, sociable, mannerly. French content easy. I 4:26:48 Poetrz. Week-end homework discontinued. B. immediately 
terested in collecting poems, not in anthology that entailed drawing set to work, writing steadily, but slowly and carefully throughout 
and creative writi~. Would rather choose magazine pictures for il- the full time allowed. Completed two poems: .A.bou Ben Adhem and 
lustrations and omit comparisons. No progress in poem selection. Casabianca. Expressed thanks for the additional time and seemed 
Leafed through book, then accepted suggestion that she take it with very well pleased with her achievement. Emotional and mental eta-
her for more leisurel consideration. tus concerni ~ class work seems to be well stabilized. 
-2 8 Vocabulary; poetry. French homework well done. Class work -3 8 Poetry. Usual excellent· homwork translation. Not only 
rapidly covered when pace is set by oral questioning. Need for accurately translated but well written in above average E~lish an 
haste upsetting. Can not be knowingly hurried if best work is to be unusually fine expression. One poem partly copied in class time. 
done. Difficult to concentrate on ward, so no poetry selecting done. A prior clinical appointment precluded the use of extra time. In-
Only selection an excerpt from the preface; morbid. Agreement made dications of self-reliance· when incentive is strong enough. 
that et achievement be entirel her own res onsibilit • 2-3-48 Review. Accurate recall of common verbs; less accurate 
-5 8 French conversation. Homework not done. "Slipped her mind for idiomatic expressions.. ·Felt that flowery forms of conversation 
after her mother's visit". Several poems selected but not written. were not essential to know; not as practical as verbs and vocabula4 
The names eluded her. Kept lessons for later completion. Class ry used in translation. First sign of need to supply an excuse 
copying for hemework neat and painstaki~. Slow pace, but steady, for imperfect recitation. Usually acknowledges ~weak areas or 
attentive application without distractions. Sociable, pleasant, explains her reasoning for its lack. 
but laconic unless she initiates the conversation. . ' 6-7-48 Completion of poems; descriptive impressions. No urging 
4:<f48 French translation. Voluble about homework, completed and ' required to express the reasons for her selections. Unusal and 
well done. Had copied 11The Brook". Still evades any saggestion of : facile verbal expression with a somewhat morbid trend in best-
drawing; will discard. Offer of varying rote homework with trans- ; liked portions: -"three fishers. three wives, three corpses 11 ; for 
lation agreed upon, with the possibilities of difficulties not men- .The Sands Of Dee, the idea of going unwittingly to her death e~ 
tioned. Reasoning evidenced in derivi~ the meanings from an unfami- pressed in a strange pattern and rhythm. Comments were rapidly 
liar vocabulary in context. Initiative, transfer, association. _____ made and perti=n~e=n~t~·~~~--~----~~------=-~~~----~--~---
4:12::48 Absent. Severe headache. Turned in homework and accepted 5-10-48 Plan of final form for anthology. Initiative, planning 
new assignment. and commendable foresight in compilation. Title page and table of 
4:16:48 French conversation. Excellent homework. Usual class de- contents providing for additions. Expected evasions, based on 
me~or. Occasional questions on idioms oeyond grasp. Friendly; has ' early attitude, did not occur. Very agreeable mood. 
accepted the situation and relationship completely. Became voluble 5-14-48 Completion of booklet. Considered a mental bloCk, the i-
about future school plane and the possibility of ninth grade en- deas for illustrating had been dropped. .A. complete surprise, full 
trance in view of present achievement. Hoped that this work would page illustrations for each poem with spaces planned for printing 
aid in school adjustment. Motivation at this point very high. In- the captions, were proffered. Beautifully sketched, clear por-
centive for her general excellence and endeavor appears to based on ' trayals had been made. The completed booklet, although containing 
a need for showing that she is capable of being accepted and trusted. only a few poems, represented steady effort, numerous academic 
abilities with superior classifications, and a complete behavior 
and reaction change. 
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CASE C 
Preliminary Data From Hospital Records 
Preadmission information. With birth at full term, May 13, 1933, 
II ~nd normal development . until he was two and a half, the onset of C.'s be-
ll havior _problems occurred followi~g a suspected mild infantile paralysis 
Jattack. Whooping cough, measles, scarlet fever, and numerous colds mark-
1 ed his early childhood. Preschool behavior included screaming at whistle 
!sounds, sleeping restlessness, refusal to play with others, and wilful 
run-away tendencies. His characteristic moods were described as violent, 
1
quarrelsome, meddling, and destructive. 
I 
I A severe reading problem, C. spent a total of three years in the 
!first grade. During four years of private schooling, a truant, strong~ 
llwilled and compulsive even in the face of better judgment, suggestible, 
jl yet very shrewd in plotting his own illicit acts, he became a chronic de-
ll linquent. Stealing bicycles, rifling coat pockets, and skillfully break-
ling locks were common events. Finally, after holding a loaded gun to his 
!mother's head and threatening _to shoot, he was sent to the Children's Unit 
:lfor observation and treatment. 
I 
Hospital classifications. Noncommittal, strong-willed, suggestible, 
compulsive, and unpredictable, C.'s ward behavior was almost an exact re-
petition of school actions. Periods of good work and compliance were 
!' broken by spells of violence, destruction and running away. Hospital 
! testing also classified him as evidencing no self restraint, in the dull 
!normal category, and a severe reading problem. Medical findings descri 
Ibis mask-like expression and t h,e facial lesions indicative of 
I 
~ ...::......:=;_ - -- -- -·- -- - - - ~==='- ===-- ~=--~- -~ -
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sclerosis. Sensory equipment was adequate; his electroencephalogram non-
specific for abnormal tracings. A diagnosis of psychosis with possible 
, brain disease was made. 
I 
I Family. Negative criticism and discipline from his parents was C.'s 1 
helpfulness toward his mother constituted his attitude and actions toward 
t' his family. In the home, ~oorly furnished and badly kept, unsatisfactory J 
il I !parental relations existed, mutual verbal abuse being frequent. Dominated 
' . I 
and in fear of her husband following a forced marriage, C.'s mother was 
left with the full responsibility of the home and children, the father 
I preferring his club or his own mother's home. Economically, the family 
I income was average; educationally, the status of both parents and grand-
11 
! parents was low. 
Pretesting 
Description. c. was a short, thin adolescent boy, fairly neat and 
Results. Languid, but orderly, deliberate, self-reliant, and expend-
1ing obvious effort, C.'s reading lack was a decided disadvantage, although 
I di f b d 1rea ngs o num ers was a equate. Left-handed, motor co-ordination was 
jadequate but slow; hearing appeared to be normal; but vision, marked by 
:peering and head lowering, was questionable. Oral comprehension, reten-
tion and application of content were excellent. Although the Healy test 
!showed evidences of planning, foresight; and logical reasoning , the Binet 
and Draw-A-Man scores placed C. in the low average group, while the Chica-
go Non-Verbal test rating was mental defective. 
~~ G.'s strong areas included IIIAturity of obs.,;;,ation, visible planning 
and foresight, reasoning, induction, meaning for abstract words, non-lan-
All inde-
I 
guage items, auditory attention, and recognition of word form. 
third grade level. In I 
tests were first given ,! 
pendent reading tasks were performed at a second or 
lc.'s case, with the reading disability so apparent, 
l·n standardized form, scored and tabulated, then re-administered in oral 
' 
uestion and answer form to estimate the degree of discrepancy between 
~ knowledge and performance. With reading lack considered as a constant 
!
1
error, a wide variance, purely subjective, was judged. 
II 
;Training Period 
I ! Reading need. The most patent need for C. was the development of a 
I 
II sight vocabulary, C. admitting that h~ could understand th~ content if. he 
lcould recognize enough words. Phonet1c attack, supplement1ng the earl1er 
' 
:l word-whole presentation and development, proved to be most fruitful. It I · · I 
appeared that not only eye reversals, but gross vision, affected reading jl 
II -
I 
;J facility. Large print and bigger letters replaced the typing size. With ; 
4 0 ,..., 
1primary size print, reading immediatel~- impro;red• l ~ ~~ 
I ,-
I' 
I 
· 1 43 
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!I 
Reactions. Accepted at his own level · of achievement within the ,J 
adapted environment, a gradual realization of success cause c. voluntari-
1 
ly to increase his efforts. Although C. was classified as brain-injured, , 
I 
he manifested none of the hyperactive traits, for in older children, they l 
1/ diminish due to the gradual acquisition of effective motor patterns thrcu~ 
I' 
the relatively intact portions of the central nervous system. With no- I 
ticeably strong tendencies toward eye-reversals, confusion of similar I 
letters and words, especially misreading word endings, and word by word 
reading pointed out with the index finger, he seemed more typical of the 
1 
usual non-reader. Retention, recall, and application of content duplica- ~ 
ted the favorable results of pretesting . A distinct change in attitude 
with evident interest and pleasure in his ability to achieve occurred. ,. 
His professed enjoyment of class work was credited to acceptance, securi- ~ 
ty of known procedures, and an awareness of success and future possibili-
11 
ties. 
j. Final Steps 
Retesting. The self-confidence gained during the traini ng period II 
carried over and was displayed by less fear of competition in group tests J 
1 .in a very apparent interest in achieving, and in noticeable persistence 
1 
and effort, using all allowable time. Transfer and learning through 
1 practice, retention, and application of recent learning were noted. A 
'I 
reading gain, slight but measurable, was gratifying . Improved test per-
formance brought C.'s intelligence rating up to average. 
Evaluation. The tests given and the scores obtained were representa1 
'I . I 
' tive of C.'s true reading level, but not of his general intelligence. 1 
Jj The! were 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
of definite and specific value in demonstrating mental and be-
.J_-
havioral reactions, and for supplying some basis upon which to initiate, 
I and later to ramify, a remedial reading program. 
11 The training program, supplementing test results and observations, 
J allowed for more specific and more detailed correction of reading faults, 
I for immediate adjustments to suit the need, and for the formation of pri- . 
: mary associations not previously developed. Visibly gaining in self-con-
I 
! fidence, reactions to the environment suggested that working pace and 
I level, segregation, and security in the learning process were essential 
J
1
for c. at this time, and in regard to his total situation, necessary for 
I 
I current academic improvement. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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CB.ART C-1 CO!LPJ:RISON CH.ART or PDI'EST - BETEST BESULTS 
SCORES P.B:RCE!rl!ILE _ GRADE MfEs ~ :roma _ CHBONOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE 5 
NAME OJ TEST raw wgt raw wgt RAllX · PLACEIIENT Pretest Retest JlOD m!JL JGE JGI -"UOTIENT_, Pretest 11.A1r 
ST.ANFOBD-:BINET ~VI~ ~CALE - - - ~ 35 Low J..verage 2-16-485-26-48- -Jge- 12-8 13-6 14-9 15-0 89 94 Vocabulary, verbal facility. o 
·) raised to 1937-Jorm L rientation, i~enuity , reading, f, ( Aver and icture NB nse. GOODENOUGH DRAW-A.-MAN 33 37 Jge ' 11-3 12-3 1 -9 15-0 76 81• Lack ·of fi~er details , propor-
tions. Trans:tBrencies. Scar-
cit of le cloth 
BE.AL Y CONSTRUCT IOlT FUZZLE A 33 30 Average 3-3-48 5-25-48 Jge 1 14 1 -10 15-0 !Tone 
seconds second!l unchanged Pintner-P.aterson Time plus plus 
RDMOJl :NEL OOJJ TESTS or ~ 3 9 1 3 3 3 Jge 6-8 7-3 1 -9 15-0 5 48 Vision and ·reading disability. MENTAL ABILITY Score 
C.ALIFOlmU TEST OJ Age Beading lack and test level 
MEET.AL MATURITY Grade 
Spatial Relationships 11 35 12 35 1 1 
Sensing right and left 2 20 1 20 Sensing right and left 
Manipulation of areas 9 15 11 15 
Logical Reasoning 13 30 18 30 5 5 
Similarities 13 15 15 15 
Inference 0 15 3 15 
Numerical :Reasoning 3 25 6 25 1 5 
JJumber aeries 3 10 2 10 
Bumerica1 quantity 0 15 4 15 
Vocabulary 0 50 0 50 1 1 
Language J'actors 0 so 7 so 1 1 o.o 0-0 6-11 14-10 15-0 0 46 Jlo score on language areas. 
lTon-1an~'age Jactors 
_grll ~ 60 ..! ..! ~ 7-10 S-3 14-10 15-0 ~ 55 Total Mental Factors 140 1 1 1. 6- -6 14-10 1 -0 0 
PB:>GRESSIU EE.Al>ING TESTS 8 Age Catastrophic reaction 
Reading Vocabulary 41 90 4o 90 10 5 3.1 2.9 Grade 8-6 g-4 14-10 15-0 Vocabulary 
'ford form 22 25 ~ 25 Word recognition 16 a> 20 
Meaning of opposites 2 23 3 23 Meaning of opposites 
Meaning of sL~1arities 1 22 0 22 Meaning of similarities 
Reading Comprehension 0 4o 6 4o 0 10 o.o 3.2 0-0 8-s 14-10 15-0 
Following directions 0 10 4 10 Following directions 
Interpretations 0 20 0 20 Inter~retationa 
Reference skills 0 10 2 10 Reference skills 
Total Beadi!lg Iii 130 lib 130 5 10 2!8 3!0 8-1 8-5 14-10 15-0 56 56 
CHICJGO llON-VERBAL IXAYill.iTIOli 3-25-48 5-25-48 Jge Generally poor in all areas 
1. Digit symbol 42 4 76 8 Digit symbol 
2. Noting differences 3 6 9 18 Noting differences 
3. Block counting ~ 7 s s 4. Manipulation of areas s 5 10 
5. Similarities s s s s 
6. Scrambled pictures 4 g 6 12 
7. Picture arrangement 6 12 6 12 Deficient 
s. Incongruities g s 13 13 raised to g. Similarities 7 7 g g Average 
10. Digit symbol 17 9 41 21 15 
--Total 1o6 77 180 128 .8 58 11-2 plus 14-10 15-1 64 10 
BROCKTON SECOND GBADE Requirement of oral aid to 
J.CRIJ:'IEWNT TEST a-20J~s 5-27-48 comprehend printed material 
. . Word Recognition 14 g 50 12 ( ,.., Sentence Comprehension 19 20 90 95 
Spelling 9 7 70 6o Spelling 
lipmber Concept• Zl 2S .9.5.9.5 Grade II 
Total Score 69 63 82 15 
li'OR CjS)l C 
I roms Retest Pretest STBOB 
~ Vocabulary at above-age level, ' Effort and concentration. J.t 
verbal expression, reading, and age-level: Induction and ab-
icture res onse. stract words. 
Lack of finer details. In.cor- Correct number, attachment and 
rect number of fingers. proportions of -large body di-
visions and oint indications. 
: None Speed, accuracy, purposeful 
planning, applied reasoning. 
Vision and readiDg disability. Bone Reading lack and small 
print were constant errors. 
' Reading lack and test leva 1. 
I 
! Sensing right and left 
l 
II 
I 
I Inference 
Number series 
' Numerical quantity 
l 
t La.Dguage factors 'lEAK but 
l attempted. 
l 
; Vision and reading level 
~ Vocabulary 
[ 
~ Meaning of opposites 
~ Meaning of similarities 
( 
j 
J Interpretations 
J 
I 
------( No outstanding weaknesses 
1 
l 
l 
1 
J 
[I 
t 
l 
l 
t 
] 
e Jnditory word recognition 
c 
I 
s 
Spelling 
Manipulation of areas 
Similarities: picture recog-
nition best. 
lfon-1~ factors 
lord forms (visual) 
Word recognition (auditory) 
Picture arrangement 
· Digit symbol 
Sentenee comprehension 
Number concepts 
R>IliTS :Retest GENERAL SUMMARY ·-~~ Improved verbal facility. £t Very consistent scoring with-
age-level: induction, abstract in the same ~nge with defi-
worde . vocablil. orientation nite i ovement in rati 
Moti,vation and effort. Com- Consi'tstent results with a 
pleteness: parts, clothing, notable improvement. More_ 
features dimensions, detailed more appropriate, 
Speed, accuracy, recall and Method consistent: time 1m-
applied learning. provement. :Becall and applt-
cat ion of previous learning, 
Voluntary attempts and effort 
to answer m&AY items, 
Effort and conee_ntration. 
Manipulation of areas 
Similarities: perfect score 
Non-language factors 
Effort and application of 
training 
Word forms (visual) 
Word ~ecogni~ion (auditory) 
Beading comprehension 
Generall7 good performance 
Noting differences 
Incongruities 
Digit symbol 
No aid required, .All work 
done independently; excellent 
attention and effort. 
Sentence comprehension : per-
fect score 
Number concepts 
Inconsistent, erratic, but a 
global ~ovement, 
~our inconsistencies: all 
non-language spatial raat1on 
items. With left-handedness 
and eye reversals a possible 
cause. 
Other language items consis-
tent and improved. 
A total test gain and gains 
both in reading grade level 
and language. 
Improvement in attack and 
confidence in ability. 
Consistent and improTed, 
Reading vocabulary items very 
consistent, 
lio evasions, voluntary effort 
concentration, and applica-
tion. 
Gain 1n comprehension from 
0,0 to 3.0 in grade level. 
Reading gain in mental age£. 
0-0 to g..g 
Very consistent in correct 
repetition of the same items 
with a definite measurabl e 
improvement. 
.An advance in total test re-
sults from deficient to a 
normal rating, 
Digit symbol increase indi-
cates the benefit of practice 
in transfer, retention and 
application of learning. 
Very consistent in item res-
ponses. Oral directions, 
short tasks, large print, low 
reading level for performance 
were relevant factors in im-
provement. .Actual improve-
ment we.a rated by independent ! 
unaided wccesses, 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CH.A.liT C-2 PEBSOli.AL HISTORY .AND TRAINING 
P.EIISONAL AND F .AMIL Y HISTORY 
P.EBSON.AL DEVELOPMENTJL F.ACTORS. ____ ~~~-----------
Etrthplace and Date Massachusetts 5-13-33 
Birth, Early Events Full term normal birth and . usual developnent until ~: 
infantile paralysis suspected due to residual left leg 
drag. Whooping cough at 3; measles at 4; Scarlet 
fever at 9. Susceptible to frequent colds. 
Community Behavior 2i years: onset of behavior problems. Screamed when 
whistles blew; restless in sleep. Solitary: would not 
play with others. Jumped out of windows to run away. I 
Violent, destructive, meddling. Unpredictable at 
1 school: truant, fought, stole after clever planning. 
Entered school at 6: three years in grade I. Special 
training as a reading problem. Private school for four 
years with no behavior nor academic improvement. j 
COMMITMENT DM'A , 
.Admission Date, Cause G:230li7 School behavior, a long list of delinquencies , 
~a=nd~f~i~na==l~llLL'~a~t~hr~e=at~t~o~s~h~o~o~t~h~i~s~mo~t=h~er~·~--~~~- : 
Medical Findings Facial lesions indicating tuberous-sclerosis. Mask-
like expression. Sensory equipment adequate. Elec-
troencephalogram: non-specific for abnormal tracings. 
Ward Behavior Non-commital, suggestible, strong-willed, compelled to 
complete plans against better Judgment. Unpredictable. j 
At first, violent, destructive, a run-away, restless 
aDd irritable. At present, a fair worker. 
Diagnosis Tuberous sclerosis. Psychosis: organic changes of the 
central nervous s~tem w1 th brain or nervous diseases. 
TRAINING PLANS AND PROCEDURES 
t 
MEANS t>F PREVIOUS LEABNING . IMMEDI,4!I'E Rl!l.ADING NEED 
... ......_....._. -- -Comprehension ' of spoken la~e Basic sight vocabulary 
Comprehension of ~inted material Independent phonetic ability 
=-~~~~~------------co~--------------------------Basic Vocabulary 
.American answer came first last bank these may 
believe around care great late point thing men 
between again child half left same think or 
brought friend close head less side they our 
children people come heart money since three own 
country should could here most small turn pit 
thought though down high never stand as saw 
through three even hoUr only state few she 
mother until every kind once still had talk 
matter being face leave over their her than 
the two then such them 
, lUTERI.ALS 
Non-commercial Commercial 
Individual reading sheets Primary size alphabet 
Individual assignment sheets Magazine illustrations 
Basic vocabulary stories Work book outline picturesl 
Duplicate word cards Work book pagesl 
Duplicate phrase cards 
Duplicate sentence cards 
Sight vocabulary lists 
Medication 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ~T RESULTS 
=-~~----~-·~HOD SELECTED_-----~------­; w~r4-whole supplemented ·by phonetic analysis and attack 
Name ~W-e-ch,....s_l_e_r ____ Be_l_le_vue ___________________________ I Presentation 
Date 6:36:47 ' Oral development for word-whole sight recognition 
Mental .Age I Oral development for word meanings . 
Chronological Age 14-1 j Phonetic attack for independent readi:cg ' 
Intelligence Quotient 83 , Varied combinations of oral, auditory, vis"CB.l, and motor aids 
Summary Verbal scale: 84; performance scale:85. No self-re-
straint. A severe reading problem. Dull normal. 
FAMILY HISTORY 
Marital Status 
Economic Status 
Occupation 
Birthplace 
Age or Birthdate 
Mental Status or 
Education 
Other Factors 
Social Agencies 
1 Procedures 
=--....;Father Mother ____ Siblings_ 
Unpleasant: mutual verbal abuse Male Female 
Marginal: $40,00 per week 
Shipper-laborer Housewife 
Masachusetts Massachusetts Massachusetts ' 
9-21-05 7-23-07 5-5-37 110li::Ii1 I 
------- -------- 3-21-39 ! 
First year of Grade VIII Retarded Normal 
~H~ig~h~S~c~ho~o=l _____________________ N~orma===l~-------
Seldom at home. No social life. Patient is pro-
At his mother's Besponsibility of tective of the 
or his club. Ir- home and family. two youngest. 
ritable, temper- Meek, subdued: a Fought with the 
amental, and al- forced marriage. next oldest boy. 
coholic. 
Division of Mental Hfgiene 
Local SPCC 
Judge Baker Guidance Clinic 
Juvenile Court 
12-8-39 
5-26-41; 6-25-45 
3-9-42 6-~-47 
Development of sight vocabulary 
Jndio-visual ~evelopment on blackboard 
Cross matching 
Erasure games 
Oral reading 
Word-whole reading 
Fbo~tic_pronunciation Rea41ng 1~r comprenension, retention, and recall 
Independent work sheets 
Word recognition practice 
Word selection 
Circling and matching 
Phrase, sentence matching 
Phrase, picture matching 
Story reconstruction 
Content recall 
Sentence completion 
Following directions 
Picture interpretation 
Title selection 
Answering questions 
lJrthur I Gates and Miriam Blanton Huber, Preparatory Book To 
Peter And Peggz, The MacMillan Company, United States, 1930, 96p. 
I 
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PERIOD DA.TA :roR CASE C 
TRAINING PEEIOD Ol!SERVATIOES 
.ADCDOTAL RECORD EXCERPrS .ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCERP.rS =-3--2~2=--'T:4-g:--=w~o-rd-=--r-e_c_o_g;_n.i t ion. · I nt ere st in c las s·-w-or-=k:--s-=t-a""!"t-e"='d-=bu~t~n-o~t ' 
~pparent. Sight reading and matching, and oral context reading 
were much better than pretesting would indicate. Gave assurance 
of ability to write the homework previewed orally in class. Very 
good attention and apparent effort at concentration. No obvious 
visible effect~ due to distractions were noticed: and no bodi-
restlessness. 
8 Word recognition. Homework memorized but not written. 
Remainder of story read with apparent ease. Reproduced orally by 
~ontent memorizing rather than by actual sight vocabulary know-
ledge; individual word recognition poor. Good recall and reten-
tion. Made errors typical of poor readers: initial or final let-
ters. syllables, reversals. Matching of vocabulary w~rds ~=Lnd 
sentences slow but accurate. More drill: riding, ready, stand. __ 
3-29=48 Word drill for recognition. Homework misplaced due to 
ward transfer. Repetition of former errors in sight reading: 
~. ~; head, hand. Single word recognition was better than 
expected. No apparent enthusiasm, but steady, co-operative work 
on lesson and purposeful demeanor indicated interest in achieve-
ment. Answers are brief, speech is very laconic, and little or · 
no conversation is initiated by C. 
~-2:48 Word recognition. Class time changed due to recreation. 
HOmework not done, not accounted for. Expressionless, short and 
surly answers. Slightly, but not openly, antagonistic. Sight 
reading improved. Accurate recognition and recall of previous 
failures. Worked steadily at matching. Doubtful words were left 
lllltil last, then fitted into the remainiDg spac'es. Further home-
work to be omitted since conditions for com letion seem or. 
8 Word and ase matchi More friendly attitude, co-oP-
perative, attentive. Selection of known words from a mixed list 
poor. Phrase finding and matching on work sheets 80% ·right. Slow 
worker, printing instead of writing phrases. Confused read.y and · · 
~. their and through. A pertinent title gven when questioned 
orally. Appears to learn more readily by sound than by sight. 
fi_qJig Word recognition. Pleasant, mannerly, more animated. At-
tempted voluntary sounding of some words when encouraged, suc-
ceeding when phonetic elements were isolated and sounded for him. 
Spelling was an aid to more immediate recognition, but slowed the 
pace to tedious monotony, leading toward loss of the sense of 
completion essential to motivation. Good immediate recall of co& 
tent. accurate summary, and correct grasp of main ideas. 
~1~8 Word development. Immediate readiness for work, excel-
lent concentration and co-operation. Seemed more alert: s_tated 
that he thinks his reading is better. Rapid, accurate phrase re-
construction from copy. Phonetic attack most efficient for C., 
both for self-help and fixation. Initial and ending letters and 
diphthongs troublesome. Attitude change noticeable. 
~-li:48 Review of story content. Comparatively good sight read-
ing. Content reading depending on memory still exceeds single 
word recognition. Phonetic lack very apparent, but made deliber-
ate efforts to pronounce new words and to apply newly learned 
phonetic sounds to sight words. Aware of his success and proud 
of the well-earned praise. 
4~1~-48 Review basic word list. ACeurate recognition of devel-
oped words. Voluntary effort in attacking new work. Same diffi-
cul ties: diphthongs and final .!· Steady effort and good atten-
tion until lag in interest, loss of incentive, and fatigue devel-
oped with unvaried, monotonous reading of a long list of words. 
4-23-48 Or~nization and reconstruction. Low level material arid 
large primary print facilitat~d reading. Bapid, accurate, and 
seemingly effortless response • . No trouble at. all with sight re-
cognition. Vision and size of print appear to be b.asic to lli8.DY 
of his reading faults. Daily work supplemented with a true-false 
task. Excellent. accurate in:mediate response·. Confident. 
4-26-48 Phrase and picture matching.· Good attention and steady 
effort and application. No errors. .Accurate placement and logi-
cal explanation of choices. Phrase reading well done. Supple-
nientary: lion-reader spatial charts. Rapid and accurate but a 
low level task. Striking evidence of gain in confidence both in 
manner a:nd u.nhesitatiD£ attack of :cew work. 
4-30-48 Word development. Phonetic attack generally successful. 
oi .2:!:?:• and 2.B£! were difficult for him to remember and apply. 
Aided recall and oral cues were necessary. Word by word sight 
reading, unpu.netuated, but technically correct. .A. fair grasp of 
the main points and context meaning; was revealed. 
:2-3-48 Picture inter~etation. .Adequate though meager; no flu-
ency in description nor in interpretation. but both gross and de-
tailed recall of picture content correct. Undeveloped sight 
reading of text rapid and accurate. With large print and short 
~tences 1 an obvious .ease .in ~rforma.nce. 
5-1-48 UndeveloE!d sight readi~. With phonetic attack, surpri-
singly good reading, showing application of learning, transfer, 
interest, and sparks of initiative. Supplemented by a review of 
previous lessons, errors were self corrected. Slightly reworded, 
~fseriptiona of content were acceptable but limited by lack of a 
readl vocabulary and exPresst've facilitl• 
5-10-48 Undeveloped sight readiEg. Alert and ready to start 
class work at once. Confidence in ability noticeable. More dif-
ficulty experienced with unfamiliar words, but none were avoided. 
All were voluntarily attempted, phonetic sounding of syllables 
being employed. Relevant recall, and formation, with help, of an 
acc~table titlee 
5-lii-8 Individual choice of lesson. Selected the stories based 
on 11 Ba.ffalo Bill 11 and "The Little Lame Prince", enjoying the sue-
cess afforded by a familiar vocabulary and content. Selections 
more nearly approached his own age level than most of the materi-
al in use during the training period. 
Self evaluation amde by C: 
Aware of vocabulary lack. but feels that a phonetic ability 
provides the independence essential to unaided reading for he can 
understand the text when enough words are familiar. He admitted 
exerting a great deal of effort, but felt that being pleased with 
himself, and knowing that his good work was appreciated and re-
alized, as well as having actually developed a useful skill, was 
well worth it. 
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I 
CASE D 
Preliminary Data From Hospita~ Records 
Preadmission information. Following a normal birth, }{Iay 11, 1935, D. 
diagnosed as lead encephalopathy. Becoming a menace to others, fight-
ing, throwing rocks 1 and destroying property, it was not until he was 
ready to enter the third grade that he became too unmanageable. Cared for 
his maternal grandmother after his own mother died, he was rejected 
by her following an _observation period in Boston, 1946, when mental 
ciency was suggested. Later, he was rejected by his foster parents. 
Hospital classifications. Entering the Children's Unit, August 20, 
behavior problem, several indications of brain injury 
noted, among them nystagmus and exaggerated right reflexes. ~-ard re-
s mentioned hyperactivity, perseverat ion, volubility, grimacing and 
I 
biting, but very good eating and sleeping habits. Rating him as dull 
, psychological tests found him to be well oriented, but lacking in 
judgment anc?- insight. _ 
Family. Little was known of the family history except that his mo-
ther strongly resisted and refused his comrnittment to Taunton State Hospi-
' that mental weaknesses were prevalent on both sides of the family, 
that numerous contacts had been made with social agencies. Although 
him a permanent home, his grandmother wrote often, sent gifts, 
for short visits with her. 
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Description. A tall, gangling, red-haired adolescent, D. was well 
jor~~nte~ a~ to -~a_!.~  ap.d ag~, bu_!. 3z:~g~~d~_C?hildj shly of third gra~e achieve-
- --~~---
11 
ment. Restless, squirming, in constant motior1, D. bit his nails or 
" scratched them gratingly along the desk edges, and was frequently and 
easily distracted by sounds, his own ideas, or insatiable curiosity abou~ l 
the later pages of the tests. Although his attention span was very shor~ 
he was readily recalled, the momentary distractions seldom disadvanta-
geous to testing. Paper and pencil items completely absorbed his atten-
I 
1.: tion, concentration being voluntarily exerted, a contrast to oral work. 
Monotonous, repetitive, and perseverative in spoken sentences, co-
l 
jl 
I 
i! 
II 
herent, but voluble and expansive about personal experiences if allowed 
to be, D. was generally co-operative and orderly only when no recreation-
al opportunity were endangered by, or conflicted with, testing time. De-
liberate and slow in reaction and response, long drawn out individual 
tests (Binet) produced irritability and annoyance. Showing little self-
confidence, D. constantly asked if his answers were right. A completion 
l 
compulsion was plainly exhibited. Needing only moderate encouragement, 
and displaying good motor control throughout the testing, D • . followed di- ,1 
recti:::~:::ra::: :::::~~e:o w:g:::::o:n n:~::: t:::::p problems' ~~ 
tangible number concepts, and in reading mechanics. Weaknesses appeared 
in maturity of observation, visual perception, picture interpretation, 
and abstract word meanings for which meager, monotonous descriptions 
were given. Immediate auditc:>ry and reading recall, retention, comprehen- 1
1 
sion and reasoning were poor. Pretest findings placed D. within the dull ! 
1 normal range at a fourth grade level of achievement. In view of his li-
mited previous schooling and decreased opportunities during committment, 
the results were slightly beyond expectancy. 
Training Period I 
Reading need. S~~c_: ~~~~~g me~_l!-~2:_c~ "!f~r_e = alre~y adequate, it was , 
4S 
1 planned to develop and increase retention, recall, and comprehension abi- , 
I lity in order to answer specific questions and to enable D. to follow di-
1 I 
I. rections from a printed page. Word meaning development and enrichment for 
I . 
1 
a meaningful vocabulary was badly needed. ~eorganization of content and 
I! picture interpretation were addtional needs. Individual work sheets with j 
li very short assignments were found to be practical for his use. I 
lj Reactions. Restless, distracted, but willing to oblige, persevera- I 
j tive and literal~ D.'s reading was mechanical and me~ingless, a duplica- !I 
I tion of pretesting results. Gradually, with coaching, encouragement, and i 
~~ persistence, some improvement did occur. His ability to integrate and 
j organize showed a slight, gradual change for the better. Finally, he was 
1
j able to ~rovide a suitable title. Recognition and retention of sight vo-
1 
j/ cabulary, his strongest asset, was accurate and lasting. Enjoying the 
I activity rather than the learning task, blackboard games were thoroughly 
~~ enjoyed, but irritability developed when corrections and rechecking of 
:I work was requir~d. Perseveration was fairly frequent, necessitating a 
change in topic, or in approach, especially when failure seemed . imminent. I' 
! Rote memory a~d routine copying were his best achievements. Word r/ 
1l meaning recall was, at best, a parrot-like repetition of the exact word-
1 ing given to him in explanation. Co-operative, obliging, and really in-
terested in achieving, unless some recreational plan filled his mind, D. 
was a conscientious, willing worker throughout the training period. Thor-
1 oughly and justifiably pleased at his successes and recognized improve-
l
j ment, some insight into his own possibilities was gained. 
1
! Final Steps 
II Retesting. Less irrelevant in conversation, with an increased at-
jj tention span, long tests still fatigued and irritated D. Obvious efforts 
1
1 
!j to do well were ma~e, D. confining himself strictly to direct ions. 
·- - - -~ - ·== ~---=- - _-:. -- - --
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and deliberate, bodily motions were decreased. The completion compulsion ! 
I 
still manifest, full time was used for all tests. Self-reliance and con-
11
. 
fidence in all test situations were obviously improved. Very consistent, I 
IJ almost rigid, in test results, a slight but definite and measurable gain 
I 
:r occurred: from dull normal to average on the Binet test, with grade and 
maturity gains in separate reading skills. 
Evaluation. Being so consistent, these test responses appeared to 
be representative of D.'s ability for school achievement. They indicated 1 
1 that he would profit by schooling adapted to his means of learning and 
II . . . 
!j its limitations. Within his own range and capacity, he retai ned what had 
I 'I 
11 once been absorbed and learned. The retests bore out the class findings j 
il 
of improvement in the basic skill of reading when specific abilities were 1 
il directed and emphasized. 
I 
I 
II 
:I 
' ble. 
The method of approach for D. was sufficiently accurate and accepta- 11 
Confidence, security, and an awareness of the ability to succeed ~~ 
perhaps, even more important factors. The tests, as used, were ef-
1 
il 
II were, 
II 
I fective for indicating the means of learning as well as the areas needing l 
I 
! emphasis for improvement. Considering the general improvement, the defi- 1 
to selective training and the I j/ nite gain over pretesting was probably due 
' individual coaching and attention given D. His own increasing interest, 
springing from unexpected successes, was sufficient motivation. D. 1 s 
expression of a strong desire to return to school the following year 
pointed out that motivation and readiness would make him a likely candi-
date for further academic development. 
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CHABT D-1 COKPJRISOll CIUBT OJ PRETIS!I! - RETIS!I! 51_ 
scomcs P.IB.CD!I!ILI GRADE DJSS · JND FO!Ul CHBONOLOGIC.AL INHLLIGE!JCK · WE.U 
N.AME OJ' !I!ES!I! raw wgt raw wgt BJmC P.UCJIIENT Pret•at Betest NOBM MENT.AL JGE JGlll . _Q,W!I!IDT_ Pretest 
- - - -,-6 4'5'1 Dull with 2-1s..485-27-48 l:ige - 9-6 12-101 jS!I!.ANJQaD-:B!Nlll!l! REVISEn SCA 12; 9 13-1 7-5 98 irritability, shal- eim-improvemen 1937 Jorm L Only 
to normal 
GOODENOUGH DRA.W-J.-J.Wl 19 19 8 .Age 7-9 7-9 12-9 13-1 1 59 
RIULY COES!I!RUC!I!Itni PUZZLE J. 90 30 !!!rial and-error method. 
sec. sec. Distractibiiit . 
HERMON-NELSON TESTS-OJ 81 'lord meaniDgs and analogies. 
KDT.AL .A.'BILITY 34 45 3 8 6 6 Completion compulsion. 
C.ALIJOJmiJ. TEST OJ MEN!I!.AL Jnticipation of next pages , 
VJ.!rURI!I!Y returniDg to complete pages. 
Spatial Belationships a) 35 32 35 5 go 
SenaiDg right and left 12 aJ 20 20 
llanipulation of areas 8 15 12 15 Manipulation of areas 
Logical Beasonimg 20 30 ~ 30 30 6o S1m1lar1ties 14 15 15 ly 
Inference 6 15 11 15 Inference nt. 
Bumer1ca1 Beasoning 1~ 25 20 25 60 90 in.-
Number series 5 10 6 10 lumber series thin 
Bumerical quantity 9 15 14 15 ndivi-
Toe&bal&r7 g 50 13 50 
Language Jactors 23 80 38 so 12-10 13..0 73 92 La:Dguage Dg 
Jlon.-langnaste Jlaetors 6 6o 2 6o 12-10 13-0 81 112 
T t Mental act ra 12-10 1 
PBOG:BESSIVE REJ.'DDlG TESTS 3-- 5- 12-10 13-1 e~-
BeadlDg Vocabulary 90 90 6o 50 4.9 4.4 Elementary om-
Word form 25 25 l'orm J. 
Word recognition a) 20 Grades 4.5,6 
KeaniDg of opposites 23 23 Opposite word meanings 
Meaning of similarities 22 22 Similar word meaniDgs 
BeadiDg Comprehension 4o 4o 4o 50 4.2 ~.5 9-8 9-11 12-10 13-1 76 77 I 
Jollowing directions 10 10 Jollowing directions 
Interpretations 20 20 1m-
Beference skills Beference skills ight. 
Total Beadi 10-1 11 6 
CHIC.AGO liOll-vmmAL 0.5 1.4 8 Jge EXAMDlATION ms 
1. Digit S1Jilbol 48 5 55 6 vement 
2. Noting differences 1 2 2 4 Noting differences 
3. :Block counting 7 7 g 8 n-
4. Manipulation of areas 7 14 7 14 sym-
5. Similarities 10 10 10 10 
6. Scrambled pictures 4 g 4 8 Scrambled pictures or. 
7. Picture arr&Dgement 2 4 1 2 Ken tal Picture arrangement for-
s. Incongruities 9 9 10 10 Deficient tasks. g. Similarities 3 3 2 2 with DO 
10. Di.rlt s;,mbol 18 9 3~ 19 challge in 61 68 Total 109 71 13 83 rade. 12-10 1 1 
e.1d()n UnNPP"<:!ty 
3chu(JI of !:. dUC4UOO 
uorary 
OLTS J'OR CJSE D 
STRONG POINTS 
=-----....:Retest__,...--~-- ~--,--~-·Pretest Retest- GENERAL SUMMARY 
Jatigue, irritability. Ab- Numerical reasoning, dec~ding, Similarit~es and reconcilia - Very consistent with meas_ur_a~b~l~e~i-~--
stract words vocabulary, vi- digit span, orientation, . fac~ .,,tion of opJ?osites. Instant, provement from dull j;o normal. Only 
sual perception, interpreta- tuai problems. acc~ate answer to ingenuity four discrepancies. Recall of pre-
tion analo ies. task. Number conce ta. test sli t. Poor verbal abilit • 
Immaturity of perception, lack Essential number and placemen Essential number and placement No progress in maturity o percep. 
of--details, poor proportions. of limbs. Co-operation. of parts. Co-operation,effort. tion. Consistent but rigid. Static 
None 
Word meanings and analogies 
lllDlber aeries 
Opposite word meanings 
Similar word meanings 
Beference skills 
Noting differences 
Scrambled pictures 
Picture arrangement 
rati without ovement. 
None Bapid timing. Recall and ap. Profited by a learned experience. 
plication of learning. !larked improvement in method. 
Number concept. Jactual one Number concept. Simply stated Consistent and improved in purpose-
step problems. tasks. ful attack, independent work, and 
Sensing right and left 
Similarities 
lumerical qaantit7 
lon-l&DgUage 
Perfect performance for word 
form,and word recognition. 
Digit symbol 
Block counting 
Similarities 
Dig1 t symbol 
Absorbed concentration and ' 
following of directions. 
Manipulation of areas 
Similarities 
Numerical qaantit7 
Word form perfect 
Word reCQgnition 
Improvement in following di-
rections. 
Digit symbol 
Block counting 
Similarities 
D1g1 t symbol 
· mental age level. 
!rwo discrepancies onl7. Very con-
sistent with the eame answers plu 
additional correct ones resulting in 
mar ad improvement. 
Betest results reach an average men-
tal age level in global acori~. 
Bumerical reason!~ exceptionally 
goodi non-lallguage work excellent. 
These definite measurable gains i~ 
dicate retention of learniDg within 
his limits, and progress with indivi-
dual adapted trainiJJg • 
.Awareness of ability a motivating 
and influencing factor. 
Slight global loss but no discrepan-
cies. Sll:ght gain ill reading co~ 
prehension, following directions. 
Excellent reading mechanics, but less 
ability for meaning and application. 
Very consistent ,response tbro12ghout. 
Improvement in mode of attaCk and 
eel-reliance. 
Poor word meaning response and im-
proved comprehension, though slight, 
re ect traini findi s. 
Very consistent response to items 
and within areas. Slight improvement 
but still very low rating. 
Best performance and greatest in-
crease in amount noted in digit s~ 
bol response (10.) 
Planning and reasoning tasks poor. 
but ability to recall and appl7 for-
mer learning noted in rote type tasks. 
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D 
BllBSON.AL AND F.AMILY HISTORY 
. 
PEBSON.AL DEVELOPMENr.AL FACTORS.~--=-~--=-:-:--==----------:-----r­
Birthplace and Date Massacbaaetts 5-ll-35 
Birth-and Early EventsNormal birth. Lead poisoning at three from paint of cr.l.b. 
Dazed, sleep,y spells accompanied by vomiting. In 1939, 
CHART D-2 
l> 
PERSON.AL HISTORY .AND TRAil,_ 
'----= 
TRAINING PLANS Am> PBOCED~ 
t 
MUNS OF PBEVIOUS LEARNING IMMEDI.ATE BEADING NEED 
Jdequate ~eading mechanics ~ Comprehension, retention a_nd ___ r_e--
Oom~rehension of speken la~e call of reading content 
Children's Hospital: diagDOsis of lead encephalopathy. u~-::---~-CONTEET.______ MATERIALS. ____ _ 
1942, Baldwinsville: mental deficiency, pica. 1946, Basic vocabulary Non-commercial 
Department of Mental Health, ::SOsotn Psychopathic. certain allow practice ~d vocabulary lists 
Community ::eehavior Until three, lovable boy singing hymns as chief occupa- dead although purpose Basic vocabulary stories 
tion. Then a menace to other Children, fighting and dome appear quiet Outline illustrations 
throwing rocks. Destroyed property, stole, sat in the five broad quite Individual reading sheets 
road to play. Pica noticed. center general s&ize Individual work assignments 
Completed grade II; promoted. Living with maternal band chief , separate 
grandmother who would DOt take him back after PsychopL- seen difference throw Commercial 
thic observation. Too unruly to be kept in a foster knowrr choose sheep Magazine illustrations 
Work book pagesl home. on common song 
J present desire thou 
sleep doubt tired COMMITMENT DAT.Ao:__ ___ ~-------------------Jdmission Date, cause ~g_~2Q:46~~~S~e~v~e~r~e-=b=eha~vi~o~r~p=r~o~b~l~em~~-----------------
Work book picturesl 
Med1cal Findings Transitory nystagmus right lateral gaze. 
Ward ::eehavior 
Diagnosis 
Medication 
Redundant prepuce, bilateral testicular descent. 
.Ass;ymetry of face; right reflexes greater than left. l 
Happy when alone; ate and slept well. Overactive, per-
severative, repeating the same games. Voluble, unima- ( 
ginative. Grimaces, bites nails. Easily angered, and 
noticeably perseverati ve when blocked. Claims to be 
unha:ow. b\lt exhibits DO overt si.!rnB of discontent. 
Lead "POi so nine:~ lead encetlbalo"C8.fhV. Ps:vchotic DBUro tic. , 
Luminol . 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST RESULTS~~--:::--:-~---~-::--=~:----::~~~-~-~~ 
Name .:.:lt'.::::e.:::::ch=ls=-=l~e~r:.;;;-;.::B::::e.:.ll:.:e::..vu=-=e~-- .:::H::::e::al~LY~Pi:..:.:c::.:t::..:ur=.:e:....:::C::::o.=m:..:::'D:l:=.e::..t=.;i:.:o::.:n::._:I~I:.__  _, , 
Date 9-~6~ q._~:~~b~~~~~----------r 
Mental Age --.---------.J..:;;. 1·-~4-..J(..:n::::o~t....;r::--:e::.::l:.:i::a:.:::b.:.l;:::.e )'--------II 
Chronological Age .:.17 -4~-------- =.1~1-4::.::::,. _____________ 1 
Intelligence ~tient .l=8:.:::6 _________ ----:---------=::--:-~-~-=-' 
Summary Hyperactive, biting Mils, tense, nervous. Fairly well 1 
oriented: no delusions, phobia, hallucinations or obses-
sions. No insight or judgment. Wechsler verbal scale: 
89: performance scale: 87, Low average or dull wrmal, ' 
F.AMILY HISTORY. ______ ~~--------=-~----~~---:~----l 
---=Father ______ Mother. ____ Male Siblin.g_ 
Marital Status 
Economic Status 
Occuaption 
Birthplace 
.Age or Birthdate 
Mental Status or 
Education 
Other Factors 
Social .Agencies 
Widower Deceased 1941 
UDknown 
Massachusetts Massachusetts Massachusetts ~u~rikilO~;;,wn~=:..=..;;~-- .!:u~rikDO=~wn::.::.. ______ !l ... ~__.""4o-.w_n ______ 
1 
Unlo:lown Unknown _u~n;;:;:kn=own=----- l 
Previous family history on both sides is indicative of 
mental weakness or tendencies toward it. n•s mother, 
afflicted with congenital syphilis, stubbornly refused 
his commitment to Taunton State Hospital. His maternal 
grandmother, unable to manage him in the home, writes, 
sends gifts, and accepts him for his allotted home 
~~U1clinic· Division of Child GuardianshiP~ 1941 
asleep firm unite 
though force usual 
island important whose 
increase .1ourney wild 
according national 
experience position 
material success 
especially various 
scene 
became 
character 
Europe 
fi:cally 
foreign 
opinion 
period 
pound 
idea 
It 11 
produce 
result 
---~-~~---MET.BOD SELECTED _________ _ 
0~1 reading and discussion with a transfer to silent reading 
if practical. 
Presentation 
Oral development and discussion of sight vocabulary 
Oral development of word meanings J 
Varied combinations of oral, auditory, visual and motor aids 
Oral (or silent) work on independent assignment sheets 
Procedures 
Blackboard development and discussion 
Sight vocabulary and word menaing presentation 
Cross matChing 
Guessing games 
Erasun games 
Oral sight reading of content 
Content retention 
Sentence completion 
Directions to follow 
Qo.estions to answer 
Picture int~rpretation 
Integration of parts 
Title selection 
Independent work sheets 
Word matching for form and meaning 
Cross matching 
Multiple choice 
Auditory attention and selection from a list 
[NG PERIOD DATA. ~R C.ASE D 
TRAINING PERIOD BSERVA.TIONS 
ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCERP.l'S - · , . ·.ANECDOTAL BECQ~ EXCERP,rS ~3-~::>2~Ji~g~=Re-t-:-e-n-:t-:i:-o-n_a_nd. reorganization. -Momentary slight sound dis-' 4-1948 · Review of vocabulary and meanings. .Ac-cur-a.-:t:-e-s-=i-gh'='"t~r-e_c_o_g--
tractions. Irritated and impatient when corrected, yet constantly nition. No variation nor spontaneous changes in word meanings, 
asked for a check on work. Completion compulsion. Work hasty and merely exact duplications of wording given. Could not use words 
careless unless cautioned. Immediate recall a parrot-like repeti- in any other context. Rote memory and rote use the only gain. Mo-
tion of content. Synonym matching and picture interpretation poor. notony varied by color matching and spatial relations charts. Re-
Correct rebuilding of story sentences from words and phrases: sue- sponses to tasks not requiring original thinking served to restore 
cess at a grade II level. his confidence. 
3-26-48. Retention. Homework completed. Picture and story match- 4-23-48 Title ;election; answering ~estions. Required aid to 
ing accurate. Unaided recall poor. With the story for reference, delimit for a title, but improved with recounting text details. 
acceptable. Oral practice for homework sheet weak until aided. Bit Main topic .recall more full and accurate, with fewer minor irrele-
or scrathed nails on desk when hands unoccupied. Restless, slight vant details. Instructions ~evious to task: are vital or reading 
continual body shifting. No perceptible distractions that inter- is purely mechanical. Progressed in better grasp of central and 
fered with attention nor achievement. retelling. Interest of boyt s story may be a factor in his success. 
3-29Ji8 Word meaning. Perturbed about lost homework. Good atten- '4-26-48 Retention. Delay in serving noon meal a disturbing fac-
t8n. Diligent but slow even after idea grasped. Tendency toward tor, creating a sense of haste. Unable to settle down or concan-
hasty start without full directions. Impttient and irritable at trate. Stated 11 couldntt remember all that, no one could". Title 
necessary repetitions and new starts. Rote repetition of word selection pertinent: improvement sustained. Slow and inaccurate 
meanings. No grasp of real meaning nor retention for later use re- on multiple choice and completion questions. Verbal, directed and 
gardless of method of presentation. Rigid adherence to the origi- assisted work appears to be essential for correct reaall and re-
nal description, meaning, and usage. tention. Lesson not completed. ~~8 Rete~ioL &~R~~~: r~eco~ng. 8~~dd~i~.~~~3~~~8~-:~~-~e~r~i~ng~~~~s~t~i~o~ns~~~s=t~r-e_s_s_e~d~t-a:-~~.-o-f~r-e_c_a~l~l-o~f-c_o_n:-t~e-n~t-. 
Accuaate sight recognition, but no recall of meanings. Immediate With help, title was acceptable. Still a tendency to include too 
recall for sentence completion excellent; for sequence of events DnlCh information in the title unless checked. Slightly irrelevant 
and details inaccurate and confused. "Knew he coul9,n• t do it 11 • ideas added to accurate details. Perseveration of previous story 
~et, diligent, attentive except for a constant handling of an e- facts. Improvement in being able to stay closer to actual story 
lastic band. Unable to delimit for title. Irritable, perseverative. facts, but the need for direction persists. 
~-5-48 · Sr""--s. Homework done: fair. Enjoyed blackboard activi- 5-3-48 Picture interpretation and com:tarison. Mere listing of 
ty. Still no grasp of word meanings. Confused or guessed at those objects. Correct immediate recall, but only a duplication of the 
developed. No ability for re-wording; repeated the exact wording words: no meaning attached. No ability to describe, compare, con-
given. Became annoyed after several failures and very DnlCh confu- trast, or explain the reasons for a sequence of events. Integra-
sed. Willing, attentive, but soon lost interest when task was be- tion of ideas lacking. Can carry only one factual idea at a time. 
zond him, Task must be short, simple, readily grasped and easily~ even with effort to achieve mare. Co-operatiie, diligent, but 
4-9:48 Sight vocabulary. Homework accidentally lost.. Dependable faintly irritable at freguent and continued questions. 
but capable only of rote copying. Futile to continue homework. .Ao- 5-7:48 Reading to answer questions. Excited, distracted about a 
curate sight recognition but confused recall of content and word contemplated visit to see his grandmother. Very eager to talk a-
meanings. Irritable at corrections and suggestions. Annoyed by bout it. Reading was done only to comply, questions were answered 
inability to find a good title. Except for anticipation of a par- in monosyllables, and interruptions of "Hey-hey-you-know " 
ty to attend later in the day, he was not distracted. Fairly g~od were frequent. Although not encouraged, such interruptions were 
attention, co-operation and concentration. not restricted. No insistence on close attention was required in 
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4-1~8 ~te~~nandncalltoan~r~st~ns. ~~pe~ive, ·~v~i~~~o~f~t~h~e~c~i~r~~~s~t~a=n=c~e~•~·~~~-~--~~~--~-~---~j 
obvious effort to please, to succeed. Usual rapid sight recogni- 5-10-48 Not available. Visiting: home visit to grandmother• s. 
t~.~~letore~~et~or~~~an~~~~r~ ~~-l~~~~~l~l8~=~~t~a~va=i~l=a~bl~e~·~------------------~• 
tition. Little or no retention or ability for expression of asso- Comment: Good diligent worker. Adapted rapidly to class situation 
ciated ideas. Cues and aids essential to recall and reproduce any Willing, co-operative, completion compulsion. No -initiative, ima-
connected or clear account of story facts. gination; little association of ideas. Basically factual, rote re-
4-16-48 Picture interpretation. Brief phrases, mono~llables, or petition and learning. Willingness to attend school and sufficient 
mere listing or pointing were the only responses to questions. Un- retention under proper and continued direction indicate possibili-
able to organize facts or to answer the prepared printed questions ties for further academic training. 
·in writiDg. Oral discussion and answering essential. In contrast, .. , 
an appropriate title was unhesitatingly given. Well aware of his 
success, he was justifiably proud and pleased, the first indication 
insight into a previous unrecognized lack. 
·----
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I 
CASE E 
I 
J! Preliminary Data From Hospital Records 
Preadmission information. Dating back to thirteen months after an 
apparently normal birth, December 28, 1937, E. had experienced frequent 
petit mal attacks. In 1~41, a posterior fossa exploration for possible 
brain tumor was negative. Not until E. was in Grade four did her beha-
vior reactions become sufficiently noticeable for action. Inattention, J 
requiring repeated directions, was reported at school; lethargy and gene 
al disinterest, noted at home. Community complaints of assaultiveness 
and destruction were made. 
Hospital classifications. Following attacks of delirium, December 
26, 1947, E. was admitted to the Children's Unit as an uncontrollable 
school and home behavior problem. Medical findings reported no pathologi~ 
: 
I 
cal reflexes nor conditions. A decision of epilepsy with questionable I 
dementia praecox was made with phenobarbital and tridione ordered as medi-,, 
cation. Ward behavior varied from clear and lucid to irrelevant and con-
fused. Deli~ium, restlessness, disorientation, and violence marked her 
uncontrollable seizures. 
I Stated as unreliable, psychological testing also noted erraticism 
: with a three to f'ive year variation in retardation. Although her appli-
cation to testing was serious and deliberate, difficulty,accompanied by 
rapid fatigue, was noted with motor co-ordination, visual, and _ auditory 
memory. Her best functioJ?.ing occurred at the borderline level. 
Family. E.'s father, a traveling salesman, was necessarily often 
separated from his family. Pleasant, sociable, and open, he consciously 
accepted the circumstances, hoping for E. 1 s improvement under proper care.11 
l 
I 
Her mother, however, was tense and talkative, unwilling to believe that 
otherwise than temporary, and constantly compared lthe condition could be 
I E. with her two normal 
I 
sisters While stressing E. 1 s former school success .j 
II 
! Pretesting 
I Description. Tall for ten, dark-haired, freckled, and attractive 
I 
iwhen alert, E. was well-poised and socially confident, presenting an ini-
/ tial illusion of maturity. She was pleasant, mannerly, and talkative, 
, openly trying to please the examiner by engaging in friendly conversation. 
!l in general, she was extremely apathetic and lethargic, her spurts of in- I 
. I 
1
terest only momentary. Ya~ning steadily, commenting aloud about how t~redl 
1she felt, and asking for "something easy, nothing hard", she seemed almost 
!incapable of voluntary response~ Constant repetitions and explanations 
were required before any answer whatever could be elicited. 
Daydreaming, dawdling, and staring into spac~, E. marked items hap-
l
hazardly, merely complying passively with test requirements. Her atten-
1 - . 
'j tion could be held for very short periods of a few seconds only by audi-
ltory cues. When left to do independent work, she omitted whole sections~ II 
!I II 1probably during petit mal attacks when lapses and loss 
!environment occurred, Still no realization of failure 
of contact with the !' 
- - - I 
developed, E. brag-
I 
' ging about her cleverness during individual tests. In a group situation, 
1
1
she watched others for their reaction to her rather than applying herself 
to the tests. Perseverative, and able to accomplish only the simplest of 
routine tasks in copying and repeating, she marked many items with the 
I sampling answer. 
Results. R~ading mechanics were perfect; response to auditory and 
'!visual cues adequate at times, but silent reading comprehension and appli- 11 
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cation or understanding of content completely lacking. Manual-motor and 
eye-hand co-ordination in drawing produced normal results, but E. frequm -
;[ ly and unknowingly dropped pencils and papers. Weaknesses in mature ob-
servation, foresight and planning were indicated. 
Her best performance, for either subtest or total test, was shown in 
I' the California Mental Maturity test at a 2.8 grade level, at least two 
1/ years retardation. The over-all poor response and results were 
I j approximat ing a second grade level, E. was interested solely in the so-
I 
I 
I 
more than J 
Her final results 1 likely due to lapses not accompanied by overt signs. 
l cial aspect of the testing situation. The 
I 
tests were not considered tru- 1 
I ly representative except with due· consideration for the existing state of I 
j health and its concurrent mental condition. i 
I 
I 
Training Period ,, 
Reading need. Since there was no problem in reading mechanics, di- II 
rection and practice in forming associations for better comprehension was !1 
planned. Supplemented by commercial work book pages, basic vocabulary 
stories were created for her reading assignments. Non-commercial indivi-
dual reading and work sheets, stressing subjects of personal interest to 
E., were prepared for class work. 
i Reactions. Anticipating the class period as a social visit, E. was 1 
I 
I 
compliant in order to maintain friendly relations, but, during the earlie ,1 
I classes, made no voluntary efforts in academic tasks. Irregular attend- I 
I ance due to seizure states and home visits shortened the total class time. i I, I 
~ ~~en present, during the first half of training, 
ll layed and evaded settling down, acting coy until 
I 
E. yawned, dawdled, de-
literally driven to re-
,/ pond by firm, repeated demands. Between loss of contact spells and sheer 
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disinterest or fatigue, she presented a most discouraging remedial prob-
lem. 
Probably reflecting an adjustment in medication, a very noticeable 
change in attitude, interest, and effort marked the latter half of train- 1 
II ing . More alert, bright, and enthusiastic, E. made voluntary attempts to I 
i succeed. Rapid fatigue necessitated constant coaching and encouragement. I 
i Little self-confidence, little or no recall, unless of close personal in- I 
j I terest, developed, but some slight awareness of responsibility did appear 
: Very simple tasks on a second or third grade level, limited to oral ques- I 
I tions and answers, were all that could be achieved. Even though E. was ~~~ 
co-operative and willing in the later classes, she succeeded at a very 
I! 
il 
low level and only with constant adult aid and persistence. 
' 
I Final Steps 
I Retesting. More aware and alert, in spite of visible petit mal at- I 
I 
. I 
tacks which slowed her progress, E. made many deliberate, purposeful, and ~ 
I more successful attempts to comply with and to fulfill task demands. Con-
11 centration was unavoidably wavering, but a spontaneous attack to meet 
group competition was made. Less perseveration occurred, directions were 
more accurately followed, but adult encouragement was still needed. E. I 
!' was apt to complete one page and stop, but a touch on the shoulder recall-
ed her. Although approach and attack were improved, comparative pretest-
1
retest results were erratic and inconsistent. The slight total improve-
i jment was offset by almost complete reversals in item responses and sue-
•cesses. Seizure lapses were probably responsible for areas where zero 
l scores appeared. 
Evaluation. Because of the frequent seizures and consequent mental 
1- - - - -- -- -------~ -==-
1 
I• I 
I 
I
I 
~, 
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in each of the testing programs were contradictory. The slight total 
gain was negligble and could not be accurately judged. The only certain 
positive result was the change in attitude and behavior producing better 
:! test reactions. The true and actual cause of this change, medication, 
i class training, or a combination of both, was difficult to prove. Func-
j tioning was still well below her usual grade and age level, at least one 
year retarded at her very best. 
As an observation vehicle for indicating the manner of responses 
and her own reaction type, standardized tests were acceptable, but not 
i for actual measurement. The methods and materials selected were ade-
quate but not proven. Motivation on a purely personal interest plane 
appeared to be the most practical approach. The one known f actor of real \ 
' value, in E.'s case, was the therapeutic environment, for individual at-
tention was essential to elicit even the least acceptable response to 
academic training. 
-- --- -· - - -- ---=--
CHART J-1 5 8 
SCORES PEECENTILI GRADE _ D.ADS .JBP JOBM _ CBRONO~IC.At .INDLLIGEN.Q.E _ 
--=~N.AME OJ' TEST. _____ raw_wgt_raw_wgt _RANK_ 
GOODENOUGH DRAVI-.Ar-WN 11 17 
' 
PLJCXMEN!..., Pretest_Retest }i()lU( MENTJL_JGE ~~ . . _QUOTIENT_ Pretest 
2-20-4g 5-25-4g Jge 5-9 7-3 110-2 10-5 57 , 70 Primitive , .meager d-e~o:-a""":'i~l-s-a-nd~ -
str~~ght line~ for limbs. 
Immature dissociated 
I HEALY CONSTRUCTION PO'Z~ J. 1go 210 10-5 Futile, repeated pure ~rial No 
and error- size Sha i ore~ call. 
RJ!lNli)N liEL ON ST S Oli' 
,. wOlT .AB ITY 
CJLIJOmiiJ.' TEST OJ IO'INTJL . 
IW!UBITY 
Spatial. Relationships · 
I Sensing right and left 
Manipulation of areas 
Logical Beasoning 
Similarities 
Inference 
Numerical Beasoning 
Number series 
Numerical quantity 
Vocabulary 
Langaage :ractors 
Jlon.-langaage lactors 
Total Mental Factors 
GRBlSSIVI lmADDTG TESTS 
Bead113g Vocabulary 
Word form 
Word recognition 
Meaning of opposites 
Meaning of similarities 
Reading Comprehension 
Jollowtng directions 
Interpretations 
Reference "kills 
Total Bead,i 
CHICAGO !TON-~ 
EJWIIN.ATIOll 
1. Digit symbol 
2. Noting differences 
3.. Block counting 
4 Manipul.at ion of areas 
5. Similarities 
6. Scrambled pictures 
7. Picture arrangement 
8. Incongruities 
9. Similarities 
10. Digit eymbol 
Total 
BBOCUOB SECOllD GRADE 
.ACHIEVEME:NT TEST 
Word recognition 
Sentence Comprehension 
SpelliDg 
}lumber eoncel)t. 
Total Score 
6 35 
6 20 
0 15 
6 30 
4 15 
2 15 
0 25 
0 10 
0 15 
0 50 
2 so 
10 6o 
12 140 
~ 
16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 1 
2 4 
2 2 
1 2 
5 5 
4 g 
0 0 
2 2 
1 1 
2 1 
25 26 
21 
g 
21 
!5._ 
6_.5_ 
3 
9 35 1 1 
0 20 
9 15 
0 30 1 
0 15 
0 15 
3 25 1 
1 10 
2 15 
4 50 1 
6 go 1 
10 60 1 
16 14o T 
90 10 
25 
20 
23 
22 
4o 0 
10 
20 
' 
1 1 
g 
3 a 2 
3 3 
3 6 
0 0 
6 6 
1 1 
9 5 
4o 37 o.o 
a> g6 
16 10 
17 99 
_E2 0 
78 7'5 
3 
1 
0 
10 
5 
5 o.s 
_L 
' 
0!0 
1 o.o 
10 2.8 
25 o.o 3.4 
10 2.8 
g Jge 
No change 
from 
Mental 
Deficient 
0.3 
3-
II 
I 
83 
75 I 
95 
81 
J 90 I 2.0 2.0 
10-5 
10-2 10-5 
10-2 10-5 
10-2 10-
g-o 10-2 10-5 
0-0 S-10 10-2 10-5 
10-2 10-
6-5 10-3 10-5 
I 
.A.Terage for 
Grade II 110-2 10-5 
75 72 
81 
64 
41 
46 49 
Bapb.aza.rd, ha.st1, tho~tles"S. 
I ored directions 
Jl.l areas weak. Erratic , due 
to lapses. Ignored direc-
tions. Weakest subteste were: ee-
Manipulation of areas 
:lumber series 
Numerical quantity 
Vocabulary: persevera.ti ve , 
crossed out several answers 
refusiDg to underli_ne. 
Lapses: sections omitted. 
tempted- but very poor applica-
tion and concentration. llo 
grasp of word meanings. loll-
owing directions tried: inter-
pretations omitted. Bequired 
constant help and encourage-
ment to produce any response 
wbatenr, mental or motor. 
J.l1 areas Tery weak w1 th per-
lseveratiye answering. Digit aymbo1 
Block countiDg 
Manipulation of areas 
' Picture arrangement 
Incongruitiea 
Similaritiee 
Digit symbol 
ary e 0 . or concen 
tion and application. 
Discrimination of amounts 
in-
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B!S STRONG POIHS 
______ .Retest. _____ -. _____ _. '.;...----- ~------...;Retest _____ , ____ G.ENERAL SUMM.ARY~-=------, 
Pri~ ti ve, immature , -perseY- Orderly. .A. tew add~d de- Consietent response Jrith impro-ye-
erative. Slight di~ssoci~tio t _a_i_ls._ ~ fwo dimensional ment and total gain. Surpriaingly 
fr ntat ion, mic11o ra · arms and le s. ·- ilnmiiture for 'social' decelo ent. 
Sl..ower. Trial ang. error. Co-operation and willingness UDaware of errors. Regressed. No 
~·~i=z:e~s~~~~~re=c~o~i~t~i~o~n?.~-~~---~--~~--~-~~o~c~o~m~l~ete~s~ tran~er~rcarr~~r. ~r~~L 
Incumplete . erratic. Very Bone except compliance and ndependent, voluntary wor~ Extreme variation in item response. 
few correct answers. test com letion. ollowed directions. Incom lete. Sli ht lobal loss 
Confused , spasmodic. Lapses Best performances: :Accurate response to follow- Petit mal attacks account for some 
due to visible petit -mal ing directions in scattered zero scores. 
seizures. Weakest points: cases. Complete reversal in item and sec-
Sensing right and left tion response. 
Logical Reasoning 
Similarities not marked 
Inference 
General improvement des_.P_i t_e_ 
seizures 
Erratic, unfinished, omis-
sions. Ignored directions. 
Meaning of opposites 
Meaning of similarities 
Following directions 
Interpretations 
Beference skills 
Jll areas weak. Poorest : 
Manipalat ion of areas 
Picture arrangement 
Similarities 
Occas1oii81 momentary lapses. 
Discrimination of amounts 
' Logical ~asoning 
Inference 
l'ord form 
Word recognition 
Unable to concentrate be-
JOnd this point 
Noting differences 
Similarities 
Scrambled pictures 
Word recognition 
Spelling 
Manipulation of areas 
Number series 
Numerical quantity 
Voluntary attempts on all 
items, good concentration. 
Word fo·rm 
Word recognition 
llo omissions 
Voluntary effort and attempt 
to appl;y attention and solY<B 
problems. 
Xoting differences the best 
subtest performance 
Scrambled pictures 
Digit symbol 
Total comparison: Slight drop in 
non-18,Ilg1l8ge w1 th slight improve-! ment in la.ngtlage factors. 
Slight global improvement, but not 
I 
consistent with co~sideration of items 
answered and-scored. 
Loss of contact spells ma;y cause 
this erratic response. 
I marked cliSiige in iliterest and a~ 
proach. Better response and reaction 
with voluntar;y effort expended and 
more items marked. 
Successes erratic and inconsistent 
except for familiar words. 
Reading comprehension improved • 
.A. slight global loss due to age in-
crease, but a general personal res-
ponse improvement. 
.Areas consistentl;y strong or weak. 
Item successes extremel;r inconsis-
tent and erratic. 
.A. sl~ht total tmproT&ment despite 
irregular performance, but DOt 
sufficient to raise rating from 
that of mental deficient. 
The Change 1n digit symbol abilit;y 
was the only indication of new 
learning and practice pnt to use 
in the retest si~tion. 
No aid given. tnaependent Most consistent of all testa, but at 
effort and attention. a low level with large print short 
Word recognition(audio-Tiaual) simple tasks, and simplified' direc-' 
Sentence comprehension tiona given orall;r. Good functional 
Spelling capacity at Grade II level. 
CBJ.Rr E-2 PJmsON.At HISTORY JWI 
-
PERSONAL AND J'AMILY HISTORY TRAINING PLANS .AND PROCEDURES 
I 
PEBSONAL DEVELOFMENT.AL F.ACTORS-=----=-~~=-=-::-::=---------------, MEJNS OF PREVIOUS LEAlmiNG. IMMBIDI.mil Rl!W>ING NEED 
:Birthplace and Date Massachusetts 12-28-37 ) . . .Adequate" reaQ.ing mechanics --__ Develo~nt of word meaning-s ---1 
:Birth, Early Events From 13 months on, continual petit mal seizures. Comprehension of' spoon language Training for cO"mprehension , 
1941, posterior fossa exploration for possible brain retention and recall 
Community :Bebavior 
tumor• ne~ative. 
Grade four: i~ttentive, repetitions for directions i~ 
school work unheeded. Lack of interest and general 
lethargy noted at home. Concurrent neighborhood re-
ports of assaultiveness and destruction of property. 
12-26-47~ hospitalized while delirious. 
COMMITMDT DATA.=---::-----:--=-:~~~--~-=-=~=---:--::---:------:::-:-----::~:--:--o 
Admission Date, Cause 1-30-48: An uncontrollable behavior problem both in 
Medical ~indings 
Ward :Behavior 
the home and at school. 
Jlo mtholo~ical reflexes or conditions. 
Variable: from clear and lucid to irrelevant and con-
fused. Clouded, delirious, restless. Disoriented, 
uncontrollable, and occasionally violent. Numerous 
-=--~----:~CONTENT._______ MATERI.ALS _____ -1 
:Basic Vocabulary Non-commercial-
condition according Vocabulary lists 
delight century :Basic vocabular.y stories 
difference character Illustrations 
doubt especially Indirtdual reading sheets 
increase foreign Individual work Sheets 
lief further . Commercial 
separate opinion Magazine illustrations 
straight positi~n fork book ~esl 
view various Work book picturesl 
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Diagnosis 
Medication 
~pejt~i~t~ma=l~a~t~t=ac~ks~·~~~--~~----------------~ ~~~~~~~~-~·METHOD ~TED-----~--~----~--~ 
EPilepsy. Questionable dementia praecox. Oral Beading (with oral instruction to pre~re for adequate 'in-
Phenobarbital and tridione ~ dependent silent reading) 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST mULTS_=--~~--:--~-=--~--=-----=---:----:-::------t~i Presentation 
Name of Test Stanford-:Binet Goodenough Draw- Porteus Mazes Oral development of sight vocabulary 
193=Form L J.-Man Oral developnent of word meanings 
Date 2-1H8 2-1H8 2-13-48 Varied combinations of oral, auditory, visual and motor aids 
Mental .Age • 7-6 5-6 4-6 Oral reading and recitation for work sheet assignments 
Chronological .Age 10-2 10-2 .:1.:.0-...::2--. ______ 11 
Intelligence Quotient 74 51! ~ Procedures 
Summary :Best performance at borderline level. Serious, deli- 1: Sight vocabulary and word meaning development 
berate application. Rapid fatigue. Difficulty demon- il :Blackboard development and oral discussion 
strated with motor co-ordination, visual and auditory Cross matching 
memory. Very erratic test results with findings con- Erasure games 
sidered unreliable. Guessing games f 
FAMILY HISTORY. ________________ --:-----:::~:-----------11 
___ Father Mother __ Female Siblings ______ ""'""'
1 Marital Status Congenial: necessary 
1 
business seParations 
. Economic itatus Jj5.oolweek:JX}?!n&es 
. Occupation Salesman Housewife 
:Birthplace ~E~nt~i~r~e~f~am~il~y~bo~r~n~i~n~Ka~s~•=ac~bn==ae~t~t~s~=-~~--~-=---lr ,i 
.Age or :Birthdate Early 30's Early 30's You.ne.:er than E. • 7 and 2 
li Mental Status or Normal Normal Normal 
Education Average J.veme 
: Other Factors The mother is tense, talkative, unwilling to accepli 
I the circumstances, and constantly comparing the :pa.-
1
. tient•s present condition with her former successful 
school life and with the normal status of her two 
younger sisters. Other history non-contributive. 
, Social .Agencies Children's Hospital 1-22-48 
Oral reading of story content for: 
Content retention and recall 
Comprehension of facts and sequence 
Following directions 
Answering questions 
Integration of J*rts 
Title selection 
Picture interpretation 
Individual work sheet assignments 
Word match1Dg for both form and meaning 
Cross match1Dg 
Multiple choice 
Audio-visual cues for word recognition 
l.A.rthur I. Gates and Miriam :Blanton Huber, Preparatory :Book To 
.Accompany "~ter .And Peggy", The MacMillan Company, United States 
of America, 1930, 96p. 
~! ___________________ ~------~==~==~~~~--~~~- ~ ~ 
TitmllllG PERIOD DA!rJ. li'OR C.&sll: E 
TW:tliNG PERIOD O:BSERVATIONS 
---~~~---=---ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCEBPrS .ADCDOTAL RECORD EXCERPrS 
3-22JiOS Comprehension and reconstruction. Seizures the night be-, :tl'bt available• visiti ents. ·---------...., 
fore: •functioning slowly". In bed at 9.00 J.M. Yawnedsteadily. Not available• re rted resti after sli ht seisures. 
Poor attention. .Asked for "something easy, nothing hard". Ignor- Picture and phrase matching. Time change: P.M. class. 
ed directions, pulli:ng chewi:ng gum in and out contirroally. Re- contrast to usual class demeanor and reaction. Lively, 
qnired ·~ repetitions and explanations. Talkative between star- voluble, excited. Enthusiastic about class work, havi:ng told her 
i s lls. Co • ve wro answers noted effect then correcte mother that she was getti:ng all A•s. Exaggeration, not fabrica-
3-2 S Comprehension and recall. Had lost homework. Would not tion. Alert: worked slowly but steadily, avoidi:ng the less obvi-
read silently; sat twisting hair, pulling gum, or stariDg unless ous ma.tchi:ngs until the last, evading spolren directions by preten 
urged to answer orally. Literally, must be driven to respond. i:ng not to hear, and making elaborate explanations for errors. 
Gave foolish, then reluctant correct answers, but in an exact me- Unaided silent hrase readi accurate. Volunta effort exerted. 
chanical repetition of the text. Completely failed following di- 3 S Retention of content~ Alert, bright, and enthusiastic o 
rections until they were read to her orally. Pleasant, affection- ! leaving ward. No blank perio.ds~ Excellent, rapid, Bight recogni 
ate but no attention or effort. ' tion for new words. Poor titling: cannot delimit. Repeats the 
3-@s 'ford meaniD,gs. Late start. No responsibility: excuse entire story. Recall more relevant but not truly accurate. Stil 
for homework lack. Dallied, handled material, repeated directions 1 requir~s oral cues, direction and guidance of thoughts, but showe 
read to her, but could not follow them. Mechanical repetition of l definite 1m rovement. Deliberate effort to succeed• to achieve. 
the pnrase or sentence used to develop a word meaning but never 5-3 8 Picture interpretation. Recall of picture and content ac-
the pertinent meaning or its synonym. Delayed and diverted set- curate but a mere listing of objects and statements. No interpr 
tli down to work. llo s ntaneous effort. llothi accom lished tation of action or meani:ng, no associations formed, nor story 
2 8 Repetition; word meanings. Fantastic excuse for homework suggested by the pictures. The story depicted and the sequence o 
loss. Hapw, voluble, enthusiastic about class until reaching it, events understood only after direct coaching with pointed ques-
then sat, pulled gum in and out, and became vague and unresponsive. tions. Jlert, co-operative, attentive, displaying voluntary ef-
Held paper at arm•s length, tilted chair, and appeared to read. fort but evidentl inca ble of formi lo ical associations. 
Gave a parrot-like repetition of word meanings only when compelled 5-7 S Retention and recall. P.M. class. Enthusiastic and alert 
to answer. Slow ve or written work even with aid and ur i on the •BY to class. but dawdled and delayed writing the answers 
S Si t vocabular • Time change: P.M. class - visiting. Un- even after reciting them orally. Reverted to the familiar habit 
reasonable homework excuse. More alert and willing. For the firs' of hair twisting when confronted with an undesirable task. Pic-
few minutes, voluntary attention, co-operation, and adequate rea- .ture discussion was pers·oD&l.ized, clear, coherent, but brief aDd 
ponse, then lapsed into silent staring spells. Recall poor, depen- itemized. Oral discussion essential to elicit aQJ answer. No 
dent upon rereading text to find answers. Mechanical sight recog- . paraphrasing. llo self reliance or independent ability for apply-
nition of developed words excellent; writing answers futile. Jee4t ing content information to work sheet assignment. 
constant aid ur i and finall firm demandi 5-10-48 Following directions. P.M. class. Co-operative and 
g Readi to answer uestions. Late start: called in from alert. .Apparently read the story silently but made no attempt to 
play yard. llo response except pointiDg and a perseverative attempt write the answers nor follow the silent reading directions. Still 
to begin reading aloud. Sat and twisted hair around fingers. Be entirely dependent upon adult help with oral discussion. Attempt-
to evidence seizure symptoms, a slight general total-body trembli ed to write when urged and given constant encouragement in hints 
but remained aware of environment being able to return to ward wit related to the correct response, but was slow and waited for a 
1lO su: rt for locomotion nor idance for direction. sign of approval before putting down the answer. Her first admit-
1.!--l2-48 Not available for class. Reported to be in a seizure ted awareness concerning the amount achieved was noted: 11That • s as 
state, Homework discontinued; lack of responsibility and ability, far as I got". Much help needed for accurate responses. 
6-4 titi n• re ding to answer questions. Late start• cal 5-14-48 Review of stoq content. Recalled stories with colored i;1 fro! :ep~ l4o~t ·ale:t and resP9nsive to date. Aware of ciass magazine illustrations:personal interest stories based on color 
time andpda~. No recall of last class attended or lesson content. and clothes preference. With aided recall, listed name~ and topi 
Better immediate recall but still Characterized by parrot-like re- of several early lessons. No recall whatever of the most recent, 
~tition of phrasing used in development. No grasp of word or though best response stories, and those falling within any loss of 
i
opic meaning. Bapid fatigue, slower functioning: broad satisfac- contact periods. Appears to be the opposite of the expected res-
ion at praise and expansive promises for future excellent class ponse. E. stated a pref~rence for listening while someone read to 
rk. When not lethargic, makes an attempt to comply, but atten- her• heariDg aids memory and retention. This, however, JD81' be a 
~on span is obviously limited by loss of contact periods, and re- ple~sant method requiring the least effort on her part 
all and retention are necessarily influenced. 
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CASE F 
Preliminary Data From Hospital Records 
Preadmissi on information. Apparently normal at birth, November 29, 
1932, F. developed whooping cough, scarlet fever, mumps, and shingles be- ~ 
fore he was two. All or any one of these diseases might well have contri-
buted toward his arrested development. Abnormal behavior and abuse of 
his baby brother caused referrals to several hospitals for mental obser-
vation during which _destructiveness, restlessness, and screaming were 
outstanding actions. At Wrentham, Choreiform movements were observed. 1 
I 
Hospital classifications. Admitted to the Children's Unit, March 4, i 
- I 
I 
1946, for uncontrollable behavior and mental d~ficiency, medical examina- I 
tions reported developmental .cranial anomalies, a possible Arnold-Chiari 1, 
syndrome, and _spinal dysraphism. Previously, a bilateral Babinski had 
been reported. Placed on ward care, F. was treated with a phenobarbital I I -
prescription. I 
I Eating and sleeping well on the ward, he was otherwise seclusive and I 
a behavior problem. In a group situation, he attacked and abused other \ 
II children or tore his own clothing to shreds. _ Psychological tests rated I 
li him as a moron with limited native endowment, giving bizarre and irrelev 
\ replies contrasting vdth an excellent memory and ability to make accurate 
1 and relaible accounts of daily events. 
I Family. F.'s father, a fisherman and With whom F. tended to identi-
jfy, was so often away at sea that the home life was dominated by his mo-
1ther. She was over-solicitous and deeply regretted losing her oldest son 
1\to the priesthood. F.'s only observed reaction to his mother was related 
Ito the anticpatory pl~asure he expressed concerning the food or clothing 
., 
11 that she might bring to him on visiting day. Neither of his parents had 
il 
_ _ 1progr~s_p~d beyond_ gramm~_ schoo_!_,_ _but _ _!fe!'~ 9of avera,ge_int~J_ligence. 
~-i - -- ----
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_Pretesting 
I 
Description. Small, thin, and underdeveloped for fifteen, F. became I - - --
transformed from a hunched, silent creature to an overt, talkative boy as 
I he l~ft the ward. Withdrawal tendencies and habits, head lowered and his 
I eyes peering from under shielding hands, along with occasional traits of 
I' ~~~ resistance and rebellion exhibited themselves periodically. Well develop-
! ed conversational speech belied the immaturity both of' appearance and the \i 
\. results which labeled him as a ~oron at least eight years retarded. \ 
Right-handed, motor co-ordination and visual perception were adequate 
So extremely distractible that Binet testing had to be postponed, F.'s 
steady rambling was incoherent, irrelevant; and chiefly centered on him-
self and food. During the second trial and other tests, rapid, jerking 
!head motions, swiftly snatched pe~cils, and swooping gestures in drawing, 
1which absorbed him, were constant. Impulsive and disinhibited, not wait-
1ing for directions, he became confused, and maintained a continuous series 
' 
of anxious demands concerning his accu.racy. At other times, meticulous 
I 
i 
l arrange~ents in timed tests cost him credits. Constant encouragement, 
urging, and firm insistence when his attention could be gained even momen-
tarily were essential. He showed almost no interest in anything except 
the personal attention which he was receiving • . I 
I 
Results. Perseveration, mixed answers, both sensible and ridiculous, ! 
very poor attention, and lack of reasoning were marked. Evidences of 
! flight~ dissociation, and withdrawal were noted. Personality reactions, 
I 
!~extreme self interest, disconnected conversation, and withdrawal, corres-
il ponded with his suspected schizophrenia while the general test picture was 11 
I 
- II 
'
comparable to the responses expected in the brain-injured: distractibili-
- - - - I 
ty, perseveration, mixed answers~ ~~ hasty..! _careless performance. Results_ 
similar to the hospital findings. Rating him as a moron, they indi-
cated weaknesses .in number concept, audio-memory for sentences, and pic-
An excellent memory for procedures and events during ture recognition. 
I 
testing substantiated the previous ward reports • 
. Training 
I Reading need. Reading readiness having been demonstrated in the 
j testing situation, the word-whole method for building a basic sight vocab 
li lary was initiated. Rather than expend any mental effort in reading or 
1
1word recognition, F. would depend upon his excellent rote memory as the 
easiest way to comply with demands made of him. The only incentive for 
I 
application of any reading ability was personal praise or the prospect of 
' gifts from his mother or others as a reward for good work. 
I 
Reactions. Excellent recognition of word form distinctions was re-
ivealed, F. employing the wall chart for associations and clues for all 
jconcrete words. Abstract words, or those not illustrated (and, to), re-
!quired an oral explanation and oral cue. Acceptable responses to two-wor4. 
reading combinations were made, but with three-word phrases he became con-I 
! fused and guessed. Motor activities, imitating and copying, especially 
II writing his nallle, were extremely easy for him when he was willing to try. 
11 Reactions to c~ass work were mixed and varied from day to day or even 
I 
on the same day. Trials were made of resistiveness, stu~bornness, and rel 
fusal to work in order to test the instructor's reaction. When outlasted 1 
and firmly directed, he would comply by settling down to class work. Ap- I 
I proximately hal~ way through the planned training period, a change in at-
lj titude occurred, and with gradual acceptance and submission to class de- 1 
I • 
Jl mands, he became very realistic. Within the confines of the classroom, 
il his own progress chart was his chief interest and served as his strongest 11 i :i_ncentive. The final session, _ in its stage~:' realism and conscious con- :1 
I 
I 
j/ 
I 
, was a striking contrast to his early behavior. 
Final Steps 
Retesting. Except for the Binet retest during which disturbed reac-
1. 
II tions recurred, exactly opposite behavior in the testing situation was 
evidenced. Even though a conflict was manifest in this one retest, better! 
! 
~ efforts to attend _were made and a greater desir~ to please another person 
!was clearly shown. Attention, interest, effort, concentration, and appli-~ 
I . 
I 
cation to separate tasks was excellent. F. was alert, aware, coherent, 
relevant, sensible, sociable, and amazingly realistic. No outstanding 
bodily motions were noticed, test attack was deliberate and planned, and 
reactions were far slower and well controlled. Even his most rapid mo-
tions were accurate. Although personal gain remained his strongest motiv~ 
it is felt that the extreme change was due chiefly to strong and persist-
·1 ent demands for . realism. 
Evaluation. Because of the initial reading lack, appraisal was lim-
ited to low level tests which noted pre-reading skills but were not valid , 
for F.'s general intelligence. Although the test reactions varied so 
widely, the item responses and improvement shown were very consistent; an 
improvement occurring even when F. was mentally disturbed. In F.'s case, I 
the immediate total situation was always the vital factor, so that obser- 11 
I 
vation over a period of time would supercede testing . Nevertheless, pre-
tests were a valuable means of indicating behavior and probable reaction 
to training . The total program results indicate his capacity to adapt to 
11 the demands of a stronger personality type and the possibilities for more I 
!permanent improvement within his range. 1 
I II 
~ ~ 
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CHART J-1 COMPARISON CHART OJ PREf.EST - RETEST 
-
SCORES PERCENTILE GRADE DATES .AND JOBM _ CHRONOLQ,iiCAL INTELLIGENCE 
~~~=NAME OF TEST ____ raw_wgt_raw_wgt _JUNX __ PLACEMENT~ Pretest_Retest __ NOll)( __ MENTAL_AGE AGE QUOTIENT . ~ Pretest IEJlt~ · ~--:--.., 
STANJQ:Rl)-:SID'T REVI~ SCALE - , .002 .1 Moron 2-18-48 5-27-48 Age . , 6--6 7-6 15-r~ 15-6 45 51-. Two sessions requir$d, Ex-
GOODENOUGH DRAW-A-MAli 
jHE.ALY CONSTRUCTION PUZZLE A 
I 
MERRIIJ-P ~L(ER PBESQBQOL 
SC.ALE 
Discrimination 
1 Color 
Form - Decroly 
ILallgU8ge Tests 
I Action Agents 
lllotor Co-ordination, Mani-
pulation and Imitation 
Bo.ttons 
2 
4 
Pi:Dk Tower 
Pyramids 
Cowing a Star 
Spatial Relations and 
llanipc.lat ion 
Mare and Foal 
Manikin 
Pnszle Number 2 
Total Number of Items 
Total Score 
u. 
Over 5 
minutes 
time 
limit 
seconds ' 
Item number: 
91 91 
85 
g4 g4 
83 83 
89 89 
so so 
82 82 
failed passed 
87 87 
I 90 90 92 92 
76 76 
11 11 
90 93 
2-20-48 · 1 t remely distracted by own 
1937 Form L thoughts. Vocabulary, num~r 
concepts , .pictured and verbal 
absurdities. Memory and digit 
spans , similarities , paper 
Individual Individual-
response istic to 
realistic 
Age 
Inco~petent 3-5 8 5-25 S Age 
, improving Pintner-Paterson 1 Time 
to Average 
I Limited by 2-ls-48 
age range 
of test 
Age 
5-25-48 Score 
J 
• 
5-9 9-9 15-3 
under 1 
7 plus 
15-3 
15-
15-
I 
I 
·:.I 
I 
I 
I 
32 
cutting, word fluency, and gi-, j ving reasons. d 
2 Individual response type: dis-
1 
sociation and flight. Per;;; im-
severative ovals and obloDgs and 
l in -vertical. plane with marbd 
elongations. Vague and~im- n. 
sive. 
Trial and error~- Escape 
mechanisms at too difficult a 
task. Extremely distractible. 
Incomplete: 30 moves. 
Required constant recalls to 
attend to testing. Distrac-
tible, incoherent, irrele-
vant. 
· .Act ;Lon agents 
Pillk tower, slow,meticul.ous 
Six cube pyr~d 
CoWing a star 
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~ULTS l'OR C.ASE -, 
PODiTS Retest _________ ....;Pretest STRONd R>IITS · Retest..,.·-.----__;_...,. GENERAL SUMMARY 
Vocabulary, digit span , num- General motor C<?-ordina.tion. 'l llumber ~concepts:- 6-4 Except for obvioust effor-:-t-s-t-:-o-a-:ot--...,1 
ber concepts pictured and :Best performance at seven' year' Senteme ·,memories: 8-6 tend and co'!lcentr.ate, a recurrence-
verbal absurdities memory level: Comprehension, memory Paper cuttiiJg: 9-1 elf former distractibility by his I 
for stories , and similari- for design although dissocia- Memory for des~n very much own thoughts. Co-operative but 
ties. tion and fragmentation were improved and more realistic vague: head jerked constantly. 
1
1 
Repetition of distractibi- demonstrated. I Rhymes: g-4 :Both poor performances, not truly 
lity. Successes at higher levels. representative. 
Betest: consistent and improved 
despite distractions. 
Lack of fine details and 
poor proportions. Slight e-
longations, several ovals 
for brows, eyes, buttons. 
lone in performance nor be-
havior. Unable to explain 
method of success. Surpri-
sed at ability • 
lione in performance. Rigi-
dity of response noted in 
almost exact wording of 
verbal anners duplicating 
pretest results. 
Presence, attachment and ac-
ceptable dimensions of basic 
body p:..rts 
I 
t Realistic, controlled. Fol- A direct contrast in reaction, 
lowed directions exactly •. Ob- behavior and results. Marked im-
vious control of dissoc~ation provement in conscious attack and 
at right shoulder. Coherent, self-control. Purposeful ap.. 
relevant, alert, deliberate. proaeh. Specific and total gain. 
I 
JJrare of nature of task, say- : Rapid, accurate fitti:ng and 
ing "can•t fit them", and of placement: 7 moves, 1 error. 
responsibility to complete Purposeful attack and recall 
Direct contrast in all respects 
with improvement, reachiiJg aver-
a&e age-level achievement. ind1-
cati:Dg ability to learnf to con-
trol actions· to be realistic. 
I 
the test. of pretest task. 
Decroly matching of forms. 
.All areas stro:ng! perfect 
performance in all respects. 
Recalled most of the items. 
Excellent memory for facts 
and events as well as for 
the exact order of presenta-
tion of items. • Indicative 
of rote memory ability . and 
tendency toward rigidity. 
Direct contrast in test reactions • 
Conscious contributions toward 
control of meticulosity, and at 
other times of impu.lsi veness al-
lowed for greater successes in 
both timing and accuracy. 
Results •ere very consistent. al-
most rigid, but showed improve-
ment which was necessarily limit-
ed by the .low level of the test 
and the restricted age range. 
Change favo~ing realism indicates 
learning possibilities when moti-
vation, UBll&lly selfishly gain-
fUl, is sufficiently great. 
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CH.ABT 1-2 PEBSON.AL mSTORY .Al1D TR.Ail 
. 65 
PERSONAL .AND FAMILY mSTORY TltWliNG PL.A1iS .AND P.BOCEDUEES 
-
P.EESON.At DEVELO~AL FACTORS _MEANS <>F PREVIOUS i.E.ARNING_ --IWlEDIJTE READING NEIIID 
-]irthplace and Date Ma•saQhnsette Jl-C5=32 Bo"tE! memory S tght vocabulary ~ 
Birth and Early Events Normal birth. Wbooping cough, scarlet fever, mumps , Juditory comprehension 
and shi:cgles before t wo years. Retarded development. Iisual ~rceEtion 
Boston Psychopathic 1-20-43: tied shoelaces tight 
around his waist. COl."TENT !LATE RIALS I Danvers 6-14-43: imbecile without psychosis, restless, Basic Vocabulary Bon-commercial talkative 1 screamiEg and destructive of clothi~. see sit little Large sise alphabet ~ Community Behavior .A.b~rmal behavior; abusive to his baby brother. run stop girl Progress chart 7-3-43 sent to Wrentham. .A. repetition of screaming Father a ball Picture cards 
and destrozi~ clothiEg. DisJ2lazed choreiform motion. come girl walk Word cards 
11 Kother said red Picture-word cards 
' ~COMMITMEm' IaT.A. and • Wall chart Ibig here 
~.· .Admission Date, Cause '7 Lt;;. Uncontrollable behavior• mental deficiency to boy is Flash cards 
Medical findings 2-2-46 Bilateral Babinski reflexes I stalld apple bird Individual work book - Developmental cranial anomalies hand cup Individual work sheets SJ2inal dzstroJ2hism ~yped VQ~bular~ 1 Ward Behavior .A.te and slept well. Seclusive. Destructive of clo-thing when in a group, frequent temper tantrums, and 
,' MmrHOD SELECTED 
abusive attacks on other children. Excellent memory Word-whole sight recognition for oral reading 
and clear reEQrts on }2!st and E!:esent ward activities. 
Diagnosis Not conclusive; ArDOld-Chiari syndrome. Schizophrenia Presentation 
Medication Phenobarbital I Judio-vi~-oral ' Manual motor manipulation 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST RESULTS 't Oral development and discussion 
Name Stanf~]inet 19lb Heall Picture ComJ2letion II 
!Procedures Date ~~-4b ~~-4b Mental Age r Picture recogniti9n 
Chronologi~ Age 1~-4 13-4 · Picture namiDg Intelligence Quotient ij: Picture matching 
Summary Classed as a moron. Forlorn, l&BBive, withdrawn. As Picture and word association 
. for native endowment, considered limited. Responses Picture and word matching 
were bizarre and inappropriate. I 
Word and word form recognition 
Word matching 
F.AMILY HISTORY Word building 111 th letters from copy 
Father Mother Male Sibling 
Marital Status Living together· business separations only Oral blackboard development and discussion 
Economic Status Marginal Cross matching, circling, erasure games 
Occu:pat ion . Fisherman Former domestic Development ofword and picture association 
Birthplace CaDada Cas no Massachusetts 
.Age or Birthdate YoUlll?!.:er than F. Workbook picture and word association 
Mental Status or Spatial ~elations charts 
Education Not specified Grade 1 .A.verage Matching pictures and spaces 
Other Factors .A.t sea most of Overly concerned. Possible cause of II Association of pictures and labels I 
the time. Pa- Planned priesthood jealous;. Reading of labels 
tient identi- for F. J'lash card reading 
fies with him. Phrase and sentence building with flash cards 
No information on other mental diseases in the familz 
Social Agencies Massachusetts General Psychiatric Clinic 6-15-42 
' 
New EDgland Home For Little Wanderers 10-17-42 
I Division of Child Guardianship 2-12-43 
Boys Parole Division 5-14-43 
Danvers State Ho~tal Wrentham State S ol t-3~3 I 
gG PERIOD DATA JOR C.ASE F 
I 
TRAINING P.EB!OD OBSERV~ NS 
~~~~~---·.ANECDOTAL RECO:eri EXCERPTS--!~~-=---.:--~~- 1 ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCERPrs. ___ _;,•-----
3-22::48 Picture--word ma~ching. Interested in :individual atten-.. llhl9:JiS .ACtio~ word ~evelo:pment. Jlert and ready fC!r class work. ! 
tion. ~ Instant change of--manner on leaving ward; withdrawn to o- :Basic motive was telllng his mother of his good work. When pro~! 
vert. Early attention excellent with personal gain the motive. ted, recalled and used the wall chart to find words and meanings. I 
Accurate, rapid picture matching. Word matching: poor attention Separate words in workbook readily isolated and read with aid of . 
with guesswork rather than expend mental effort. Constant calls window device. Hastily created picture associations were offered :
1
. 
for help to check accuracy of work. Rapid fatigue and confusion, for combined words or phrases. Must read word for word for true. : 
but continued after firm insistence. Meticulous, resistive. reco nition and o er association. Confused b combinations. , 
3-26:4s- Picture-word matching. Same change fr-om ward demeanor. -23-48 Flash card recognition. Sustained effort without dis- 't 
Erappy, voluble on stairs. Excellent attention, DO irrelevant tractions. For single words, DO errors while picture cue in view. Ul 
conversion. Alert. Delighted at praise. Referred to pictures Two word combinations accurate. Guessed at threeword groups un-
for word meanings, but well arranged, accurate placement showed til made to read each• se];&rately, then combine. Concrete words 
clear distinction between word forms. Selected boy for bird, and found on wall chart. Ahstraet.required oral cue. Recognition of i 
corrected own error, "No, that•s not it". Requires visual aids. words in a readiDg situation mechanical, rote, without meaning. 
Both icture and word card IUilSt be in view for success. 4-26Jis Sight reading. Gbod attention but confused without vi-
S Word- icture matchi Interested, alert, and ~pleased s sual aids. Guesses if allowed. Would not exert voluntary effort. 
praise. One speech perseveration about his being a good boy was Avoids sentences or short phrases, but readily reads single words 
not a disadvantage. Kept head lowered, refusing to look up, but when consciously attending. Prefers word by word reading or word . 
matched words aDd pictures perfectly. Nouns now fixated. Wrote building from copy: less mental effort. Needs much urging and en-
~efrom~w.a~~~~totedsi~ture. Re~ni~dad ~c~~~· ~~~e~m~e~n~t~t~o~r~ead~~~=~a~s~e~s~·-~~~----~~~-~~-~--
read his own ~e . from his ro ress chart. 4-30-48 Flash card readiDg. Spontaneous, unaided recall andre-
g Word development. Distracted by own thoughts, voiced but cognition of single words. From the few checked by the wall chart, 
once. Less alert; liiJlllerous i:ca.ttentive pauses but selected and it was shown that words are known and remembered by their position 
read his name unaided. Good co-operation on the whole; well rather than by a~ other means or for their actual meaning. :Became 
pleased with himself. During the secod half, he guessed rather . vague after confusing little and ~. Resorted to withdrawal when 
than reasoned, and deliberately watched for a reaction. ~et, =d~i~ff~ic~u~l~t~i~e~s~a~p·p~ea~r~e~d~·~----~--~----~--~~------~~--~~-
firm corrections brought about final accurate responses. DisOrao- 5-3JiS Vocabulary developnent. Concepts of is, _!, said too dif-
ted b bri ht int-book cover in view. .A.ttitude slowed e. ficult to grasp at this stage without a visual aid. Cross match-
-·"-"'8 Word develo ent. Instant recall ol .!!!.• ~. and his i·ng or selection from print ·with an oral cue given, rapid and ac-
name from workbook page. At word~. displayed active antagon- curate, but separate recognition for sight reading of flash cards 
ism and belligerent refusals followed by instant compliance when poor. Requ.ires a crutch for almost all reading work. Sitllilarity 
it was suggested that he leave the class. Tried hasty, heedless in word forms for the day• s words made task difficult. The mean-
guesswork watching for a reaction. Js an escape from firm prod- ings also were too intangible for a practical grouping. 
di and insistence ave a ra id excellent rformance. 5-7-48 Spatial relations - pictures. Guesses at labels until re-
g Worde for develo ent and matchi No irrelevancies. qu.ired to study and read carefully and accurately. Immediate un-
Pleased at praise for good responses. Accurate matching of !!; hesitating matching of pictures with spaces by spatial element. 
~and Mother, but confused and and to. Required descriptive Labels and pictures were ignored. Labels were read by guessing at 
cue. Letter and word copying accurate, but slow and meticulous. the picture content, DOt by recognition of word form. Annoyed and 
Very much pleased with his success, wanting to make sure that his irritated by insistence on having to think for word accuracy. but 
mother would hear about it. complied for personal attention and privilege of class attendance. I 
4=12:48 Word matching. Withdrawn, occasionally resistive but 5=10-14 Sentence building. Distracted by mother•s visit and new 
improved with activity. Less alert. Recalled previous vocabu- jeans. but settled down on entering classroom. Spontaneous recog-
lary, but had to use wall chart for reference in ever;r instance. ni tion of all flash card words accept stand1 Used wall chart to 
Slightly confused. Encouraged and aided, final success was a- check for meaning. Very easy reading of words duplicating those I 
chieved. Stubbornly resisting leaving class, he assumed his cus- on his progess chart. Accurate formation of sentences from dicta- I 
tomary withdrawn postural attitude and facial expression. but tion with flash cards, but less sure reading until made to read 
left willi:ngly when the dinner hour nearness was mentioned. word by word. Reading was mechanical and meaningless. 
4=16:48 Review • .Distracted, restless, DOt irrelevant, but func- 5.=14-48 Review. Excelle~t word recognition and workbook reading. 
tioning slowly and vague. No recall or use of wall chart. Need- Directions for coloring and copying a drawing were interpretated 
ad aid for any recall. Depended entirely on rote memory for in- as word copying which showed evidences of reversals in reproducing 
dependent reading. Very remote and inattentive. Had to be re- a sample. Drew an elevator (his own choice): slow, well controlleli 
mimed of wall chart for use in checking words ad meanings. Kept and with logical explanations for all the parts drawn. No irrele-
eyes lowered and head down, not refusing to assist in lesson, but vancies in speech nor performance. Excellent, realistic session. 
too wihdrawn to make any attempt. 
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CASE G 
Preliminary Data From Hospital Records 
Preadmission information• Born at full term, September 17, 1940, a 
normal infancy was interrupted by a strabismus operation at four. At 
five, kindergarten was completed successfully, but in the first grade, I 
following a $evere case of measles, spells ot weakness, fear, and staring 1 
were noticed. Both at home _ and at school, G, was restless, irritable, II 
I tense, nervous, inattent~ve, and disobedient. At Children's Hospital, 
still whining, irritable, and distractible, her condition was diagnosed 
as retinitis pigmentosa with progressive cerebral degeneration. 
Hospital classifications. Contintring to evidence _fear, cryin~ , and 
cqstractibili ty after admission to the Children 1 s Unit, January 31, 1948 ~ 
1 G. was classified under post-measles encephalitis. Described as winning, 
affectionate, and appealing, but functioning erratically and developing 
rapid fatigue with items too difficult for her, psychological test ap-
praisals placed her at the dull normal level. 
Family. Her immediate fami~y, normal, happy, and congenial, became 
very much upset by G.'s behavior. Overwrought, her mother found a stabi-
lizing influence in her husband. Seemingly unaware of her disturbine ef-
I 
feet on the family, G. frequently expressed her affection, attachment, and 
I 
II 
interest for her home and parents. 
Pretesting 
Description~ Of normal height for seven, but pale, and appearing 
slight and frail, G. was rather untidy in hair and dress. Both behavior II 
Varying from alert to apa-and responses to testing were very variable. 
1 thetic, her attention span was short and fatigue developed rapidly. Dur- 1 
II ing restless spells, she knelt in a chair, refusing to sit down, or 
1 11 ~~ strode about ~e r~o~·~ _sl~ght bu~ n~~ ~s~:b~ ~:tra~tion~ were causal 
6 6 
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I. by sounds outside the room. Interested and co-operative, on the whole, 
occasional, but not active resistance was demonstrated toward direct com-
mands. 
Deliberate and meticulous in her approach to test tasks and replace- I 
ment of materials, she evidenced a normal curiousity and interest in them, 
but a much stronger interest in the social aspect of the situation. Orde 
j and caution alternating with trial and error, G. watched closely for ap-
' ll proval, showing an awareness of failure but little concern for it, More 
than usual encouragement w~s necessary during her lethargic mood~ when 
compliant but futile attempts tended to discourage further tries. 
Results. Right-handed, with motor co-ordination otherwise adequate, 
G. met with difficulty in copying figures. This inability, whether due 
to a sensory lack or visual deficit~ was not fully understood at this 
time, although supplementary astereognosis tests were negative. Results 
rated G. as low average. Except for maturity of observation at age level, 
her best performances were at the five and six year old level s. Language 1 
I comprehension and ability were relatively strong points; auditory atten- I 
lj tion span, visuo-motor co-ordination, foresight and planning, r~latively 
weak. Very slow in responses and reactions, with a global rating of dull 
normal, G. was retarded approximately one year in general int elligence. 
Training Period 
Reading need. Considering G.'s chronological age, and specific as 
well as total pretest results, reading readiness was assumed. Except for 
a probable visual weakness, no outstanding .. abnormalities in reading defi~ 
cits had been apparent. The word-whole method, employing word and pictur~ 
association for reading preparation, was applied. 
I! 
Reactions. Differing greatly from day to day, class reactions closel 
*Most recent report: temporal fields of vision are contracting. I 
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ly resembled t hose of the pretesting period, with rote memory frequently 
simulating fast learning . On some days, friendly, ea.ger, alert, and want 
ing to read, G. worked well during the first few minutes, especially on 
review items, then demonstrating rapid fat~gue, resorted to delaying or 
guessing as soon as new work was presented. On other days, yawning, list-: 
less, apathetic, resentful, and resistive to commands, she could accom-
little. In accordance with this variation, achievement fluctuated. 
The motor activity of blackboard erasure games was a source of enjoy-
' but, like F., her greatest interest and incentive lay in her own I 
progress chart. A compulsion toward exact lining up of edges and extreme~ 
ly meticulous placing or replacement of materials occurred frequently, 
most marked at confusion or indecision points. One step processes, such 
as matching duplicates, were within her grasp, but combined or multiple 
choice tasks were beyond her. An orderly approach to learned tasks con-
trasted with trial and error methods for new ones. I ndependent, unaided 
association was very poor but did improve with the use of visual aids. 
Association between the wall chart and its picture or word cards, once 
established, was constantly employed. Reading mechanics ability was pro-
ven, but strong motivation and varied ~resenta~ion were required to gain 
and to hold her attention and interest. A realization and provision for 
her daily capacity was essential before the proper amount of each day's 
lesson could be gauged. I 
At her own pace, regu~ated by her daily state of health and dependenv 
upon her mood and attitude, G. was able to f orm and fixate simple associa 
tions. Rote memory, based on auditory absorption, was her strongest as-
set. Recall of primary work before her illness influenced her achieve-
I 
, for very little new learning took place. Demonstrably affectionate, 
exhibited a mother transference toward the instructor. The personal 
-- ..== --- --- ---- -~;:... _- --- ~ ----- -- -~--
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attention aspect far outweighed any intellectual or academic interest, 
but compliance was made to attain praise and acceptance. 
Final Steps 
Retesting . Again, reactions were mixed. and varied from alert to apa-
11 thetic, but a better performance was given and at higher levels. Co-op- li 
II 
l
l eration was excellent, G. being less resistive and more purposeful in at- , 
i tack. Interest was held best by a variety of short tasks. More indepen-
l
dent, self confident, and self reliant, she voiced no request s for aid, 
1
but still w~tched for signs of approval. More aware of her copying diffi ; 
!I culties, she was able to exercise better control. Improving globally to 
11 average in all tests, her reading ability was not proven since pretesting 
I 
1\had been based on a non-reader status. General intelligence appraisal 
was also somewhat limited by test ranges. 
Evaluation. In this instance, the tests were an accurate indicator 
I of behavior, academic reactions, and fairly representative of t he extent 
II 
11 
and means of previous learning. The method selected proved to be effec-
J tive. Observation during training disclos~d a tendency toward eye re-
I! versals, a weakness in logical association, a dependency on rote memory, 
and proof of a very short attention span, but no striking peculiarities 
in learning. For. G., the window device for isolating words proved to be 
especially desirable and beneficial. 
At G.' s stage of development, with consideration for later effects 
of her brain damage on menta] functioning, a planned environment and ad-
justed curriculum presented at her own pace were essential for init ial 
learning s ecurity and for orientation to any other regular class work. 
Her academic progress will rely upon a recognition of her capacity, an 
awareness of her diagnosis and its effects and implications, and an unde~ 
standing and provision for them in the classroom situation. 
,, 
CHART G-1 COMPARISON CHART OF PRETEST - RETEST BES' 70 
· SCORES PEBODTILE GBJDE D.tTES AND FOBM CBB.ONOLOGIC.AL INTELLIGENCE - · -- -- WEAK 
NAME OF TEST raw_wgt_raw_wgt _:a.um: __ PLACEMENT_ Pretest_Betest __ NOBM __ MENT.AL_JGE AGE Q.UOTIENT - Pretest -
-ST-.Alill'0--BD.....;-BINET BEVISED - ~C.AUl · .. . 12 40 Low average 2-23-48 5-28-48 .Age 6-0 7-4 . 7..:5 7-8' -81 ·· 96- Slow functionit~g;- ·-.,-lu-c-tu.a_t_i_ng _ _ .,j... 
- · · · ·· · or dull · 1937 Form L · ' 
1 
- attention and slight --resistance ~ 
- - normal im- Narrow range of performance. J.t 
GOODENOUGH DRAW-.A.-1LAN 24 25 
HOLY CONSTRUCTION PUZZLE A 200 100 
seconds seconds 
MEBRILL-P.ALMER PRESCHOOL I I SCALE Item numbers: 
Discrimination 
Form - Decroly 
Language Tests. 
Jction .Agents 
Motor Co-ordination, Mani-
pulation and Imitation 
Bllttons 
2 
4 
Pink tower 
P,ramids 
CopyiDg a star 
Copying a circle 
Spatial :Relations and 
Manipulation 
Mare and Foal 
Manikin 
Pnzsle 1,2 
Total Number of !tems 
Total Score 
91 91 
81 85 
~ ~ 
83 83 
I 89 89 80 80 
failed 82 
failed 87 
90 90 
92 92 
12. 12. 
11 11 
91 92 
I 
I 
I 
proving to age le:vel: vocabulary, auditory 
normal attention, digit span , story 
-
Class B 2-16-48 5-25-48 .Age 
Above aver-
age ratiDg 
maintained I 
Low average 3-3-48 5-23-48 .Age 
1mprov1Dg Time 
to average 
' 
Dull DOrmal 2-23-lf-8 5-25-48 Jge 
rating for Score 
both tests 
restricted 
by test 
range and 
limits 
9-0 9-3 7-5 7-8 
under 8-6 7-6 7-8 
7 
b-b o-o 7-5 7-8 
memories, and both pictorial 
and verbal absurditi ei. Poor 
!comprehension and visuomotor 
co-ordination. J. general verbal 
weakness shown. 
120 120 Lack of finer details in l tiera 
Incorrect DUmber of fingers and 
rpoor limb ·dimensions. -clothing • 
, in straight lines. 
IOn surgical ward: tooth abscess Trial and error except for the 
two last pieces .which were ac-
curately placed. 35 moves and I 
2 reealls to attend to task. 
Bead for security indicated by 
by meticulous care and strict ' 
conformity in placing and ar-
ranging test material, in 
straightening edges, and in-
sistence on replacing tests 
in exact order as they were re-
turned to the boxes. 
Jction agent replies were re- I 
lated to her immediate environ-
ment. 
Star and; circle copying Showed 
a lack of directional sense as 
well as poor eye-hand co-ordi:oa 
tion. Vision a factor. 
,, 
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LTS FOR CASE G 70 
EOINTS STBONG :EOINTS 
______ .Retest ______ .Pretest~----..,. Rete.st_~---=--~-. GENERAL tSUYM.A.RY-:----
Uxed approach: apathetic al- One success only at·.age ,l~v:~l: Wider range and higher level -~ Consiste~t, almost rigid respon-
:lrna.tecl with alert attitude. opposite analogies. of per!6rmance. Verbal flu- 1 ses, ·but with definite meaSUES:ile 
Restlessness and rapid fatigue Below age level: number con- ency greater. improvc:)ment at higher levels. 
failures: auditory attention, cepts and counting. Successes at age level or Similar behavior in retest but 
immediate memory span, visual above for verbal and pictured alert periods produced a total 
lmagery and visuomotor co- absurdities, similarities and gain and improved subtest ~-
ordination. comprehension. swers with an increase in rating 
Word naming was logical but from dull to normal. 
too slow. Resistance recurred only at di- 1 
rect commands. 
Lack of finer details , poor Essentially correct number and Similar to retest with a few Consistent, almost exact repro-
dimensions and general propor- place of attachment for gross added features. Accuta~e rium- ~uction with little imagination 
tions body parts. Good observation ber and attachment of parts of shown. Maintained high level; 
and representation. , the body. but no awreciable gain. 
Trial and error. 20 moves and Low average performance within 1 More purposeful attack and at- Improvement in approach and tim-
no recalls. time limits for age level. temps to fit pieces. More ing, slight recall and transfer, 
A repetition of similar reac-
tions; meticulosity and con-
formity to order and exact 
arrangements. 
lo weaknesses shown by scor-
ing, but range and level of 
items were below average for 
the chronological age. 
Distractions of ward and state j alert and co-operative. but trial and error method pre-
of health possibly influenced Timing improved. dominated. I 
results. 
Jlert , attentive, co-operative Alert, co-operative, and at-
and normally curious. tentive. 
Language, verbal ability, and 
comprehension gemerally good 
throughout. 
~are of difficulty in cross-
ing lines but unable to exert 
conscious control. 
Action agent replies more 
typical, general, accurate 
and realistic. 
I . 
Passed copying a star with 
one of three trials suc-
cessful. 
Perfectly consistent in respon-
ses with a general improvement 
in the type of rfl'l.y. j 
One improvement in motor co-or-
dination indicatingan ability 
to benefit by training, to aP-
p~ conscious control, and 
impl;ying some insight not other-~ 
wise shown regarding her diffi-
culties. 
No comment or apparent recall of 
pretest or test material. 
Low level ;test: the ease of per-
formance and the below age-level 
range make this test less reli-
able. I 
Full capacity was not reached 
within the test limits, but be-
havior, reaction type, and spe-
cific academic needs were demon-
at rated. 
~ Chronological Age 
~ Intelligence 'Olotient 
~ Summary ! j 
Mental Status or 
! Education 
Other Factors 
Social .Age~eies 
Normal Normal Normal Normal 
Besponsi ble, Emotionally UP-
stabilizing set by patient 
No titental diseases on either side of the family 
Children• s Hospital 1946, 1947 
CHAm' G-2 PERSONAL HISTORY Jim Tru 
--
Basic Vocabulary 
see Father and 
run Mother to 
come big a 
sit boy is 
stop girl ball 
said little red 
here walk cup I : 
apple bird hand 
\ 
stand 
Procedures 
Picture recognition and naming 
Picture matching 
Picture and word association 
Picture and word matching 
Word recognition and word matching 
Word selection from oral cue with isolation device 
Flash card reading 
Word building from copy with letters 
Phrase building with flash cards 
Sentence forming with flash cards 
Word and picture matching with work book duplicates 
Spatial relations charts 
Label reading 
Space matchiDg 
Blackboard development of sight words 
Oral discussion 
Cross matching, circling, erasure games 
-
- \ 
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JNDiG PERIOD DATA FOR CASE G 
TBJINING PERIOD OBSERVATIONS 
~~~~---~.ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCEBPrS - .. > ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCE:RP.rS 
3-22Ji8 Nouns: word whole developDent. .Alert, interested, and · lf:19Ji8 Verb development and word building .. ~L~l-st~l-e_s_s_an___,d_a_pa_t_h_e __  
immediately asked for ·a book to read. Picture work rapid and ac- tic. Poor recall. Little or no new learniDg. Very ppor under-
curate. Showed a definite interest in word knowledge, but had a standiDg and a lack of association for non-illustrated words. Gen-
stro:ng tendency toward rote learning and her own interpretation eral response was merely to guess. Very rapid fatigue. Dawdled 
of pictures. Noted and used picture-word cards as an aid. Ini- and sifted letters until class time was up. Insisted on meticu-
tial association good. - Later application erratic and much less lous replacing of letters in box. No pr6gress, bu.t impractical 
sure. Com sion• meticulosit in material re lacement to force attention during a temporary lag. 
3-2 -48 Nouns. Word-whole recognition. Friendly, eager, inter- 4-23Ji8 Word development. Came in from play yard. Yawned stead- 1 
ested but became lethargic with rapid fatigue. Previously devel- ily. Some interest shown but no enthusiasm. Slow to respond: ur-
oped work read accurately. Too exact sequence and pat recitation ging and coaxing needed. Poor recall. New concepts little and 
suggests rotememory, a false appearance of fast sight recognition big well beyond her grasp. qare of poor response and numerous eJ!. . 
Attending at first, noted word differences, gave correct ~answers. rors, but too listless to make e.DY effort at concentration, ~ 
Later became confused and essed·. Erratic mixed results, 4-26-48 Flash card recogni,tion and sight reading. Lively, plea- ~ 
-2 8 Verb develo ent. A late start in class. Listless, a- sant greetiDg. Bapid unaided flash card readiDg for most words. 
pathetic, yawning. Becalled and recognized~ and her name in For others used wall chart for reference. Short sentence or 
print. Recognized verbs from illustrated action. Befused direct phrase reading dependent on memory or guessing, until word by word J 
commands (pretest behavior) for peri'ormiDg actions of verbs, Re- readiDg was forced, Fatigue or greater effort reqa.ired for com- . -~ 
wording _and mutual participation was necessary. With encourage- bined words caused confusion. Association for ses or, jj 
ment matched words and pictures properly. · 3 g New word development, Good attention during presentation -
4-2Ji:8 Word-whole development. On way to class, bragged about rapidly decreasing when multiple choice actirities involved addi-
being chosen for class work; individual attention interest. Per- tional effort. Could not read typed pages: print too small. Had } 
feet unaided recognition and recall of~. her bame; guesswork lost interest when larger print was ~bstituted, Concrete, tan-
for run. Greatest interest in her own achievement chart. Read gible words are easily learned, bu.t no facility for grasping the ~-
hetrto1wn nam:reto
1
n the
4
:bart, a newt rtheadhalingfsituatiokn in anitunfh ami- meanting
1 
!off abtst-r
1
acthwords was dshodwn. New
1
wotrk antd the required l 
se :ng. a gue s.oens occur a e -way mar or w n.ew men a e or s ow er pace an ecrease n eres • 
work esentation. Guessi and eness a ar, 5-3=48 Flash card drill. Interested in the game situation but ! 
.8 Word develo nt. Friendly, talkative, affectionate; in- not in the work :J,nvolveQ... - Used a time-taking mechanism of chec~ J 
terested, alert, attentive, Accurate, rapid responses. Rapid 1 iiig each flash card with the 'wall chart rather than expend effort learning of Father and Mother probably a carry-over from Grade I of thinking. Could not.owi~ to lack of effort, form sentences 
work, Visual difficulty with typed vocabulary. Slight lag attbe: ritb the cards. Guessed or waited for a sign of approval, selec-
half-way mark or a possible mental block caused by 'fisua.l diffi- ting hapbazardly. When no signs were given, she dawdled until all 
cul!z involving lack of form recognition. class time was used. Not capable of independent; work. 
4-9:Ji8 Sight reading, Late start bu.t full time allowed. .Aware 5-7-48 Phrase buildipg, Late start. Came in from play yard, So-
that it was a class ~ but not of name of day. Happy, alert, co cially pleasant and unnecessarily helpful, Alert for the first 
operative the first half. Good recall, recognition and rapid few minutes, rapidly becoming apathetic, yawning, and delaying re-
learniDg of new words. Slightly distracted by colors of material sponses. The only voluntary efforts was in reading flash cards so 
in view, Curious and could not resist handling. Second half:ra- I that known words could be added to her progress chart. This was 
pid fatigue, slower pace, Unless letters are segregated from the followed b an immediate la se as soon as the words were safel on. 
ile word buildi is futile, Confusion in selecti letters 5-l 8 Sight recognition. Too difficult from a mixed list. Iso 
1 g Word buildiDg from cow. Late start: short class period. lating each with a window device much easier, A whole page of new 
Very alert and responsive. Good effort, excellent performance, material too distracting. Better ~ccess with work book and pro-
accurate recall and recognition of letter forms. No apparent dif- gress chart, familiar settings. Must have gradual introduction to 
ficult with lar e rin.t. No 1 Shorter eriod more racticaL new work and sim lified esentation·to event confusion. 
-1 8 Review. Happy, vivacious, eager. Early excellence with 5-l 8 Pgpil choice of activity, Very alert attentive and helP1 
a slight slowing of pace later. U~ing wall chart for reference ful. Selected balckboard games: motor activity of circling, ~ 
and as a visual aid, did well. Noticed and called attention to I derlining and erasing. Was interested chiefly in sentences with 
~as part of stand. Motor activity of crossing, circling, and reference to herself, personally, Followed oral directions well. 
erasing enjoyed. Constant change of approach and activity essen- Was very much pleased by choosing the class work for the day. NOt 
tial to get and to hold attention. Bapid, accurate completion of only evidenced but stated an identification with and a sharing of 
spatial picture charts and easy reading of labels. her affection for her mother with the instructor. 
7 1 
CASE H 
Preliminary Data From Hospital Records 
Preadmission information. Soon after a premature birth, August 10, 
1938, H. suffered three severe convulsions traced to organic brain damage 
I I probably incurred during a prenatal maternal he~orrage. From birth on, 
1 a constant care, untrainable, resistive, fretful, exciteable, untidy, ir-
responsible, destructive, and mute, H. could be controlled only by his mo~ 
ther. Unable to attend school, he received no educational training. Fi-
nally becoming too severe a behavior problem for home management, he was 
admitted to the Children's Unit June 15, 1946. 
I I Hospital classifications. Medical examinations revealed dermatogra-
phia, but no drooling, voice retention, nor wetting, and no soiling. Di-
agnosed as brain-injured and subject to eleptiform seizures but without 
psychosis, luminol medication was prescribed. On the ward, seizures were 
frequent. In constant motion, with as constant changes in behavior, he 
displayed temper tantrums, maintained an awkward posture, and evidencing 
no mental growth, he remained mute and looked habitually vacant and per-
plexed. Psychological testing similarly ~oted restlessness, a short at-
tention span, changeability, and muteness. He was classified as an imbe-
cile. 
The family history was non-contributive, both parents having! Family. 
had average or better educations, and the usual income slightly above av-
erage. The one older brmther had been a patient in the Unit but was dis-
charged as without psychosis. 
I 
Pretesting 
Description. 
I 
Dark-haired, brown-eyed, slender, and appealing despite 
!his awkward and speechless gestures, H. was extremely hyperactive, dis-
i 
__ j playin~- : onstant bodily motion~ Di~~~i~it_:~' --~p~_:ive, uncontrolled, 
I 
72 
and very easily distracted, he attended and reacted to the slightest mo- 1 
tion or sound. His attention and concentration spans were only momentaryJ 
numerous, wearying recalls being needed; his co-operation and interest 
completely restricted to items providing manipulation or play activities. 
Showing no independence nor self reliance, he cast repeated questioning 
' glances or made inquiring sounds to seek approval be~ore attempting to 
respond. There was no recognition nor concern for failure. Motor co-or-
dination was adequate for gross manipulation, but not for paper and penci 
or for cutting tasks. Both hands were necessarily used _for handling, but 
the right dominated for pointing, selecting, or drawing. Excessive en-
couragement and praise had to be given, not only to attain test comple-
tion, but to regain test blocks _stubbornly withheld each time. 
Results. The few successes that were achieved demonstrated abilitie 
for manipulation, imitation, understanding of spoken directions, and for 
carrying out _commands. Visual perception for recognizing named pictures 
was adequate. Test scoring and mental age comparisons placed H. in the 
imbecile class, retarded mentally from six to seven years. 
Training 
Reading need. Pretest achievement on such a low level and within so • 
limited a range offered a poor prognosis for reading success. However, 
his observed abilities sugge~ted possibilities for the initial stages in 
preparatory reading training. Because of his dependence on oral cues for 
auditory absorption, the non-oral m~thod first applied was di scarded and 
replaced by the usual oral approach. Materials stressing manual-motor ac 
tivity were prepared and used throughout the course of training. 
Reactions. Pretest reactions and behavior continued for the early 
half o~ training. H.'s enthusiasm and interests were centered mainly nn 
motor activity and the attainment of personal attention. Customarily 
-tF=-=·---
aroused from frequent staring spells by a touch on the shoulder or re-
called by hearing his name spoken, still more such spells were simulated 
as an attention-seeking mechanism. Demonstrating a need for affection an~ 
acceptance, H. formed 
I 
an obvious attachment for the instructor, demanding 
!mutual participation. These demands were expressed by insistent gestures I 
1 
and pantomime indicating that he would not otherwise comply with directio~ 
nor attempt class assignments. i 
I 
Although an observable carry-over of test procedures and habits ap- j 
peared, rapid fatigue and disinterest developed when any new procedure 
was introduced. Constant encouragement, persistent correction, and motor 
guidance were generally required. Efforts for motor control were made, 
! not always successfully, but a slight improvement did occur. Picture re-
cognition, naming, and matching were acceptable and progressed slowly, 
but letter form or word recognition failed completely. With a notable 
I 
I 
I change in attack during the second half, his latter interest and willing- i 
ness were seldom matched in ability or achievement but his aptitude for 
learning through imitation, oral comprehension, rec~ll, and application 
of former procedures became very much more apparent. H. tenaciously re-
tained any idea that had once been absorbed and fixated through practice. 
Simple, routine tasks, one-step problems with a known procedure and 
· familiar materials, were consistently well done. Two 
!were confusing and fatiguing. His attempts at speech 
I 
choice decisions 
implied a need for 
expression and possibly an incipient desire to overcome his handicap. 
From these observed responses, it was assumed that H. would learn through 
rote habit training rather than by logical association or problem solving. 
1 Final Steps 
Retesting. A contrast to pretesting, retesting presented a distinct 
I. 
and complete change in behavior, interest, appli?ation, and achievement. 
I H. attended to and f?llowed dire~tions very well. Test approach and atta~ 
I were more purposeful, deliberate, and consciously controlled, his efforts I 
to comply and to achieve very obvious. Successes in color and form dis-
. crimination and in circle and star copying, all failed previously, were 
presumably due to training period stress and practice. 
Regressing in only one respect, the retaining of blocks, H. showed a 
I 
' slight general improvement both in separate scores and in total results. 
Though measurable, particularly in copying, these gains were negligble fo~ 
I 
any change from the former rating of imbecile. 
Evaluation. Even with his language lack acting as a distorting fac-
tor, pretesting served as a very appropriate meaas of expression a.nd ex-
hibition of H.'s attention span, distractibi lity, the extent and means of 
former learning, and his probable reaction to academic therapy. Retests 
indicated the probable worth and type of special training : favo~able, but 
on an experimental basis and anticipating slow progress. The methods and 
materials used were suitable and benefi cial, but frequent changes and long 
I 
\range planning would be required. 
1 rimarily essential to form and to 
For H. , an adapted environment would be I 
fixate primary associations; to estab- i 
lish basic habits and skills as preparation for further training ; and to I 
I 
and compensate for daily variance in I 
states o~ health, readiness, or ~a- I 
provide the opportunity to recognize 
ability and capacity relative to his 
tigue. 
_;:._-_--::::=:,.:;__ ___ - . -
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CHART H-1 COMP.ARISOli CHART OF PRETEST - RETEST 76 
SCORES FERCENTILE GiW>E DJ!rES AND FOml CHBONOLOGICAL INTlilLLIGDCE · -- - - WEAK 
.----~NAME OF TEST raw_wgt_raw_wgt ~RAmt _PL.AC~_ tPret"&st_:Betest_ :_NpRM_ :_MDTAL:_JGE_ · AGE · . _Q.UOTIENT_ · Pretest~~----~-. 
SU!IFOliD-BI!lli:T .l!l!iVISED SCALlll • 00 • DO I Imbecile 2--16-48 5-2S-4S Age . ' 2-3 2--10 I~ .9-10 22 29 r tack of Speech, rapid fatigue ' 
with no 1937 Jorm L 1 extreme motion and dist ra.ctibi-
- ·· I change in · lity. Becessarily faile·d all 
rating on r la.ngua.ge items. Poor in motor 
I retest I 1 }! co-ordination, imitation, and 
0 0 I Class A 
I size concept. - -
r ' -
2-13-48 5-25-48 I Age under under 9-6 9-10 IJlot scorable. Unillhibited , un-
controlled scribble. Impulsi~ 
I covered whole page. lio motor 
3l 3i 
I • - , co-ordination. -~HE~A~L~Y:-c'="o~N~S:=T=-:RU=-:C~T~I~ON::::-:FU==z=ZL:-:.E~A.I...-::O~ve-r-:::5::---:0:-v-e-r-:5:-t------";;l~tie:::-:-:om:;:pe;-:_ ·7t-::;;eiit~- :;-, ....-;;;-3--.:5:-)-4T.-::":8--=5-~·25-4:::;:-T."::"l8 ......... -.:Ag-e--u-nd::-e-r-un--:d:-e-r--=9~-=7--=9~-=-lo=---+-----' ---11!-:Tr::--:-i-al=--an--=-d-e_r_r_o-r.--=:l~o-g_r_a-sp_- _o-:f:---f.-~ ~ 
minute minute uncha.Dged Pintner-Paterson Time 7 7 I task. Built a tower or shuf-
1 1 limit limit j I fled pieces. 40 roves: 17 re- I I calls. Hid last block to keep. ~ME~B~B~II~~--P.~~~~R~~==s~CID~OL~--------------~~ ------~M~e~n~t&~l~y--~2-~1~.~~~8~5-~~~)~~l8--7~~e--~~~8~~3~-~l--~9~~~9~-l~O~--------~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I SC.ALEI Item lllliDbers: 
1 
Deficient Score ~ ~ 
Discrimination unchanged 1 
I Color failed 23 Color discrimination 
1 Form - Decroly !refused 72 ' , I 
Speech lack Language Testa omitted omitted I 
Motor Co-ordinatio, Mani- 1 I 
pulation and Imitation i li 
Wallin Peg Board A 28 38 ! I! ' ~ ~ 
1, ~f!!:e~ BoardB ~ ~ ~~~~ 
Drawing up string 
1 
17 17 f 
Nest of cubes failed 29 
Cutting with scissors f~iled failed 
Buttons 
1 failed failed 
2 ;failed failed 
4 tailed failed 
Jist and thumb 34 ~ Pink tower 51 ~ Opposition of thumb tailed 
CoWing a cross tailed failed 
I Copying a circle failed 37 I CoWing a star omitted 82 
I Spatial Relations and I Manipulation 
Mare and Foal I 57 67 
Manikin ~ailed 61 
Puzzles ~efused 1 39 
2 pmitted failed 
Number Concepts 
kailed Countin.e: two blocks failed 
~otal Number of Items 26 26 
~otal Score I 30 42 
I 
I I i 
-
1 Generally poor in taslaJ with 
mannaJ manipulation: 
llest of cubes 
Cutting ~ith scissors 
Buttoning ; 
I 
Opposition-of thumb 
Copying a cross 
Copying a circle 
Manikin 
Counting two blocks 
8 
si 
RESULTS JOR C~ H 76 
R) IlrlS STBONG R) INTS t 
NA Reteet Pretest Betest GENERAL S~.tlRY ~S~T~.ANFO=~BD~-! Speech lack. Poor._r_e-sp_o_n_s_e_f_o_r' Jl.l form board item._s..,.:-o-_l_o_c_,k.--.- Effort, interest, and attempts ·one item ' discrepancy. ·~D-i-re_c_t _ _ 
copying and imitation, motor tower , body parts, commands, at laJJgUB.ge items. :Best items: contrast in approach and degree 
co-ordination and control , all visual perception. Attem~a rapid, accurate discrimination of achievement. Consistent and 
pape r and pencil items , and were made to reproduce digit of fprms. blocks, form boards, slightly improved. LaDguage 
size concept. sounds. commissions, and copying a cir- lack a distorting factor tend-
GOODENOUGH Total results the same: un-
scorable scribble. 
HEALY CONS Trial and error. llo planning 
or spatial recognition. Re-
tained one block thereby was-
Dis crimina 
Color 
Form-
ting time beyond test limit. 
Language 'l Speech lack 
Motor Co-o 
pulation a 
Wallin 
Wallin 
16 cube Repetition within the same 
Drawi~ failure areas as pretestJ 
Nest of 
Cutti~ Cutting with scissors 
Buttons 
J'ist ar 
Pink to 
Opposit 
Buttoning 
Copyi~ Cop7ing a cross 
Cop)1.~ 
CoWi~ 
Spatial Re 
Manipal.at i 
Mare u 
llanikit 
Puzzles 
Number Cot 
CountitCounting two blocks 
Total Nuuit 
'\ Total Scoi 
None other than an attempt to 1comply with directions in the 
use of a pencil. 
-· 
None 
Imltative tasks 
Peg boards 
•16 cubes 
Drawing up string 
Mare and J'oal (not new 
learning) 
cle ing to underrate capacity. In-
1 • r terest ani effort marked. 
Orderly, purposeful, and more No gain or change in total re-
consciuualy controlled effort BUlts, but a specific gain in 
to achieve. Scribble contined interest, attitude, effort and 
to a prescribed area. , concentration, evidencing pos-
I 
sibilities for further training, 
Understood nature of task. Ab- No scorable improvement. Except 
sorbed with purposeful fittin& for regression to hiding one 
of parts into frame. ro moves: block, a complete contrast in 
no recalls. attitude, behavior and reaction, 
Though still at a very low level 
of achievement , obvious and 
Color discrimination . measurable improvement occurred 
Perfect response to form. match- in motor co-ordination, copying, 
ing but slow reaction time and imitation. 
Consistent, no discrepancies, 
Simple, uncomplicated imitation and evidences of memory, trans-
Peg boards fer, and application of learning 
Drawing up string· 
Nest of cubes 
l'ist ani thumb 
Pink tower: better timing 
Opposition of tbamb 
Cop,ying a circle 
Copying a star 
Mare and J'oal; better timing 
Manikin: 1 point 
in employing wall chart when 
similar words were used. 
Immediate but not spontaneous 
speech repetition, 
Recognition and _recall of blocks 
and buttons, Retained blocks as 
an attent~o~eeking device. 
Test comparisons as a whole pre-
sent a hopeful prognosis, 
~ 
-c~ H-2 PEBSON.At HISTORY .AND TBAINING ? PE: ' 
PEBSON.AL .Aml_F.A!q.LY HISTORY TRAINING PL.A:NS .AND PB0 -'J!ilJLI.t(J!;~ 
- -- t 
HlRSONAt DEVELOPMENTAL FACTORS 
·-' MEBs OJ PREVIOUS LEARNING . 
- -· __,._, 
IMldi!IDIATE READING NEED 
:Birthplace and Date Massachusetts 8-10-38 ComprehenSion of spoken language Preparatory reading training 
:Birth a!ld Early Events Mother suffered hemhorrages at six months• pregnancy Recognition of named objects Devel,opnent of: 
stage. Patient was a seven months• baby. Three severe Visual perception Discrimination of form 
attacks of convulsions occurred soon after birth. Imitation of motor activity Eye-hand co-ordination 
CommuDity :Behavior Mute, slow, retarded since birth, a constant care, co~ Picture-word association 
pletely untrainable. Mother the only person who could 
mamge him. Cried easily, exciteable, resistive, de-
structiTe, irresponsible and untidy. CONTENT 
-
Remained at home wi thout schooliE€a or education. :Basic Vocabulary :Basic forms and form names 
ball girl Circle 
POMMI TMENT DMA bird run I Oblong 
Admission Date, Cause 6-15-46 SeTere behavior problem in the home boy sit ; Triangle 
Medical Findings Skin: dermatographia cup walk Square 
No drooling or retention of voice hand 
No soiliE€a or wetti~ 
Ward :Behavior Subject to epileptic seizures. In constant motion with MATERIJLS 
as constant changes of behavior from co-operative to Non-commercial 
resistive. Exhibited tantrums when other children re- Wall chart 
fused to play with him. Remained mu.te, wearing a va- Words and illustrations of basic vocabulary 
cant, perplexed expression, retaining his awkward pos- Wall chart duplicate cards 
ture 1 and evidenciE€a no mental ~rowth. Picture cards 
Diagnosis Epileptiform seizures due to prenatal maternal hemhora& Word cards 
~i~. Without E!lChosis. Mentalll deficient. Flash cards 
Medication Luminol Outlines of illustrations for coloring 
Large size alphabet 
PSYCHOWGIC.At TEST RESULTS_ :Basic forms ,. 
Name Stanford.-:Sinet 1916 Mare and Foal Cardboard circles·, oblongs, squares and triangles 
Date 6-18-46 6:1846 Outline drawings for coloriDg and matching 
Mental Age · Estimated 1-10 IncomJ2lete Spatial charts for form discrimination: form and picture shapes 
Chronological Age 1-11 1-11 Commercial 
Intelligence ~tient 23 Primary alphabet cards 
Summary Speech handicap. Restless, short attention span, very Paint-book outline }2ictures duJ2licati~ wall chart J21ctures 
chan,geable1 Mentalll deficient; imbecile. 
METHOD SELECTED 
IF AMIL Y HISTORY Jndio-Tisaal with manual motor manipulation 
Father Mother Siblings 
Marital Status Li vi~ together 1 coEgenialitl UJ2set bl H.•s condition. Presentation 
Economic Status Slightlz above aver~e Male Female Motor demonstration with or.al discussion and directions 
Occupation Athletic Coach Housewife Spoken conma.Dds to follow and complete 
:Birthplace Massachusetts _Massachusetts Massachusetts Original non-oral readiDg method discarded for oral approach 
Age or :Sirthdate 19()C} 1912 1931 1941 requiring a motor response 
1~35 
Mental Status or Normal One year Procedures 
Education Athletic traini~ Junior College Normal Normal 
Matching 
Forms with forms 
Other Factors Excellent reputa- Emotionally Oldest bOy a former Pictures with pictures 
tion: gave up po- upset due to patient: without Pictures or for,ms w1 th the name spoken by pointing or placing 
t sition because of care of H. psychosis. in space proTided or next to wall chart original 
H.'s behavior. Word building with large alphabet from copy 
( Total famill histo~ negative for mental diseases Coloring duplicate out line for.ns t hrough oral directions Social Agencies Oldest brother: MetroEQlitan State Hos}2ital 1946-41 
• 
-
IOD DATA. J'OR C.ASE H 
TRAINING PERIOD O:BSERVATIQliS 
4':2::48 Ma.tchiDg forms and outlines. Happy, affectionate. Numer-
ous distracting sounds, but less compelling when he was fully oc-
cupied. Readily recalled !rom two brief staring spells. Muscular 
guidaDCe aids matching; supplements imitation. Less active whole 
body motions. Anxious to please, willing, attentive, excellent 
effort. Grinned with pleasure at praise. Cheerful goodbye at 
ward door. 
4:5Ji>8 Ma.tchiDg by picture recognition • .Anticipatory eagerness ~n 
leaving ward. Tried to articute nouns in use, producing some vow-
el sounds. Good single matchiDg but coDf'used by multiple choice 
of two. Hasty indiscriminate matching. Required stress, repeti-
tion, and constant correction. Replaced all material in folders 
spentaneously.Attention. interest. but confusion. with new work. 
4-9-48 Picture matching - oouns. Spasmodic attention; good work 
in spurts. Recalled and matched apple and ball spontaneously. In-
dicated all nouns when JJamed. Other matching poor. Confused by 
several choices. Gathered cards to be put away when fatigue set 
~ Fatigue appears rapidly with di!!icul t or unfamiliar task. 
iC1.2::ti'8 Picture matchi:cg - DOrms. Occasional key-ooise distrac-
tions but remained seated and continued with wor~ Several blank 
periods. Accurate matching except boy and girl. Confused them 
with each other. Tried to articulate: ball is faintly distin-
quisbable. Enjoyed game approach !or selecting nouns. Had a 
general air of mischievous conspiracy. Longest period of steady 
spOntaneous concentration to date. 
4-16-48 Picture-word association. Eager to show knowledge of cup 
and ball in particular. pointiDg them out on the wall chart, and 
trying to ~ them. Boy and girl pictures still confused: small. 
Discriminated with coaching between picture and word , but not be-
tween separate words. Printed words meaningless. Substitution: 
coloring of specifically named pictures. Accurate response. 
----------------------------------------------------------~ 
.ANECDOTA'L BEOOBD EXCERPrS 
1C1§Jf8 'Discrimi·nation: boy, girl. Restless-,--st':"'"a-r~i-ng-,-sl_e_e_py-,"""'j 
~wning. Frequent recalls. New outline pictures bad little I 
meaniDg. Duplicates of original set more familiar. Will dis- . 
criminate accurately when selection limited to boy and girl. j 
Visual cue for response is not enough. .An oral cue is essential.! 
Non-oral approach discontinued. Despite lethargy, evidenced an I 
awareness of task responsibility. I 
4:22:48 CoDCept of run. Apathetic but good effort to respond. j 
Dramatization enjoyed, but gross body activity affords distrac- j 
ting factor. offsetting !h:ation of concept. Accurate matching 
and selecting of action•picture with oral cue. Occasional suc-
cesses for visual cue with oral direction. Effort and control 
of coloring the small duplicate outline pictures a contrast to 
pretest scribbling. Outline for guidance essential. 
4-2b-J.I.8 Spatial relations: forms, pictures. New activity and ~ 
ba.Ddling interest. Unaided correct matching of squares and ob- I 
longs by shape. Size and length ignored. Co-operation exceeds 
ability to perform. Accurate iml:tation of demonstration. La-
bels meaningless. Excellent selective response with oral cue 
for size and colora new learning. Excellent response to coloring 
directions !or both old and new pictures when named !or him. 
4-30-48 SpLtial relation pictures. Willing, interested, but 
insisted on mutual participation. Recalled placement of boy and 
girl mainly by position, not spatial likeness, although mention 
of size and shape was an aid. Nature of his association is un-
known due to speech lack for explanation. No apparent associa-
tion made betwe'en 111milar sp:~.tial and original wall chart pic-
tures. Fatigued. distracted by moving from desk to wall. 
5=3:48 Word matching- nouns. Instant, automatic picture match 
ing. Was able to place words under words, but ariy word served. 
No discrimination between different words • . Correct association 
of pictures with duplicates but none !or picture and printed 
word. Word cards segregated by size, not word form recognition. 
5-7-48 Word-building with letters. Less fatigued: less atte~ 
tive. Hyperactive, restless constant motion: bad just returned 
from rollerskating. Watched demonstration closely. Willing but 
erratic response. No insight into errors: any position suffice~ 
any letter block used. No form recognition. Mere motor imita-
tion of letter block placement indicated success. 
5-10-48 Word matching - nouns. Willing to comply but not in-
terested. Still no recognition of word or letter form. Purely 
motor imitation of sample arrangement. Blackboard copy showed 
effort at mot.or control without success. Cup was the only word 
matChed correctly, his best res~nse. 
5-14-48 :Review. Enthusiastic, eager to begin. Cau.tioned leaving 
ward to calm down. :Bapid compliance. Pleased with familiar 
tasks. Excellent picture selection and indication from a multi-
ple choice card. Words placed in word columns but not under the 
proper word. Spatial pictures placed in recalled positions. Ac-1 
curate: method unknown. Rote repetition, mvmory of placement, ~ 
awareness of size, and picture recognition are means of learni 
77 
CASE I 
Preliminary Data From Hospital Records 
Preadmission information. Following a full term, normal birth on 
July 9, 1937, I. experienced grand mal seizures at nine months. In 1938, : 
cyanotic attacks and clouding of consciousness occurred. The following 
year, Habit Clinic treatment for toilet training was tried. At three, a 
negative encephalogram was found, and psychometric investigation classi-
fied I. as feebleminded. Habitually noisy and distractible, I. also ex-
' lhibited strongly jealous tendencies, deliberately striking her baby bro-
ther. Committed to Wrentham State School, her education was limited to 
attempts at first grade work. 
Hospital classifications. Admitted for behavioral deviation and re-
tardation, February 18, 1946, I.'s neurological patterns and reactions I 
were found to be normal. Tuberous sclerosi s with _possible organic change, 
was diagnosed and a possible psychosis suggested. On the ward, she was J 
! 
. restless, hyperactive, impulsive and destructive, shredding papers, sheet~ 
. I 
and clothing. Changeable from sociable to assaultive, untidy in toilet I 
habits, kicking, screaming, and subjecting herself to bodily injury, I. 
required constant personal supervision. Similarly, psychological tests 
described her as hyperactive, distractible, irrelevant in speech, and il-
l literate, classifying her as an imbecile with a mental age of three or 
four. 
Family. Later listed as retarded, I.'s brother, at ten months, dis-
played a residual left hemiplegia after bilateral mastoiditis and a sus-
pected right cerebral abscess. Otherwise, a congenial, average family, 
! co~c~rn~~ for her~e~fare~ _of~ered littl~ C?ntributory_ e~de~?e fo~ s~c~_ 
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maladjustment. The sclerotic brain condirion, however, was undoubtedly 
hereditary. 
Pretesting 
Description. Rather small for ten, but evenly developed in bodily 
musculature, I.'s facial lesions, heavy features,and glowering expression 
detracted from a fairly normal appearance. Extremely distractible, leap-
ing in and out of chairs, she asked about and touched every visible arti-
cle. Recalled so constantly that two sessions were required for comple-
tion of the Merrill-Palmer test, she was unmanageable and disobedient. 
Conversation was perseverative yet mixed, sensible statements of good 
sentence structure fol lowed by whining inf~tile complaints or remarks 
reverting far back into family associations. 
Impulsive, often potentially but never actively resistive, vague and 
mentally unreachable, I.'s co-operation varied, reaching the extremes. 
More interested in manipulative tasks, she refused many verbal answers. 
Trial and error was her chief method od attack. Showing no powers of 
concentration nor reasoning, but quick annoyance at manual failure, she 
repeated whining requests for help while irritably trying to force parts 
to fit. For pencil and paper items, the right hand w~s dominant but un-
co-ordinated and uncontrolled. Having little self confidence or persis- I 
tence, she had to be given much more than usual praise and encouragement. , 
Other overt behavior was also unpredictably mixed. Displaying af-
fection, good manners, and proper responses for several minutes, she 
would resort to momentary and inexplicable snorting, spitting, and pro-
fanity. 
Results. Pretest ratings classed I. as mentally defective, in the 
The only positivi 
-~~ ---~ - - - - II 
imbecile class, with a retardation span of seven years. 
o--------
I 
I 
7 9 
-· 
results were, in general, previously acquired verbal facility, recogni-
tion and naming of pictures and objects, and good recall and recounting 
of current test occurrences. 
Training 
Reading need. As in H.'s case, the low level and limited range of 
achievement offered little upon which to base anything except initiating 
the very earliest steps in reading preparation. The evidence of rote 
memory, oral comprehension, visual perception, and imitative abilities 
suggested some degree of reading readiness providing numerous other in-
fluencing factors were not prohibitive. 
Reactions. To I., class lessons were purely a matter of social in-
terest. Resistive to any mental effort, rote learning through spoken 
language or fixed and repeated procedures of motor manipulation were the 
only means of progress demonstrated by I. Association, reasoning, and 
transfer were completely lacking. Spasmodically co-operative, and thor-
oughly enjoying the motor activity and personal attention, I. accomplish- ! 
ed very little. With the interest in activity totally obscuring the aca- 1 
sustained interest in handling materials or in dramatization. On some 
occasions, I. achieved surprisingly acceptable results. 
Successes occurred in naming or matching nouns only when a picture 
card served as a visual aid. Co-ordination for crayon or chalk use was 
erratic and uncontrolled. There was very little carry-over of learned 
content, day to day forgetting being rapid and complete. Exaggerated 
_j 
I 
I 
~Q .. n 
.. _ ,~ '--' 
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compliance for quiet participation was made when the probability of having 
to leave the class was mentioned. Adaptation was made to a familiar per-
son in a known and desirable situation, but little or no adaptation, ab-
sorption, nor progress in basic skills. 
Final Steps 
Retesting. Less extreme and more easily controlled by suggestion, 
behavior reactions continued to be variable and mixed. The Binet response 
was duplicated but was less severe. In general, I. reacted more slowly, 
was less impulsive, more self controlled and purposeful. Expending ob-
vious effort and more initiative, I. attained slightly better results. 
Gains in manual tasks and their timing were specific but not great enough 
to influence the pretest findings of imbecility. 
Evaluation. For I., the testing schedule served as an excellent and 
valid indicator of behavior, learning reactions, general intelligence, 
and as a selcting medium for training methods. During training, no aca-
demic gain occurred, but the practical worth of observation could be ap-
plied toward the everyday essentials of self care. Environment and per-
sonality factors would be strong influences in I.'s improvement. 
' 
--~-----
I 
( 
CH.ARr I-1 
SCORES P.ERCEETn.E GRADE D.A!rES ~ JOBM • ~ _CHBQNOLOGIC_4L :mTELLIGENCE -- 1fEjK 
·-=-===NAME OF TEST raw_wgt_raw_wgt_RA.NX __ PLJCEMEN!_ Pretest_Retest __ lr)BM_ MDT.AL_.AGE __ JGll: _Q.UOTIENT_ PrEftest_~---
ST.ANFOED-BDiET REVISED SCALE .000 .000 Imbecile 2-23-48 5-25-48 · Age 3-6 3-7 ~ lQ-8 10-11 33 33 __ Impulsi!E'• resistive, distracti-~ 
GOODENOUGH DBAW-J.-M.AJT 
I 
IHEJLY CONSTRUCTION PUZZLE A 
I 
I 
MERRILL-PALMER PRESCHOOL 
Discrimination 
Color 
lorm - Decroly 
Language Tests 
.Act ion .Agents 
SCALE 
1 Q;nestions 
Word repetition 
Word groups 
Motor Co-ordination, Mani-
pulation and Imitation 
Straight tower 
Wallin Peg Board A 
Wallin Peg Board B 
Walking block 
CrossiDg feet 
16 cubes 
One foot stand 
Paper foldiDg 
Drawing up striDg 
Nest of cu.bes 
CuttiDg with scissors 
:Bu.ttons 
1 
2 
4 
1 Jliet and thumb 
Piiik tower 
Opposition of thumb 
Copying a cross 
Spatial Relations and 
Manipulation 
Yare and Foal 
Pu..ssle 11 
liumber Concepts 
Counting 2 blocks 
Total Num~er of Items 
Total Score 
I 0 0 
Over 5 Over 5 
minute minute 
limit limit 
Item num~rs: 
I 
I 
I 
23 
refused 
refused 
19 
12 
21 
3 
15 
45 
omitted 
7 
25 
10 
failed 
17 
failed 
failed 
failed 
30 
failed 
34 
failed 
refused 
failed 
57 
failed 
failed 
27 
26 
failed 
refused 
refused 
19 
12 
32 
3 
28 
45 
6 
7 
25 
10 
11 
17 
29 
failed 
22 
42 
failed 
34 
51 
54 
failed 
44 
failed 
35 
27 
~8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
unchanged I· ' , ble -and in constant mot ion. In- ~~~ 
terested in handliDg material ~· 
--;- Class A 2-13-48 
unchanged 
Incompetent 3-5-48 
uncbanged 
I Mentally 
I 
I 
I 
deficient 
uncha.Dged 
I 
I 
I 
5-26-48 
5-26-48 
I 
Age 
.Age 
Time 
.Age 
Score 
under under 10-8 10-111 
3! 3! I 
under under 10-8 10-11 
7 7 
i l 
2-7 2-11 10-8 10-11 
I 
I 
.. 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
., 
' 
only. ' Failures: rotated fo~ 
board, beads, comprehensio:cand P_ 
response t ·o pictures. Poor man n 
completion and no number sense. 
Distracted, irrelevant. Made ~· 
1 no attempt to produce a draw- ty 
in£. Unscorable scribble. 
Pu..re trial and error: no in-
sight nor concern for failure. n 
l PerseveratiTe, forcing pieces. 110 
615 moves and q recalls to task. 
Two trials required due to ex-
treme distractibility. 
Yauaal manipulation and eo-or-
dination generally very poor. 
; 
1 Paper foiding 
Nest of cubes 
CuttiDg with scissors 
I 
:Bu.ttoning 
Pink tower 
Copying a cross 
Puzzle fl 
Counting 
r--
s 
• 
on 
~ 
ve, 
1-
~ 
• 
CSULTS FOR CJSE I 
R>INTS STRONG R>INTS 
l Retest Pretest Retest GBNEBJL SUMMARY 
-~--..... 
-Similar failures: size C:Pmpa.ri- :Banging between a two to four I Col'hprehension , picture vocabu- Discrep1ncy in response: 5 losse 
son, picture vocabulary, man yearlevel, succeeded in naming lar,r and picture identificatio and seven ga1ns. Mixed reaction 
completion, discrimination of objects, following directions, and rotated form board, all wi- similar but less strong and less 
forms, comprehension, picture digit span, definitions, and thin the narrow r~ of three overt than pretest. 
interpretation, digit span, and esthetic comparisons. to four in age level. Retained Slight improvement, but not suf- ' 
inability to carry out commands. same standing at -an even earli- ficient to produce any change in 
Co-operation poor. er failure level. mental standing. 
;unable to control mental and 'Understood directions and com- Interested and williDg. to per- ' Decided improvement in behavior 
muscular response. Co-ordina- lied in usiDg paper and pei!Cil, form. Orderly, controlled and and reactions, but not in ability 
tion lacking. but merely scribbled careless!~ purposeful without success. nor in results. 
!Trial and error. With three Co-operative, friendly, and Bealization of task. Steady Improvement in grasp of task, be-
correctly placedpieces, the persistent, but constantly ask- effort, independent self-reli- .havior and reaction, but no gain 
idea was still not grasped. 25 ed for help. ant, persistent, orderly. No in learniDg from practice and no 
moves, no recalls. forcing employed. change in results. 
Color discrimination Color discrimination 
Verbal facility in general 
Wallin Peg Board B 
Cutting with scissors 
Oopyi.Dg a cross 
yare and Foal 
Pu.zzle #1 
More alert, attentive and co-
operative. 
Verbal facility in general 
Wallin Peg Board A (timiDg) 
Wallin Peg Boara B · 
Paper folding 
Nest of cubes 
Bo.ttoni:Dg 
Pink tower 
Oounti:Dg 
PretestiDg reqnired two attem~s 
before 8.lJ1' results were reached. 
Retesting presented a complete 
contrast in behavior and reaction 
to the testiDg situation. 
No gross discrepancies within 
areas nor between items as a 
whole. Results were eonsistwut 
and improved. 
Motor eo-ordination, especially 
with respect to t imiDg, was con. 
siderably improved. 
This test, as well as those above, 
are an indication but not a tho-
rough m~sure of ability and ea.. 
pacity.. They demonstrate reac-
tion type and behavior variance, 
changeability of moods, and her 
inability to learn or adapt to 
learniDg other than b7 babi tual 
rote performance. 
( 
PERsONJL .AND F .AMILY HISTORY 
P.BlESONAL DEVEI£lPMENT.At F.ACTORs,__~~---=~-=:-------------­
Birthplace and Date Massachusetts 7-G-37 
Birth, Early Events Full term normal delivery and developnent. Grand mal 
seizures at nine months. 1938: cyanotic attacks, cloud-
ing of consciousness. 1939: Habit Clinic for toilet 
training; feebleminded findings. 194o: Children's Hos-
pital, negative electroencephalogram. 
Community !ehavior Jealous. St~ck ~by brother. Noisy and distractible. 
No education other than schooling at Wrentham State 
School in 1941 where grade I work was .attempted. 
poMMITMENT DATA:.-...-----..-....-------:--~-:--~--- -------Admission Date, Cause 2-18=46 Behavior and retardation 
Medical Findings ~N~eur~o~l~o~gy~~no~rma~l~~~----~----~~~~----~------
Ward Behavior Restless, impulsive, overactive, destructive. Tears 
Diagnosis 
Medication 
papers, magazines, sheets and clothing. Changeable: 
from sociable to assaultive. Untidy, poor toilet habit., 
kicks and screams. Constant supervision is required. 
Tuberous sclerosis. Psychosis with possible organic 
cha.nges 
~ 
-
CHART I-2 PERSONAL HISTORY AND TRJD 
TRAINING PLANS AliD PROCEDUEE 
_MEANS OF PREVIOUS LEARNING..:__ _IMMEDIATE BUDING :NEED_--t, 
Comprehension of oral la~e ~eparatory reading development 
Rote learning and rote memory ·· Eye-hBnd co~crdination 
VisUal perception and imitation of Recognition of spatial rela-
gross manual or motor action tions 
Discrimination of form 
Picture-word association 
~~~------00~------~----- ------~MATERIALS ___________ ~ ! 
Vocabulary Non-commercial 
Basic nouns Wall Chart 
apple cup ball· Picture cards 
boy hand bird Picture-word cardS 
girl Word cards 
Basic verbs 
run stand 
sit walk 
stop 
come 
oval 
Basic forms of card:board 
Basic form out~ines 
Spatial charts 
Outline duplicates of wall 
chart pictures 
Commercial 
I  
Basic form names 
square circle 
triangle oblong 
Paint-book outline pictures I 
duplicatiDg basic nouns j 
iPSYCHOLOGIC.AL TEST RESULTS __ -:------...,.---------------
Name ~S~ta~nf~o~r~d-~B=i~ne~t~l~91~6~-----------------------------~ ~~~~--------~--~----·METHOD SELECTED ____________________ ~~ 
Date 3-12:46 Audio-visual combined with motor manipulation and imitation 
Mental Age~ ~:4~------------~---------------------------------­
Chronological Age~ 1·-8~----------------------------------------------~~------­
IntEiligenc e Qu.ovient~ 3l8~----:--~~--::-----~---~-------:-:'-::------::---::---:---:::---
Summary Not oriented. Can not read or write.Speech is irrele-
vant, disconnected and incomplete. Hyperactive and 
distractible. Rated as an imbecile. 
~~!ILY mSTORY __________________________ ~--------~~-=~~---
~-.....;Father Mother _____ Male Slbling__ 
Marital Status 
Economic Status 
Occupation 
Birthplace 
.Age or Birthdate 
Mental Status or 
Education 
Other Factors 
Social Agencies 
Congenial, living together 
Marginal 
Salesman Housewife ==--~=--:-~--Massachusetts :M:;;;;a.:.s.:::;sa;;;.;c:;.:;;h;;.;us;;;;;.;;;e..;;.t..;;.t.:.s~- Massachusetts 
------- ---------- ..:.19-'.4.:..:0::..._ _____ _ 
Ave~ ;A~~~r~ag~e~-----~Be~t~a~r~d;;.;e~d~~~--
The previous family history was Left hemiplegia 
negative for any mental diseases after bilateral 
and for a~ evidences of feeble- mastoiditis. At 
mindedness. ten months a sus-
pected right cere-
bral abscess 
Habit Clinic 
Wrentham State School 
Social Service Index 
6:8-39 
8-1-41 
3-4-46 
Presentation 
Oral instructions and directions 
Motor demonStration, 
Motor guidance 
!Procedures 
Coloring 
Outlines of basic forms on paper i 
Outlines of basic fonns on blackboard 
Outlines duplicating nouns 
Matching 
Geometric forms with duplicates 
Picture-cards with duplicates 
Pictures with picture-word cards 
Words with words 
.All picture or word cards with wall chart 
Dramatisation of verbs 
Flash card reading 
Cross matching and circling on blackboard 
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tiG PERIOD DATA FOR CASE I 
TRAINTI~G PERIOD OBSERV .AT I OJ§ 
ANECDOTAL BECO:eD EXCERPTS , ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCERPrS 
3"""--2-2-Ji-r-g--=Pi"""·-ct.,....ur_e_re_c..-ogni tion and matching. EnJoyed the prospect· o '4-lCl-48 Picture-verb matching, Friendly, .. volu~bl"""e-, _..e_ag_e_r__,..t_o_g_o_t_o_ 
leaving the ward, a social and activity interest only. When at- class. Spontaneous recall of !4!· Accurate picture matching but a 
tending, accurate recognition and naming of all seven noun-picture repetition of dramatization was necessary for meanings. Repeated 
cards. Matching, however, was erratic and haphazard. Extremely the words and appeared to understand at presentation but no later 
~itracttble, restless, and perseverative repeating, "hole, candy, association was evidenced, No transfer of word perception nor me 
Daddy, temperature~ Extremely irrelevant. Interested in handling ings. Attention and effort good. J.ttempts at coloring and motor 
material but no effort or concentration for lesson, Fc~o=nt~r~oFl~~o~r~·----------------------------~-------
3-2 g Spatial relation recognition. Accurate naming but purely -23 g Spatial relations: verbs. Willing, interested, excellent 
rote recitation. No succes~ with matching of spaces despite of attention and exaggerated care in handling pictures to show co-oP-
sizes and shapes indicated as cues. Watched for approval, saying, eration. Oblongs and squares were correct: other forms failed. 
"Here? 11 or11This one'? 11 • Willing, co-operative, good voluntary ef- Needed coaching for label re~ognition. Pictures are still the sole 
fort. Irritated at failure. Jhsorbed in manipulation. Few ir- cue for identifying word meani~. Tries but can attach no lasting, 
relevant marks; one key noise distraction. Interest mainly in so- significance. Immediate or daily gains are not retained. ' 
:ial situation and in mes. 4-2&:48 Word recognition. Sociable, very talkative and distracted 
3-29 8 Spatial relation forms. Hearty, affectionate greeting. by apple in her pocket. Attended only to remain in class. Mani~ , 
B'ew irrelevancies but echolalia of instructions. Ready for work, lative interest in chalk for circling. Correct responses omly afta-r 
eagerly snatching forms, but then followed directions for careful a repetition of step by step procedure for each separate item. No 
~dling implicitly. Gave accurate repeitions of names. Squares ability beyond a simple direct response. Could not combine several , 
only placed correctly. Heedless of size relations and coloring. ste s. No attention and effort for too com licated a task. 
~ffort attention and concentration but no si n of a insi ht. -30-48 Action-word development. Dramatization amused and held 
~- 8 Picture recognition and matching. Close but spasmodic at- attention and interest, but the activity afforded too many challces 
tention. Two active distractions. Echolalia. Constant repetitio for distractions. Matching action pictures with wall chart was 
and directions for any achievement. Endless supervision essential. not only confusing but she got absorbed in the activity forgetting 1 
Expends obvious effort in attempts to comply but simply bas no in- the purpose. Understood the directions and went through the mo-
~ependent ability. Pictures necessary; printed words evidently tiona but failed the tasks. Required constant oral directing and 
bave no meaning and were ignored. Coloring was haphazard, but ef- aid. Multiple choice tasks are too complicated. Activity interest 
forts at control were made when cautioned. Perce tion is ade te. onlll detrimental to fixation process. 
~-5 g Picture-word association. Grudging attention given only 5-3:48 Picture-word card matchiBg. No retention or recall of the 
because it was demanded. Picture-word cards were matched accurate method previously used. Step by step review for each item, Could 
ly, entirely dependent upon the picture as a visual aid. ExceP- select from a choice of two, but not from three, Words were ig-
tion, apple. Perseverated after this success calling all words nored and picture cue used. Word recognition and word meanings 
apple, and completely disregarding the attached picture. No vol- were not retained; forgetting is fast and compl~te. Willing, atte 
nntary attention to coloring apple outline. Momentary distrac- tive but no evidence of learning or transfer. 
tions little effort• erratic un redictable successes. 5-7-48 S~ht recognition. Very co-operative. Noisy efforts to be 
8 Picture matchi Good attention, interest and effort. quiet. Bote learning of the three verbs used was suspected, but 
Followed directions well and matched all no~pictures correctly flash card reading in mixed and varied orders was surprisingly ac-
without an oral cue. Visual cue was sufficient. Selected the curate. Appearing to be new independent learning, this was a di-
right picture, naming each independently. Alert, willing, good rect contrast to the ecedi lesson. Alert and attentive. 
retention and recall of lesson content. risi 1 ood work. 5-l 8 Word and pictuxe association. Guesswork until the pictur 
~12 8 Spatial relations. Activity interest. Attentive. co-oP- word card preceded the word card to provide the pictorial clue. Bo 
erative and recalled charts as well as the directions for care in use of wall chart for visual aid to word meanings. I. recalls and 
handling. Meticulous usage a rarity. No retention or transfer of retains only according to a formerly learned fixed order: picture 
training. Matched squares and oblongs by shape, but not by size. first, name of picture, then meaning. Coloring was very poor. So 
Noted irrelevant picture details, placed pictures upside down and slight but not active resistance. Little or no orderly attack for 
ignored the labels. Completely absorbed in manipulation. No imi- new and unfamiliar approach or presentation. 
tation new learni nor concern for failure. 5-14:48 Review, Good humor, enthusiasm, effort, and interest in 
~-16-48 Picture-word association. Unresponsive, grunting or activity very apparent. Alert and attentive. Noun matching and 
snorting. Restless: up and down in chair, feet on desk and gazing namimg complete and accurate. Pleased with success. Verbs less 
about. Many distractions, but all pictures matched. Sit the only 1 accurate. Sheer ga.essing in word matching except for one success 
one properly named. Coloring erratic and careless. Distracted by 1 for which the wall chart was used as reference. Sight recognition 
own ideas; hyperactive, inattentive, resistive to mental effort. poor but recited list from memory. Very little retained associa-
1 tion. Academic prospects poor but occupational therapy fair. 
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CASE J 
Preliminary Data From Hospital Records 
Preadmission infonnation. Born May 11, 1936, no birth i nformation, 
except a statement of illegitimacy, was available. In October, 1937, 
whooping cough was preceded by a severe convulsion and followed by nystag i 
mus, encephalitis, and epileptic seizures. Unable to be toilet trained, 
impulsive, crying or screeching , and excessively active, J. was unable to 
attend school at any time. 
Hospital classifications. Admitted as an uncontrollable behavior 
problem, December 17, 1945, J. 1 s medical examination reported faulty vi-
sion, residual oculomotor palsy, and right intevnal strabismus, but no 
pathological reflexes. L~nol and dilantin were prescribed as partial 
treatment for his condition. Ward reports described him as eating and 
sleeping well, sociable in contact with others, but still uncontrollable, 
hyperactive, untidy, biting his nails, scratching, and subject to temper 
tantrums. Continuing to exhibit seizures, he made no observable mental 
progress. Rated as an imbecile in psychological tests, his behavior was 
both distracted and explosive. 
Family. Of the family, very little:was known except that J.'s mo-
ther and maternal grandmother came of allegedly inferior stock. Social 
agency listings also showed that his natural mother had a long list of 
behavior problems on her record previous to her present marriage. 
Pretesting 
Description. Tall, gangling, and unco-ordinated, with crossed eyes 
preventing focus determination, J. habitually wore a vacant, foolish grin 1 
when conscious alternating with a glassy glaring expression, accompanied 
by a grinding of teeth, during seizure states. Untidy and repUlsive, his 
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rarely intelligble speech was limited and perseverative with constant re- ' 
versions to infantile phrases. I 
I 
Extremely hyperactive, and just as extremely distractible, J.'s mo-
mentary attention span was limited to easy manipulative tasks. Impulsive I 
! 
and subject to whims, he could comprehend simple directions and follow , 
them if the whim so directed. His usual incoherent, irrelevant but stead [ 
and stereotyped speech was a typical echolalia, words or test questions 
being repeated rhyt~mically but endlessly. Several observable lapses fro 
consciousness necessitated close watchfulness. Persistent recalls and en 
couragement, even during consciousness, were needed to complete even the 
simplest tasks. 
Results. Blocks and beads, evidently familiar objects recalled from 
other earlier testing, were spontaneously recognized and named. The only ! 
I 
accurate or acceptable results were tower building with blocks, form 
I 
board placement, and responses to spoken directions. Although almost I 
twelve, J.'s functioning was on a two year old level. Rated as an imbe- j 
cile, responses, in general, were so poor that evaluation was difficult. 
Training 
Reading need. With scant basis for any training, but relying upon 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I further observation for assurance, a program was planned. Prereading ac- · 
tivities to develop eye-hand co-ordination, discrimination of form, and 
recognition of spatial relations were attempted. 
Reactions. Friendly, sociable, and. affectionate, J. recalled the 
pretesting procedures and was ready to "go downstairs" when called for. 
I 
I 
Varying from excessive hyperactivity ~~d explosive impulsiveness to wil-
ful and stubborn resistiveness or frequent states of seizure stupor, J.'s ; 
. I 
_?~a~io~ was comp~e!-ely unpre~ictabl_e. Perseverative in ol~-~ab_~t~ ~ -he 1 
I 
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learned no new ones, able only to imitate motor handline of material. Mo j 
I tor control, other than confining his scribble to a designated area, did 
not improve. Although able to respond and comply with very simple, J. 
:: would attend only when his name preceded them, or when the very rare ef-
1 forts to co-operate occurred. No academic improvement appeared during 
I training, the proposed ~tivities planned and attempted being completely 
I beyond him. 
Final Steps 
Retesting. Contrasting, even on the same day or within the same tes~ 
J.'s behavior was still unpredictable and dependent upon _the mood of the I 
moment, yet generally improved over pretesting reactions. With seemingly I 
aware attempts to co-operate, attention, approach and attack appeared to 
be more consciously controlled. Efforts to comply with directions im-
plied that some fa~nt sense of responsibility had been developed. The 
very slight gains were negligble from a scoring or category s t andpoint, 
but behavior and improved application might be interpreted as an indica-
Ji tion of some possible capacity for control. These changes could, in no 
I 
' sense, be referred to possible improvement 1within the academic sphere. I . . 
Evaluation. For. J., testing was a most unprofitable procedure, re-
I 
COMP.ARISON CH.ARr OF PBETEST - RETEST BSUI 
SCOBB:S P.IGBCENTILE GRABE D.A.TES .AND J'ORM _ _ _ CHBONOLOGICJL INTELLIGENCE - -- -- WEAl! 
___ _.NAME OF TEST raw_wgt_raw_wgt _RANK __ P.LAOEMENT""'! Pretest_Retest _:ICBM _ _MENTJL_AG~- ~AGE ~QUOTIENT_:_ Pretest _____ L-
IST.A!IJOBD-BI!mr IIEVISED SCAi .co .co Imbecile 2..26-48 5-27-48 .Age .' I· 1-~0 2-6 n-10 12-1 1 16 21 Blocked, stereotyped responees.-
unchanged 1937 Form II 1 ' 1 Naming o'bjects, bOdy parts, 
·~ I picture vpcabulary, digits and 
beads. Poor visuo-motor co-
' ordination. Extreme distracti-
bility and general resistance. 
Narrow range and very low level 
1 GOODENOUGH DRU-J.-MAN ' 
of pe-rformance at two and three , 
year old stages. ImJ)Illsiveness. 
0 
IBEALT GO~Tllll'C~IOJI FUZZLE A I Over 5 
minutes 
time 
limit 
MICRRILI-PALMER PRESCHOOL 
0 
Over 5 
minutes 
time 
limit I 
SCALE Item number: 
f failed Discrimination Color failed 
La.ngoage Tests I failed .Action .Agents refused 
Q;u.est ions 4 4 
Word repetition 12 12 
Word groups 
1 
failed. failed 
!Motor Co-ordination, Mani-
pulation and Imitation 
I Straight tower 3 3 
Wallin Peg Board A refused 28 
Wallin Peg Board ~ refused 26 
Walking block failed refused 
Crossing feet failed failed 
16 cubes 25 25 
One foot stand 10 failed 
Paper folding I failed failed 
Drawing up string failed failed 
Nest of cubes refused 29 
Cutting with scissors failed failed 
Buttons 
1 22 22 
2 refused failed 
Fist and thumb failed failed 
3 cube pyramid refused failed 
Number Concepts 
Counting 2 blocks failed failed 
Total number of items 21 21 
Total Score 14 21 
Class .A. 
l 
2-1,3-48 5-25-48 .Age Iunder under 11-10 12-1 
3! 3! 
13-5-48 5-25-48 .Age 
Time 
under under 11-11 12-1 
7 7 
I 
2-23-48 5-25-48 .Age 2-1 2-4 11-10 12-1 
Score 
•: 
l ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ! 
. - ' 
' 
Uninhibited scribble. Jlot 
scorable. Motor and eye-hand 
co-_o_rdination- lacking. _ No 
volUntary control. 
Trial and error method. 30 
moves and 50 recall.s to attend 
to test. No grasp of task. llo 
attempt to fit parts into the 
frame, merely a perseverat1 ve 
PiliJJg and knockiJJg over. 
Color matching 
.Action agents 
only response 
Straight tower:for ·blocks 
I 
Lack of co-ordination for 
selected muscular control 
in use of extremities 
!Counting blocks 
h 
' I 
1 
_, 
S :roR C.ASE J 
POIN'.rS POINTS 
___________ Betest __________ ~ ___________ .Pretest ________ ~:---~~--~·Retest GENEBM· SUMMARY. ________ _ 
Blocked, perseverative res- Understood spoken la~e . . Repeti\ion of former successe~ V~_sual defects and probable pre-
ponses. J'ailu.res: naming ob- commands. Successful with ro form boards, commands, word learned· rote resJ)onses affected 
jects, motor co-ordination, tated form board, word combin combinations. results • . Slight petit mal set-
beads, bridge, circles. ations, and imitation of one- Jdditional successes: naming zures occurred. Despite the 
Pbor attention span and visu- step motor manipulation tasks. parts of the body and objects repetition of distractibility, 
al memory. by use. resistance, and impulsiveness, 
Maintained a similar low per- , Improvement, though slight, iD! a very slight total improvement 
fo_rmance level between two an~ attitude of responsibility to with consistent responses did 
four ears. Distractibilit • com 1 and achieve. a ar. Bati 11llcha ed. 
Repetition of pretest results. Understood and complied with ~tempted to follow directions Complete contrast in behavior 
Lack of co-ordination even directions for use of pencil. and to contol pencil manipula- and reaction: not distracted, 
with some attempt. a:t_ control. tion without success. Aware I sensible, coherent, and co-op.. 
!!rial and error: 35 moves. !lone 
Absorbed in task. !lo re~alls 
necessary, but test was in-
complete and trials fruitles& 
Color matching 
Similarity of response to 
muscular effort 
~stions 
Word repetition 
Word groups 
(up to resistance 
16 cubes 
1 button 
point) 
of need to com 1 • · erative. Besults unc ed. 
Purposeful attempt and intent !lo change or improvement in 
to fit pieces withil!l. the score nor achievement, but a 
frame complying with direc- '' remarkable contrast in behavior 
tiona. Not distracted hut and reaction. 
attentive, persistent, and a-
ware task demands. 
ctnestions 
1f'c5rd repetition, 
Word groups · · '· (as in pretest) 
Peg boards 
16 cubes: rapid, accurate, an 
exceptional response 
Nest of cubes 
1 button 
1ver,r consistent or rigid in both 
1performances. No discrepancies. , No change in behavior 110r reac-
( tion: incoherent, irrelevant, 
!extremely impulsive and distrac-
1 
tible, being unable to wait for 
complete directions, but showing 
' more interest in retest activi-
ties. 
Perseverative verbal responses 
I and mental block. The rare mo-
ments of attention were seldom 
long enough tor task completion. 
Test as a whOle indicates reac-
. ' tion type and probably level of 
learning. No adequate appraisal 
can be made except that susceP-
1 
tibility to momentary whims pre-
• vents learning• or the perfor-
lmance of activities by which achievement can be measured. 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
CHART J-2 P.EBSON.AL HI STORY AND TBA: 
P.EBSONA.t .AND FAMILY HISTORY TRAINING PLANS AND PBOCEDURES 
t 
ItiSON.AL DEVELOPMEN.rAt FACTORs · MEANS 0.1' -P.REVIOUS LEARNING . IMMEDIATE READING NEED 
: Birthplace and Date Massac'l:'hu=se:"ltMt:-::s=---_~!E"""l ... r--~_ 3~6~_---------__ ---~--:- t· Obmprehension o,f spoken languag-e..,....-- Preparation' for r.eading --
.. Birth: Earl.Y ·Events · 'Illegitimate~ .No .other birth information. 10-21-37: Imitation of gross manual manipu- Eye-hand co-ordination 
whooping cough preceded by first severe convulsion. . lation Discrfmination of form 
. :v Following this, DfStagmus, encephalitis and epileptic li Spatial relation recognitio~ 
seizures developed. 11 
Community Behavior Impulsive. Cried and screeched. Excessively active. ~~-----CONTENT ____________ .MATERIALS _____ ,. 
Toilet habits were poor, attempts at training futile. · vocabulary Non-commercial 
No schooling. l3asic :couns Wall chart pictures 
apple cup Duplicate outline pictures 
ball hand Basic forms of cardboard 
bird girl Ou.tline form drawiDgs COMMITMENT DATA~---~~~---:--~~~~---=---=----=---------
Medical FindiDgs No pathological reflexes. boy Spatial charts 1 
Admission Date, Cause 12-17-45 Uncontrollable behavior 
1 
Faulty vision. Residual oculomotor palsy and internal ' Basic form names Geometric forms and spaces 
Ward Behavior 
I 
,t 
strabismus of the right eye. 
Ate and slept well. Sociable in contact with others. 
Uncontrollable, biting and scratching. Subject to 
temper tantrums, l:cyperactive and untidy. 
Continual seizures. No mental progress. 
square 
circle 
oval 
oblong 
triangle 
Pictures and spaces · 
Commercial 
Colored magazine pictures 
Paint-book outline pictures 
i Diagnosis Encephalitis pertussis. Psychosis and mentally defi-
cient. 
\~~~~---~---------ME.THOD SELE~ED----------------------u 
Audio-vi suo-motor 
Medication Dilant in and lumi:col 
tPSYCHOLOGIC.AL TEST RESULTS_~~~~~~-------------
1 Name ~S~ta;nf~oTr~d-~B~i~n~e~t~l9.1~6~-------------------
! Date =12-~21~:4~5~--:-~~------------------~ Mental .Age ~E~st::.;i:;;;;ma=..;;.t.;;.ed;;;....;;a;;..;;t...::;2-...:l::.;:O:.....-______________ _ 
Chronological Age~ 9-"7~------------------------------­
Intell igence ~t ient~ 310~~-::----::--:---:----::~--::-:--:----:-:-:--:-----=--:---:-----
Summary Explosive behavior. Very distractible. Bated as an 
imbecile. 
~&crLY HISTORY ____________ ~~--------~~~--------~~~~-
___ .Father -~-·Mother ____ Half-sibliDgs_ 
Marital Status 
Economical Status 
Occupation 
Birthplace 
Age or l3irthdate 
Mental Status or 
Education 
Other Factors 
Social Agencies 
Child was born out of wedlock Male Female 
Unknown Below average 
U~wn ~Ho:u:s~e~w~i=f~e~~-----
U~wn Massachusetts Massachusetts I 
Unknown Unknown 10-10-39 2-14:38 
Very low Unknown Unknown 
Unknown 
Mentally inferior stock on maternal grandparents• side.i 
Mother had a long list of behavior difficulties. 1 
Mother, single: Florence Crittendon Home 8-4-33 
Girls• Parole 1-27-36 
Boston SPCC 2-4-36 
Mother, after marriage: a long list of agencies inclu- ! 
ding Child Guardianship, Red Cross, Mental Hy- I 
giene Department, and local Welfare groups. 
The maternal grandparents were known to numerous chari-
table organizations. 
Presentation 
Oral instruction, directions, and explanations 
Motor demonstration for imitation 
Motor guidance to develop control 
,. 
Procedures 
Copying and imitation 
Chalk for filling in blackboard form outlines 
Crayon coloring for forms on paper 
Crayon coloring of no~pictures I 
Imitation of matching processes 
Pointing to picture or form named 
Matching forms with duplicates 
Matching noun-pictures with duplicates 
Matching outlines with actual form or picture 
Matching similar magazine pictures with outlines 
Motor guidance to initiate correct motions and aid control 
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tUNG P.ERIOD DATA. FOR CASE J 
TRAINING P.ERIOD OBSERVAriONS 
ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCERP.I'S 
..,F-,.;:22,..::4...,.,gr--...:Mo;--;-to_r_c_o ___ o_r-;-dina t ion: spatial recogni t~i-on-.--=R,_e_c_a.,..ll""'e-d,.-pr_e __ ... 
test procedures, "Go downstairs". ApJ::eared to understand but ig-
nored directions. Stared, sang or rambled irrelevantly and inca-
coherently or laughed explosively. He enjoyed the use of chalk 
and crayons but scribbled erratically, resisting any motor guid-
ance. No co-ordination, no attention nor effort in coloring. Im-
pulsive, wilful, and hyperactive. 
3-26:::48 Motor co-ordination: spatial relations. .Affectionate 
greeting. Sang, flapped arms and danced down the stairs. then sat 
wordlessly in class. No response to directions, merely stared, 
then began to stiffen remaining upright for a few seconds. Caught 
as he started to slide from chair, he recovered almost immediate-
ly, rose stiffly, and automatically headed toward the corridor 
door. Without needing support or guidance, he walked back to the 
ward. Petit mal seizure and momenta loss of contact. 
3-29 8 Motor co-ordination: form recognition. Irrelevant ·, per-
severative speech on the stairs continued into classroom. Chalk 
thrown on floor after scribbling on board. Laughed loudly for no 
apparent reason. Replaced chalk when asked. Turned paper over 
and over as if reading. Instead of imitating coloring method, 
knocked on desk counting to twelve. On urging to colqr, sat 
hunched over desk silent and resistive. No co-o ration. 
-2 8 Motor co-ordination; spatial relations. Not able to attend 
Sub"ect for medical conference. 
< Spatial relations; form recognition. Pleasant greeting but 
quiet and unresponsive to class work. Refused to listen or to 
watch demonstration. Turned paper over and over, finally scratch-
a few lines, folded his.hands in his lap, and sat, grinding his 
teeth. He appeared to be in a semi-stupor state. but rose and re-
turned to the ward without resistance. 
4-4:48 Picture recognition. Usual social interest in visiting. 
Understood the directions for pointing and selecting. Complied 
but guessed. filed cards into a tower. Repeated all nouns named. 
Interpreted all requests literally, looking and hunting all over 
the room for a real ball or apple. Has adapted to routin~ class 
routine follwed without question. Aware of task obligations, but 
unable to associate and em lo s bols. Co-o rative· inca ble. 
12 8 Picture matching. In response to finding and matching, J 
placed his whole hand over several cards, piled them, or turned 
them over while counting. Co-operative; impulsive and persevera-
tive rather than resistive. .A.ttempted to reply but regressed to 
some old ttern or habit reviousl learned. 
16-48. Picture recognition. Friendly, active, but silent on the 
stairs. In class, a burst of incoherent chatter, a spell of si-
lence, and an eventual success in pointing out a boy and a girl. 
Here he stopped, sat still and savagely ground his teeth, staring 
into space. No further response could be elicited. Slight sei-
zure with probable losss of contact with the environment. 
I 
. - .ANECDOTAL RECORD EXCERPl'S 
·1(:19:Ji8 Repetition· of picture recognition. -=I-'nc-o-::h:-e-r-e'n~t-.-i-:-r-r-e-=1-e---
vant rambling and continual questions throughout class time. No 
recognition or recall of previous lesson content. One response to 
the pointing or selecting required: whole hand covered the page. 
A. magazine picture of a man elicited the response, "doctor", the 
sole answer during the lesson. :Bodily motions were less exaggera-
ted than usual. Co-operative in attempts to comply. Willing but 
inca ble of understand! sufficient! or to control motor acts. 
-23 8 Discrimination of form. Unable to report for class. Re-
rted to be sufferi convulsions. 
-2 8 Repetition of form dd.scrimiilation. Usual sociable grf?et-
ing and interest in activity. Demonstrations were ignored. J 
handled the forms, turned them over and over, piled them while 
counting to twelve in a rhythmic singsong, and could not be induae 
to make SJJY different response. He waved his arms and rambled on 
steadily. Substituting blackboard forms to fill in, he scribbled, 
la hed and continued to ramble. ractive incoherent. 
3 8 Form discrimination. Stereotyped response of turning the 
forms over and over. No irrelevant conversation. Seemed aware of 
the need to respond. Attempted pointing. Could not imitate pro-
per placement nor match similar forms. Co-operative, making an 
attem t to resPOnd tractable calm iet but without achievi • 
5-3- 8 Spatial relations chart. No response whatever to ques-
tions or directions. Walked about the 'room waving his arms and r 
peating the last word heard, 11 the, girl, the girl, the girl", and 
talking to himself. Distracted, perseverative, unreachable. 
5-7~48 Review; picture .recognition. Hyperactive, laughing, r~ 
blfng, J continually puffed out his cheeks only to deflate them 
with a quick punch. Repeated one phrase continually. Materials 
were turned or piled and handed back. Regardless of distance, all 
visible articles were reached for. The most ext~eme display of 
distractibility to date. I 
5-10::48 Review; form coloring. Sat and did nothing or held paper 
as if reading. Turned paper over, counted, or laughed foolishly. 
No other response except a scratching with the crayon and a repeti 
tion of 11 5-see-see-see the boys11 and 11 the box, the box, the box11 • 
No interest, effort or attention. Distracted by his own thoughts. 
5-14-48 Independent naming of picture forms. No adequate res-
ponse to any request. Monotonous repetition of names. Turned pa-
per over, counted, tore cover from crayon and sat looking at it. 
He stopped his steady incoherent rambling to attend to directions 
only when his name was spoken and preceded the command. 
Comment; The only apparent gain seen was an improvement in confi 
ing his scribbling to a designated area; in attempts to color wit 
in or close to the required form or picture; and an adaptation and 
awareness of class obliga~ions. Poor academic prospect. 
Note: The extreme distractibility and hyperactivity combined with 
the frequent loss of contact periods during seizure states 
and the very probable low degree of inherent intelligence 
present J as good experimental material for contrast be-
tween the m st s vera nd the fe t 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY: TOTAL PROGRAM EVALUATION 
Resum~ of purpose. This study, aiming to find ways and means to 
simplify the educational problems for the brain-injured within the aver-
age teaching situation, utilized standardized tests as a medium for ap-
praisal and selection of teaching methods; adapted lessons to enable the 
individual to learn through his own most suitable means; employed anec-
jj dotes to record daily class observations; and retested with the same in-
l
struments to compare pretraining with post-training achievements as a 
check on the fitness and benefits of training choices. Generalizations 
! implied by the total 
I the investigation as 
Environmental 
findings and results were based on an evaluation of 
a whole within its prescribed limits. 
LIMITATIONS 
Pretest and class accessibility. Because this investigation was ad-
ditional to, yet isolated from, the customary hospital routines, pretest 
1 admi~stration and many class periods were affected, not only by unavoid-
able postponements and delays due to ward conditions, but by several 
ward-patient transfers. Frequent changes in ward staff and personnel, to 
whom explanations of the purpose of the study had to be made, also com-
plicated and delayed class arrivals. Visiting hours, home visits, recre-
1 . 
ation, and prior medical appointments forced schedule changes from day to 
day. Due to personnel shortages, the required escorting of children to 
and from the wards was done by the instructor, thus using a portion of 
-- ~-~-- ---= ~ -- =--~- -- -
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the initially allotted half-hour of class time. This time loss was not 
I 
!always a disadvantage,- however, particularly for those children whose ac-
tual achievement peak and fatigue threshhold were low. 
Spacing and total time element. The unavoidably poor spacing for 
classes on Monday and Friday, days least affected by long established 
' hospital customs, allowed for forgetting loss. With one exception, Case 
B, the short total time of five and one-third hours was completely con-
I fines to individual classroom work. In most cases, lack of ward facili-
l ties to supervise or provide for homework assignments prevented the op-
portunities for interim study and practice, possibly decreasing the 
I amount or degree of individual achievement. 
Academic 
Basic skill. The limitation to reading was necessary in isolating, 
clarifying, and attaining a tangible goal within the time span. The 
choice of reading was subjective being founded upon background informati 
. age range, and the previous school records of the selected children. 
Case severity and variance. All ten of these brain-injured children 
were so severly disturbed and maladjusted that institutionalization was 
es sential for their control. Their wide age range and scattered abiliti 
complicated the selection of tests adequate and suitable for both indivi-
duals and for the segregated grouping of readers and non~readers. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
With a realization that this study was an isolated one with regard 
to the type of exceptional child, the institutional setting, and the at-
tending environmental peculiarities, these suggestions are offered as 
possibilities for further research: 
r~- ---==--=c..·= 
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I 
1. Application of the investigation system to non-psychotic brain-
injured children. 
2. Additions or combinations of other basic skills. 
3. A longer range program. 
4. Similar experimental try-outs in group situations. 
5. More intensive and selective experiment to ascertain the factors 
most vital for improvement among the following : self-confidence, 
adaptation to procedures and environment, security in academic 
and personal relations, reliability of methods and materials em-
played, or the possible combinations formed by these separate 
factors. 
CONCLUSIONS 
! Testing 
Pretesting value. In lieu of tests selective of, or specific for, 
' I 
! the brain-injured, standardized tests provided a controlled and adequate 
I 
,,. starting point 
procedures and 
for appraisal of their known peculiarities. Standardized 
scoring with concurrent detailed observations were appro-
priate for noting manifestations both of mental reactions and overt beha-
vior. Type classification and the selection of candidates likely to im-
prove were simplif ied, reaction time and type noted, gross physical im-
pairments made apparent, and the probabilities of response to educational 
I . . 
therapy indicated. 
Pretest results were indispensable for isolating the areas needing 
remedial treatment or directional stress and guidance, placing the work-
ing level of achievement, selecting a known or suitable method or approac 
Q -i ~ . .J __L 
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I 
to learning, and suggesting the kinds of materials appropriate and prac-
tical for each individual. All implications were positive that standard-
1 tests and testing can serve as a fitting and acceptable vehicle for the 
gross weeding out of the suspected brain-injured as well as for providing j 
a basis for academic rehabilitation. I 
Training 
Observation and anecdotal records. Until well established decisions ! 
! 
pertaining to individual needs could be reached, daily records would be 
an absolute essential. Observations kept during training were invaluable. 
estab- l 
lishing of good work habits, the amount of work presented, and the form I ! 
/ of presentation. Of maximum benefit were a 'series of brief but familiar 
! activities sufficiently varied to prevent monotonous repetition or mean-
ingless rote recitation or response. 
~===!1===--~-=·=========== 
Environment. A planned therapeutic environment was demonstrably 
I 
beneficial for these severly disturbed children. Even the two most dete- I 
l riorated and least academically capable adapted to procedures and presentl 
· ed minimal improvement. Within reason, regardless of health or mental I 
states, even though no measurable accomplishment occurs on some days, 
Regularity is basic to the estab-
From the academic achievement viewpoint, it was felt that the confi-
dence instilled in each child concerning his own ability favorably influ-
enced retest results; that improvement was born of security in a known 
1 situatio with known demands not beyond his capacity. It was also felt 
!l that openly expressed interest in and acceptance of the child was of ut-
1/ most importance. 
I 
Retesting 
Necessity. Indispensable to accurate judgment and true evaluation 
of each child's training gain were the item comparison computations. Only 
l by these could test response consistency or contrast be proven; the ef-
fects of suspected disinhibition or lapses be compared and checked; and, 
finally, most important of all, could any specific area of academic im-
provement due to training stress be designated and so credited. For thesd 
. I 
I 
purposes, retesting with the identical forms superceded the use of alter- 1 
I 
nate forms despite any advantages gained through pretest practice and re- I 
I tention. 
! Teaching Requirements 
Qualities. Personality type and rapport were esteemed the essence 
j of success and cannot be emphasized too strongly. Frustrations springing 
! 
--~ - ·-- ~------ -=--~ -=-= ---
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I 
the child's inadequacies and manifest in his behavior as failure 
not be mirrored as feelings of inadequacy in teaching ability. A 
voice, never exciting, but clear, calm, firm and insistent, combined 
deliberately slow motions, and a maximum of patience were qualities 
suited for teaching these brain-injured children. 
Responsibilities. It was found that the burden of effort, watchful-
ness, and persistence essential to academic improvement for the brain-in-
! jured was placed entirely upon the instructor. Awareness, recognition 
I and understanding of varying states of health and mental conditions, as 
well as the empathetic acceptance of them for appropriate application of 
time, energy, and academic load, were primary obligations. Competency to 
fulfill these responsibilities assumed a background knowledge of the ef-
fects of brain-L~jured gained from specialized training and experience, 
but need not be limited to specialists. Sufficiently interested, capable ' 
teachers, under adequate supervision and guidance, could serve equally 
well. 
I Practical Aspects Of The Investigation Approach 
Economy of time. The time required for test administration and 
scoring was relatively short, less than a month. Eliminating the need 
I for item count and item comparison tables, tests with a diagnostic face 
sheet were advantageous as time savers and for clear and rapi d designa-
tion of specific areas of success or failure. Even the detailed and te-
dious task of item computations, so essential to proper interpretation, 
as opposed to a lifetime of educational frustration for any child is . :Ln-
)I deed worthwhile. 
Financial outlay. The comparative initial cost for individual or 
---·----~ 
small group training toward prevention or early rehabilitation is far ex-
ceeded by lifelong expenses incurred through custodial care. Such educa- 1 
tional expenditure before a child must be committed or removed from the 
community would prove to be much more economical. 
Effect. The amount of improvement noted generally within the very 
limited time indicated or strongly presupposed similar or still better 
1 results with a longer range program or with an environment less exception~~ 
al. Even though the results, as for I and J, were not ~u£ficient to war- 1 
I 
rant an expenditure in academic training, they suggested or implied that 
other therapy, possibly of an oqcupational nature, might be beneficial. 
I Yet for C and D, the decided and consistent improvement implied that con-
1 
I I ventional methods were foreign to their own peculiar learning needs, and, i 
!i therefor~, unsuitable for showing progress or motivating further learning ! 
attempts. As a supplementary measure, parent education to develop in- / 
sight into the child's problems, would be extremely advantageous for home ! 
!I 
I 
I 
understanding, acceptance, and aid. 
I Universal application. The positive results of both the testing and l 
training programs proved their value within the cited example, clearly I 
. I 
I pointing out one certain way for 
lems for brain-injured children. 
alleviating some of the learning prob-
This is a system, both possible and 
practical, which may be considered well within the means and reach of 
the average school or institutional set-up, and one that can reasonably 
be employed by the classroom teacher. 
Final Statement 
As an educational project, this investigation demonstrated that all 
ten of the brain-injured children, regardless of the extreme variations 
9.5 
in mental status, from superiority to imbecility, benefited and improved. 
If such a program could succeed with children so severely disturbed and 
I maladjusted, even within a very limited time, and with hospital environ-
! mental circumstances seldom favorable, other children still in school 
who more nearly approach the normal should benefit to a much greater 
extent. 
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ITEM COMPUTATION TABLES 
TABLE l 
INFORN~ TEST FOR SIGHT-WORD RECOGNITION 
Basic VocabularyWord Count 
! Basic Vocabularyl 
' 
Number of Sight Words Failed 
1 - 200 1 - 5oo 501 - 1000 Total 
! 
I 
I 
i 
I 
' ! 
I 
! 
' I ( 
Lists 
Readers ~etest Retest!Pretest Retestl Pretest RetestJPretest Retest I f ~ f ~ o l o f. o o ~ t ' ' ,I I I ; ~ . ~ ( . A 
B 
I ! l ! i ! I .! ! c 85 0 I ! I I I I I I ! r D I ·'· l i 12 l 0 33 0 l I i I ! I 1 i E I I i \ l' f; 9 i 0 jl t. 
TABLE 2 
STANFORD-BINET Sli13TEST COUNTS : READERS 
~ A !. B I c L I J 
From 
.Range in Years 
iJ?retest Retest . t Pretest Retest ~ Pretest 
~uperior t5uperior I XI ~ XII '! VI , ~dult-I ~dult-II I . I 1 
:- To 
!. l I t 1 , ~uperior ~uperior I Average !Average I Superior 
Adult- III!Adult-III i Adult jAdult I Adult-! 
i. 
Number of Subtests! 
1 i 
• Passed ' l ! ! Failed j 
I Total ~ 
12 
6 
18 
16 
2 
18 
16 
16 
32 
21 
ll 
32 
lEdward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, loc. cit. 
27 
41 
68 
' I 
85 0 
45 0 
9 0 
Retest 
IX 
Superior 
Adult- III 
44 
36 
80 
I 
J 
j 
f 
TABLE 3 105 
STANFORD-BINET SUB TEST COUNTS: NON-READERS 
~ase ! F i G I H l I 1 . J I 
j ~etest Retest ~ Pretest Retest ! Pretest Retest I Pretest Retest i Pretest Retest~ 
1 From j' v 1 VI t v 1 VI 1 I-ll l;ll II-0 ! III-o I I-9 j II-o f ~ange in Years \ l ! jl t i i ! j To 1 x j x 1 VIII-~-· X 1 III-6 VI-0 ! Iv-6 ! III-o [ Iv-o , 
f umber of Subte1sts I : J I I 1 j ! I ~ Passed 1 15 1 
1
21
5 
! 12 I 20 I 
16
9 l. 1
26
6 I 24 l 26 f 3 12 I 
j Failed I 21 1 ' 12 16 I 1 1 24 I 10 ~ 14 18 ! I Total ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 36 ~ ~ ~ ;:; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ; I 
TABLE 4 
STANFORD-BINET SUBTEST COMPARISONS: READERS AND NON-READERS 
Pretest Retest 
flcase Consistent 
Passed Passed 
!Failed Failed 
t 
r Improved 
IFailed Passed 
Wntested Passed 
' 
v R . 1 1. egress1ve 
~assed Failed 
I 
i 
I Incomparable 
~assed Untested 
!Failed Untested 
!Untested Failed 
~otal Subtests 
12 "! 
2 
4 
0 
0 
c 
15 
10 ' 
6 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Comparative Numbers 
D 
4 11 o ! 1 1 4 
I I 
0 
0 
10 
I 0 t 
0 l 
0 j 
0 
0 
11 
0 
0 
21 
1 
11 
0 
42 48 
4 
7 
7 
1 
0 
0 
0 
11 
30 
TABLE 5 __ 0 6 
MERRILL-PALMER ITEM COUNTS: NON-READERS 
!case I F I G l H 1 I I J I 
1 !Pretest Retest jPretest Retest ~etest Retest~ Pretest Ret~st iPretest Retest ( l . From ~~ · 54 I 54 ! 54 I 54 / 24 I 24 
1 
18 18' f . 18 ,~ 18 i 
!Range 1n Months ! i ! t ! l 1 
I To ! 71 I 71 i 71 l 71 l 5.3 1 59 47 47 L 35 35 1 
!Number of Items l l I -·- / l 
! Passed 1 8 11 .
1 
9 10 7 l 15 14 20 5 8 1 
I Failed ~ 3 0 2 1 11 I 7 9 ! 5 11 j 9 ! 
Omit ted I 0 0 , 0 0 6 ! 4 1 l 0 1 1 I 
RTeftuls ed ~ ~ ~ ITO ~ ,; I ~ ,; 1 I ~ _}:_ ~~ .3 I 
o a l 11 11 1 11 .:::o ! .:::o .:: 1 .:: 1 .:::1 . 2+ I 
TABLE 6 
MERRILL-PALMER ITEM COMPARISONS: NON-READERS 
Retest 
Consistent 
Passed Passed 
Failed Failed 
Omitted Omitted 
Refused Refused 
Improved 
Failed Passed 
. Omitted Passed 
Refused Passed 
I Failed Refused Failed Omitted i Regressive ! Passed Failed 
( Refused Failed 
I Omitted Failed 
~ Incomparable 
i Passed Omitted 
< Omitted Refused 
( Passed Refused 
l Refused Omitted 
I Total 
! 
I 
I 
I ( 
I 
! ; 
F 
8 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
11 
l 
l I 
Comparative Numbers 
G 
9 
1 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ll 
J 
l 
H 
'( 
6 
4 
0 
5 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
26 
t 
r ; 
; . 
' \ 
! 
13 
4 
0 
2 
5 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
27 
J 
5 
8 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
.3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
21 
TABLE 7 
1_07 
HENMON-:NELSON ITEM COUNTS: READERS 
Case , A- i . B ! C . j D I E 
f retest Retest iPretest Retest iPretest Retest !Pretest Retest iPretest Retest, 
umber of Items, . . I I I . r - I ~ 
Passed j 46 I 38 . 82 ! 84 i 3 [ 9 ~ 34 45 I 14 \l 13 t 
Fail. ed f 33 I 31 I . 7 ! 6 r 1 I 17 I 36 44 i 76 r 29 '!' 
Omitted 1 11 l 2 , 1 ~ 0 ' 14 I 45 0 1 ' 0 l 1 Unfinished~ _£ 19 . ! 0 f 0 j 72 
1 
19 20 ~ _£ I 4 7 I 
Total 90 90 ! 90 ! 90 1 90 . , 90 90 90 90 1 90 _ 
TABLE 8 
HENMON-:NELSON ITEM COMPARISONS: READERS 
Pretest Retest Comparative Numbers 
Case A 
Consistent 
B c D 
. Passed Passed 28 .,.. 81 1 30 ~ 
Failed Failed 15 l 4 1 23 
Omitted Omitted 0 (; 0 5 ! 0 
Unfinished Unfinished 0 0 19 ~ 0 
I' I ~ Improved ;, f ~ ~ Failed Passed 10 f 2 l: 0 ( 13 
~ Omitted Passed 0 I 1 ~ 3 i 0 
i Unfinished Passed 0 f 0 J 5 l 2 ~ 
E 
2 
23 
0 
0 
11 
0 
0 
~ Regressive " t t ! ! Passed Failed 10 J 2 f 2 ~ 3 ~ 5 
i Passed Omitted 2 1 0 ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ 1 
i Passed Unfinished 5 I 0 1 0 t 0 I 5 , 
~ Incomparable ' : J ---1 
: Omitted Failed I 6
5 
0 I 6 0 0 It ! Omitted Unfinished 1 0 l 0 0 0 l Failed Omitted · 0 0 1!' 0 t 0 ~ 0 
} ~:i~shed ~:i:shed 6 g . ·~~~ l l 0~8- l 496~ 1.·· t~~~nished._Omi_·_t-te_d _ -~--._· -9~--=----9~---'-~ --- ; 
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TESTING AND TRAINING MATERIALS 
I 
I 
Date 
FORJA l 
COPY OF TEST OBSERVATION BLANK 
OBSERVATION POINTS FOR MENTAL TESTS 
Points To Observe 1 
Case 
Classification 
Attention Span 
Distractibility 
Co-operation 
Interest 1 r = ~ .--+1 ------------~~ I ! I 
·-:-;c--:-;----Bodily Motions 
Reaction Type 
Impulsive 
Deliberate 
Alert 
Apathetic 
Orderly 
Confident 
Self Reliance 
.----,---------,...------·-~--·---------
Persistence I 
Self Criticism 
Cone ern For Failure l-1--=-=-=-==--=-=-=-=::::_:_::_:_::_::=.=.:_-=_:~-=--=--====-==--==--=~- =====-==-==-=:=.=.=.: 
Encouragement ---------~----------Speech 
Coherent 
Relevant 
Motor Control 
Handedness 
Other Comments 
Pretest Retest 
Rating Scale 0 1 2 3 4 _ _....,. 5 
Non-e-""""Slig~ Modera~ Extreme 
FORM 2 
COPY OF DAILY LESSON PLAN AND .MJ""ECOOTAL RECORD BLANK 
LESSON PLAN 
r 
l Aim 
t 
Content 
t 
l, ,, 
! 
~ Procedures t 1. ,, 
~ 2. t 
;, ':\ ' ~· , 4. l 
5. 
t NECDOTAL RECORD 
1' Distractibility 
' l . 
Interest and Effort 
Concentration 
New Learning 
Recognition 
Recall or Retention 
Transfer 
Insight 
Other Colinnents 
:l 1 0 
NAME 
DATE 
I 
t 
! 
.l 
FORM 3 
COPY OF INDIVIDUAL READING-ASSIGNMENT SHEET 
as f 
riding sides great 
family aroun ready turn 
of I 
Pen and ink sketch . toward through heard return who I 
., another thought being every one f I well horse hour the his I 
· Fold r Buffalo Billfs-family name-was-Cody.---------------- ! 
' ' ! Around 1860, he was riding for the Pony Express. i ~ . F 
f l He was ready to ride at any hour, for any reason. 
~ He would turn his horse toward another new town almost every hour. 
i z }, He went riding through camps and over trails. 
~ t Riding hard, he went around high hil ls or went sliding down their sides. 
r, His horse would stand at rest, ready for him. 
i 
;. ! 
,1 His horse would stay still until Bill was ready to return. ·I 
~ ! 
' ' l t 
~ Bill was at his best when riding. I 
e There were few men who could ride as well. i ~ I ~ He is thought of as one of the great men heard about in the Old WesPold I 
i- Write the answers underneath- the-questions:--- -- ----- -- I 
' ' 
1. ffhen was Buffalo Bill riding for the Pony Express? 
2. Tell three things that you read about his riding. 
~ 3. 
Tell two things that you read about his horse. 
! I ~ ------~----------------------------- 1 
'! ! 
f Think of a name for this story. Write it here. I 
Write your name here. 
FORM 4 
COPY OF INDEPENDENT WORK SHEET FOR FORM 3 
l'Circle only the words that you find in the story. herd 1 riding 1 went 1 around ' thought ' sliding 
I hard ridden wet round Though slid 
1 hour read who other through sled j heard ready won another thong ~s~i~d~e=s ____ __ 
1 for bought as turn family reading 
l far being at return fame ready I fan been and toward few read l 
t Fold1 r --------------------------------- . jcircle only the phrases that you find in the story. :1 I was riding around 1860 family name 
l \ sliding down 
t 
ready for him 
over trails 
Bill was at his 
Riding hard 
best! 
j 
I 
I 
riding through camps 
turned around at any hour ready to return 
There were few any time at all the New West . 
would stand one of the great men some were better 
Riding away anyone could ride turn his horse 
l l
l 
the Pony Express I Fold 
~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1Write these words twice. 
i 
! 
J few 
t family 
riding 
ready 
toward 
through 
thought 
as 
another 
turn 
return 
every 
hour 
1 2 
~ 
! 
I 
I 
i 
f 
I 
FORM 5 " 
SAMPLE COPY OF WORK-BOOK PAGE 
FORM 6 
--~ 1 11 
. .._ • .II ~· 
MANIPULATIVE MATERIALS USED AS VISUAL AIDS 
C)o.pp/e 
bcJI 
·bird 
Section of Wall Chart 
Picture-card 
Diagrams - Reduced Size 
I 
/ 
Section of Duplicate 
Picture-Chart for 
Desk Work 
Word-card 
Picture-word card 
Window Device for Isolating 
Reading Words or Phrases 
o.pple 
ba.ll 
bird 
------ ---------
Section of Duplicate 
Word-Chart for 
Desk Work 
FORM 7 
SPATIAL RELATIONS CHART FOR NON-READERS 
BASIC FORMS 
The following chart is one that was 
used during the training period. Similar 
charts were used as visual aids and for 
manipulation in pre-reading training to 
develop: 
1. Primary associations for recognition 
and discrimination of basic forms 
2. Recognition and discrimination of 
size and shape 
3. Eye-hand co-ordination 
- _1_5 
\ 
. 
:DJ:a rch 26 , 1948 
~ U--E~.L/~ 
Case H T;;rrr'~ - - ~..,...U... 
tP" 
' 
.. . 
FORM 8 
SPATIAL RELATIONS CHART FOR PRIMARY READERS 
PICTURE CHART 
The following chart was used during the 
training period. Similar charts were used 
as visual aids and for manipulation to provide 
further practice in recognition of spatial re-
lations, but more specifically in word develop-
ment for beginning readers for: 
1. Picture recognition 
2. Picture and space matching 
3. Picture and word association 
4. Word recognition 
5. Sight reading of labels 
In actual use, the pictures were separate, each set 
being replaced in the lower fold after use. 
_1_ '7 
l 
I 1 
